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1. INTRODUCTION

Although many students and scholars of Biblical Hebrew have 

grown accustomed to see Biblical Hebrew as a monolithic entity 

with a particular pronunciation—usually similar to Modern He-

brew—there are actually scores of different pronunciation tradi-

tions attested from ancient times to the modern day. The six pri-

mary historical attestations of the Biblical Hebrew reading tradi-

tions are as follows:1 

I. Origen’s Secunda (2nd/3rd century CE): The second

column of Origen’s Hexapla contains Greek transcriptions

of the Hebrew Bible. It is likely that Origen encountered

this text and/or practice among the Jewish community of

Caesarea. As such, the Secunda likely reflects a late

Roman Biblical Hebrew reading tradition of the

Caesarean Jews.

II. Jerome’s Transcriptions (4th/5th century CE): St

Jerome, who moved to Bethlehem and learned Hebrew as

an adult, often peppers his commentaries with Latin

transcription of Biblical Hebrew. This likely reflects the

reading tradition current among his Jewish interlocutors

of Byzantine Bethlehem.

III. Tiberian Vocalisation (Middle Ages): The Tiberian

vocalisation tradition was the most prestigious and

1 For a detailed explanation of the background of these various tradi-

tions and why these should be regarded as the six primary historical 

attestations of the Biblical Hebrew reading traditions, see chapter 3. 

© 2023 Benjamin Paul Kantor, CC BY-NC 4.0 https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0210.01
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authoritative of the medieval vocalisation systems. It was 

associated with a group of Hebrew scholars (i.e., 

Masoretes) from Tiberias in the Galilee. The vowel 

pointing in texts like Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS) 

and Biblia Hebraica Quinta (BHQ) reflects Tiberian 

pointing. 

IV. Palestinian Vocalisation (Middle Ages): The 

Palestinian vocalisation tradition of Hebrew constitutes 

one of the first traditions that marked vowel signs in 

manuscripts. Though it originated in Palestine, it did not 

enjoy the same prestige as Tiberian. If Tiberian was the 

possession of scholars, Palestinian belonged to the 

masses. 

V. Babylonian Vocalisation (Middle Ages): Unlike 

Tiberian and Palestinian, the Babylonian vocalisation 

tradition of Biblical Hebrew was associated with 

Babylonia and the Diaspora community in the east. 

Although it enjoyed some prestige and authority in the 

Middle Ages, it was not as highly regarded as Tiberian. 

VI. Samaritan Oral Tradition (Modern): The Samaritans 

broke off from the wider Jewish community between the 

fourth and second centuries BCE, from which time they 

have continued to preserve and pass down their biblical 

and linguistic tradition to the present day. Though their 

oral reading is modern, it has roots in Second Temple 

times. 

Although there are scores more of Biblical Hebrew reading tradi-

tions, we will see in the rest of this book that almost all of them 
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can be regarded as closely related to and/or derived from one of 

these six main attestations. The diversity between these tradi-

tions, though significant, has often gone overlooked. 

 We may exemplify such diversity by sampling how just 

four of the various Hebrew pronunciation traditions would real-

ise the beginning of the shema in the following chart: 

Table 1: Pronunciation of the shema in four traditions 

MT Modern Tiberian Secunda Samaritan 

 ʃma ʃaˈmaːaʕ ˈʃmaʕ ˈʃeːmaˈ שמע

 isʀaˈ(ʔ)el jisrˁɔːˈʔeːel (j)isʀɑːˈʔeːl jiʃˈrɑːʔəl(j) ישראל 

 adoˈnaj ʔaðoːˈnɔːɔj ʔaðoːˈnaj ˈʃeːmɑ(ʔ) יהוה

 eloˈ(h)enu ʔɛloːˈheːnuː ʔɛloːˈheːnuː eːluwˈwiːnu(ʔ) אלהינו

 adoˈnaj ʔaðoːˈnɔːɔj ʔaðoːˈnaj ˈʃeːmɑ(ʔ) יהוה

 eˈχad ʔɛːˈħɔːɔð ʔaˈħɑːð ˈʕaːd(ʔ) אחד

 ve(ʔ)a(h)avˈta vɔʔɔːhavˈtɔː (w)uʔɑːˈhɛβt wɑːˈibtɑ ואהבת

 ʔet ˈʔeːeθ ʔɛθ it את

 adoˈnaj ʔaðoːˈnɔːɔj ʔaðoːˈnaj ˈʃeːmɑ(ʔ) יהוה

 eloˈ(h)eχa ʔɛloːˈhɛːχɔː ʔɛloːˈhɑːχ eːˈluwwɑk(ʔ) אלהיך

 beˈχol baˈχɔl bˈχol ˈafkal בכל

 levavˈχa lavɔːɔvˈχɔː lɛβɑːˈβɑːχ leːˈbɑːbɑk לבבך

 uvˈχol wuvˈχɔl waβˈχol ˈwafkal ובכל

 nafʃeˈχa nafʃaˈχɔː nɛɸˈʃɑːχ ˈnafʃɑk נפשך

 uvˈχol wuvˈχɔl waβˈχol ˈwafkal ובכל

 me(ʔ)oˈdeχa moʔoːˈðɛːχɔː moːˈðɑːχ meːˈʔuːdɑk מאדך

A brief window into these four traditions reveals just how varied 

the different oral pronunciation traditions of Hebrew can be. It 

should also be noted that the differences between the traditions 

are not merely phonological, but also include many elements of 

morphology. In some cases, the differences between the tradi-

tions can even entail difference in syntax and interpretation. And 

here we have looked at only four of the multiplicity of Biblical 
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Hebrew reading traditions attested throughout history and in 

modern times. 

 Given the importance of the various oral reading tradi-

tions of Biblical Hebrew for the transmission of the Hebrew Bible, 

it remains a desideratum in the field to address the linguistic rela-

tionship between them. While such work has been carried out 

extensively on other Semitic languages and the family of Semitic 

languages as a whole, relatively little has been done for the vari-

ous traditions of Hebrew. This short book addresses this desider-

atum. 

The rest of the book is organised into five main sections. 

We begin with an overview of our methodology and some pre-

liminaries for classifying the Biblical Hebrew reading traditions 

(chapter 2). Following this, we present a brief overview of the six 

primary historical attestations of the Biblical Hebrew reading tra-

ditions throughout history (chapter 3). We then proceed to delin-

eate the various subgroupings of the Biblical Hebrew reading tra-

ditions based on shared innovations (chapter 4). These classifica-

tions are complemented and further informed by considering fac-

tors of language contact and influence of the various reading tra-

ditions (chapter 5). We conclude by presenting an overview of 

the relationship of the various Biblical Hebrew reading traditions 

throughout history (chapter 6). 



2. METHODOLOGY

1.0. Lambdin’s ‘Philippi’s Law Reconsidered’ 

The idea that the various reading traditions of Biblical Hebrew 

could be treated as different ‘dialects’ of Hebrew goes back at 

least to Lambdin (1985, 136), who first addressed the topic in the 

context of Philippi’s Law: 

Methodologically, [Babylonian Hebrew] and [Hexaplaric 

Hebrew] will be viewed as ‘dialects’ developing parallel to 

[Tiberian Hebrew] and not simply as degenerate mappings 

of the latter onto less precise grids. This approach entails 

the conceptualisation of a Proto-Biblical Hebrew Tradition 

from which the various traditions, including [Tiberian He-

brew], evolved by a set of explicit, unambiguous rules. 

Regarding the different Biblical Hebrew reading traditions as ‘di-

alects’ is an important step towards a historical-comparative ap-

proach for analysing and classifying the various reading tradi-

tions of Biblical Hebrew. Even though the various traditions are 

recitation traditions of the Bible, they do tend to reflect charac-

teristics of the spoken vernacular of their tradents (Morag 1958). 

Another point to be made regarding Lambdin’s approach 

concerns his pushback against giving preferential treatment to 

Tiberian Hebrew, which is the tradition reflected in the text of 

Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS) and familiar to most students 

and scholars. Even though Tiberian Hebrew was regarded as the 

most prestigious and authoritative reading tradition in the Mid-

dle Ages, it is but one of many. The trend to see Biblical Hebrew 

© 2023 Benjamin Paul Kantor, CC BY-NC 4.0 https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0210.02
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not as a monolithic entity but as a conglomerate of different dia-

lects and traditions attested throughout history is also present in 

the forthcoming Oxford Grammar of Biblical Hebrew (Khan et al. 

2025). 

2.0. Semitic Language Classification 

There is perhaps no better place to find a model for analysing the 

relationship between language traditions than the field of Com-

parative Semitics and the work that has been done on language 

classification. Although not precisely parallel to our present 

goals—we are analysing ‘dialects’ rather than ‘languages’ and the 

differences between Hebrew traditions are much more minute—

the same general principles may apply. Moreover, one of the ben-

efits of drawing on work on language classification in the field of 

Comparative Semitics is that it has more than a century of devel-

opment and evolution of ideas. 

In the earliest stages, scholars like Nöldeke (1899; 1911) 

and Brockelmann (1908) suggested that the various Semitic lan-

guages could be grouped according to shared linguistic features 

and proximal geographical locations. This method led to only 

vaguely accurate classifications and left significant room for im-

provement. Perhaps the biggest problem with this approach con-

cerns the nature of shared linguistic features. It is not enough to 

show that two languages share a particular feature to group them 

together, since this commonality could be inherited from the an-

cestor language. 
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Rather, as Hetzron (1974; 1975; 1976) would point out 

later in the twentieth century, we must make a distinction be-

tween ‘shared retentions’ and ‘linguistic innovations’; only the 

latter are relevant for linguistic subgrouping. In addition to this 

foundational principle, Hetzron also developed the concept of ‘ar-

chaic heterogeneity’, which basically states that older forms of 

the language should exhibit more irregularity and diversity and 

less consistency and systematisation. 

A nice example of the relevance of archaic heterogeneity 

concerns the first- and second-person endings of the verbal ad-

jective, which would become the suffix conjugation, the perfect, 

or the qaṭal form in West Semitic. In languages like Hebrew and 

Arabic, both the 1CS and 2MS/2FS forms have an initial *t in these 

forms. In Geʿez, there is an initial *k. In Akkadian, on the other 

hand, the 1CS has *k but the 2MS/2FS forms have *t: 

Table 2: First- and second-person endings of the verbal adjective 

 Hebrew Arabic Geʿez Akkadian Proto-Semitic 

1CS *-tī *-tu *-ku *-ku *-ku 

2MS *-tā *-ta *-ka *-ta *-ta 

2FS *-t(ī) *-ti *-ki *-ti *-ti 

While Hebrew, Arabic, and Geʿez generalise either *t or *k 

throughout the paradigm, Akkadian exhibits diversity of forms. 

According to the principle of archaic heterogeneity, then, the Ak-

kadian paradigm probably represents the more archaic Proto-Se-

mitic situation. While this principle is applicable here, it ought 

not to be used indiscriminately. In other cases, the principle of 

archaic heterogeneity can actually lead to incorrect conclusions. 
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Methodologically, such a principle should only be applied when 

the heterogeneity cannot be explained in other ways. 

Faber (1997, 4) further developed the idea of linguistic in-

novation as being the foundational criterion for classification, 

stating that “the establishment of a linguistic subgroup requires 

the identification of innovations that are shared among all and 

only the members of that subgroup.” It should be noted, however, 

that while this marked an innovation in scholarship on the clas-

sification of Semitic languages, these methodological criteria had 

long been established in general linguistics.2 

More recently, Huehnergard and Rubin (2011) have called 

attention to the relevance of language contact for a comprehen-

sive picture of the classification of the Semitic languages.3 While 

scholarship on the classification of the Semitic languages had 

tended to produce a genetic (or family) tree as its ultimate prod-

uct, Huehnergard and Rubin pointed out that this is only part of 

the picture. In addition to the genetic relationship of the Semitic 

languages expressed in a tree diagram, we must also consider the 

frequent and close linguistic contact between various Semitic lan-

guages. Even after various language communities ‘break off’ from 

the rest, there is often continued contact. In that sense, a proper 

conception of the subgroupings of the Semitic languages must 

involve both a tree showing the genetic relationships and a map 

showing the languages in contact. Only then do we have a full 

 

2 For a review of some of the literature, see François (2014, 164–65). 

3 But for the most recent treatment of the various Semitic languages, 

their history, and their relation to one another, see Huehnergard and 

Pat-El (2019). 
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picture. It is for this reason that they titled their article ‘Phyla 

and Waves’, accounting for both genealogy and contact.4 

3.0. Classifying Hebrew Traditions by Linguistic 

Innovations and Language Contact 

Following the model afforded us by Comparative Semitists, and 

in particular Huehnergard and Rubin, we may propose a similar 

model for the classification of the Biblical Hebrew reading tradi-

tions. Methodologically, then, our genetic subgroupings should 

be determined on the basis of shared linguistic innovations and 

elements of language contact should be factored in to provide a 

comprehensive picture. 

As far as shared innovations go, it should be reiterated that 

not all shared linguistic features are relevant for genetic sub-

grouping. When we find two distinct traditions of Biblical He-

brew sharing a particular linguistic feature, it is not necessarily 

relevant for linguistic subgrouping. In many (or most) cases, 

shared features are archaic and simply reflect retentions from 

Proto-Biblical Hebrew. In other cases, shared features may be the 

result of parallel development. In still other cases, shared features 

could be the result of linguistic diffusion and/or language con-

tact. While this is interesting and relevant for our purposes, it 

does not indicate any kind of genetic subgrouping. It is only when 

 

4 I have thus included in the title of my book the same moniker, both 

due to its applicability for the relationship of the Biblical Hebrew read-

ing traditions and as an homage to my PhD supervisor, John 

Huehnergard. The training I received from him has undoubtedly been 

a large part of equipping me to write this book. 
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shared features reflect linguistic innovation that we can demar-

cate divisions among the genetic subgrouping of the various Bib-

lical Hebrew reading traditions. 

At the same time, the case of the Biblical Hebrew reading 

traditions may be special in this regard. Because we are not nec-

essarily dealing with spoken languages, but rather linguistic sys-

tems that developed around the biblical text, language contact 

can in some cases be a more significant diagnostic feature. If 

some traditions were preserved in such a way that elements of 

the spoken language did not infiltrate their grammar, then the 

pervasive nature of vernacular features in other traditions may 

be relevant for classification. Though not strictly a ‘shared inno-

vation’ in the purest sense of the term, the susceptibility of cer-

tain traditions to the influence of the vernacular can demarcate 

some traditions over against more conservative ones that were 

preserved with less influence of the spoken language. In fact, this 

may account for numerous differences between the ‘popular’ tra-

ditions and the ‘Masoretic’ traditions (see chapter 4, §2.0). Nev-

ertheless, such demarcations should be buttressed by at least 

some shared innovations on the genetic level. 

As far as language contact goes, the relevant contact lan-

guages change from period to period. In Hellenistic-Roman times, 

the Biblical Hebrew reading traditions of Palestine would have 

been primarily in contact with Aramaic, vernacular Hebrew, and 

Greek. The Byzantine period would have been characterised by 

contact with Aramaic and (even more) Greek. Towards the end 

of the Byzantine period and into the Middle Ages, Arabic would 
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have become one of the main contact languages and vernaculars 

of the tradents of the Biblical Hebrew reading traditions. 

4.0. Previous Scholarship on the Relationship of 

the Biblical Hebrew Traditions 

Before we proceed to analyse the Biblical Hebrew reading tradi-

tions in light of our methodology, we should acknowledge some 

of the work that has already been done in this area. 

Perhaps the most helpful research on the classification of 

the Biblical Hebrew reading traditions is that of Morag. In his 

article on the pronunciation traditions of Biblical Hebrew, he de-

votes a couple of pages to outlining the ‘Classification of the Pro-

nunciations of Hebrew’ (Morag 2007, 553). As part of this, he 

outlines several basic divisions. First, he makes a distinction be-

tween ‘Samaritan’ and ‘non-Samaritan’ traditions of Hebrew. 

Within the ‘non-Samaritan’ group, he identifies three main tradi-

tions of the Middle Ages: (i) Tiberian, (ii) Palestinian, and (iii) 

Babylonian. While the Tiberian tradition did not have any further 

descendants, Palestinian is continued by the Sephardi and Ash-

kenazi traditions, whereas Babylonian is continued by the 

Yemenite tradition. These relationships may be displayed in the 

following chart (Morag 2007, 553): 
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Figure 1: Relationships between Hebrew pronunciation traditions ac-

cording to Morag 

These linguistic divisions are consistent with the findings 

of the present work (see chapter 6). There are, however, several 

points where we can add to Morag’s work. First, Morag focuses 

mostly on phonology and not necessarily on all aspects of the 

grammar. Second, Morag does not necessarily implement the 

same sort of methodology developed for dealing with the classi-

fication of Semitic languages, namely the emphasis on shared in-

novations for subgrouping, which is balanced by taking language 

contact into account. Third, and finally, Morag does not include 

some of the more ancient attestations of Biblical Hebrew reading 

traditions, such as the Secunda and transcriptions of Jerome. 
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In fact, the relationship of the ancient transcription tradi-

tions to other traditions of Hebrew is where the main desideratum 

in the field still lies. After all, it is easy to differentiate traditions 

that are attested contemporaneously, like Palestinian, Tiberian, 

and Babylonian. It is much more difficult to discern how these 

medieval traditions are related to those traditions attested in the 

Roman and Byzantine periods, namely the Secunda and Jerome. 

In recent years, however, Maurizio (2021; 2022) has been 

researching the relationship between the Secunda and other Bib-

lical Hebrew reading traditions.5 Though her work is still ongo-

ing, she explores the relationship of the Secunda tradition to 

other traditions of the Second Temple Period, on one hand, and 

its relative conservatism in relation to the medieval traditions on 

the other. She points out a number of shared conservative fea-

tures between the Hebrew tradition of the Secunda and that re-

flected in the Dead Sea Scrolls, such as the *yeqṭolū pattern and 

the preservation of etymological vowels in the ‘shewa slot’. More 

innovative features are also acknowledged, such as the weaken-

ing of final nasals and the ‘Aramaising’ preference for the lexeme 

 heart’. Shared nominal patterns between the‘ לב heart’ over‘ לבב

Secunda and Qumran Hebrew are also addressed. Samaritan He-

brew is also explored in relation to the Secunda; Maurizio notes 

that both traditions often preserve etymological vowels in open 

 

5 I would like to thank Isabella Maurizio for sharing her notes from her 

2021 SBL presentation with me. 
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unstressed syllables. On the other hand, she notes that the unu-

sual form ϊλει (||  אֵלַי) may have a parallel in Samaritan [iːli].6 An 

in-depth discussion of the *maqṭal pattern across the various tra-

ditions is also part of her work. 

After looking at many other points of comparison, she con-

cludes that while the Secunda is an independent tradition, fea-

tures where it correlates phonetically, phonologically, and mor-

phologically with other traditions should be examined closely. 

She concludes that among ancient traditions, the Secunda shares 

some features with Qumran Hebrew and Samaritan Hebrew. 

Among the medieval traditions, it has many shared features with 

Babylonian, which speaks to the conservatism of these traditions. 

Overall, the Secunda is highly conservative and characterised by 

the preservation of historical or etymological patterns. 

Maurizio’s work is refreshing, especially considering the 

depth and coverage she affords a topic rarely touched by other 

scholars. There are, however, some points that could be explored 

further in the present work. For our purposes, more focus should 

be placed on shared innovations rather than shared retentions. 

As noted earlier in our discussion of the classification of Semitic 

languages, ‘conservative’ features are essentially irrelevant for es-

tablishing the relationship between dialects or traditions—unless 
 

6 According to my analysis, however, this form reflects vowel alterna-

tion (and subsequent partial assimilation of the following diphthong) as 

an orthoepic strategy to maintain a clear contour at a word boundary 

of a word ending in a long /ē/ vowel and a word beginning with /ʔē/: 

i.e., εττη ϊλει /heṭṭē ʔēlaj/ → [hɛṭṭeː ʔiːlɛj] (Kantor forthcoming b, 

§3.4.5). 
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one would argue for direct influence. Determining the relative 

conservatism of a particular tradition is not our primary goal. 

After all, even a form like *yeqṭolēnī, common in the Secunda, 

Qumran, and Babylonian, has vestiges in Tiberian: e.g.,  ֵ֣ם יֶהְדֳּפ  

‘will push them back’ (Josh. 23.5). On the other hand, certain 

shared features between the Secunda and Qumran Hebrew, such 

as the weakening of final nasals, may be the result of linguistic 

diffusion affecting all languages in the region, including Greek 

(Kantor 2023, §§7.5.1–2). 

While Maurizio covers a wealth of helpful data and brings 

it all together nicely, it may be more instructive for our purposes 

to limit the discussion to those features for which we can make a 

relatively strong case that they arose as or due to one of two phe-

nomena: (i) shared innovations or (ii) linguistic diffusion due to 

language contact. We will attempt to do so in the remainder of 

this book. 

5.0. A ‘Proto-’ Biblical Hebrew Reading Tradition 

in the Second Temple Period 

Before we proceed to enumerate the various shared innovations 

among different groups of Biblical Hebrew reading traditions, we 

must first address the concept of a ‘Proto-’ Biblical Hebrew read-

ing tradition in the Second Temple Period. Although we did not 

mention it earlier in our discussion of the classification of the 

Semitic languages, essential to the methodology is the assump-

tion that the various Semitic languages are all derived from a 

common ‘Proto-’ ancestor, namely Proto-Semitic. 
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The same can probably be hypothesised regarding a ‘Proto‑’ 

Biblical Hebrew reading tradition in the early Second Temple Pe-

riod. This is distinct from the concept of a Proto-Hebrew lan-

guage, which would take us back to the second millennium BCE. 

Rather, the idea of a ‘Proto-’ Biblical Hebrew reading tradition 

entails that already by the Second Temple Period, there were at 

least some somewhat fixed and traditional ways of reading the 

consonantal text of the Bible. This probably developed gradually, 

both with respect to different communities and with respect to 

different portions of the Hebrew Bible. A reading tradition—or 

traditions—for the Torah probably developed before the rest of 

the Bible.7 

There is, in fact, evidence for such a reading tradition when 

we compare some of the parallel passages that occur both in First-

Temple-Period books of the Bible, like Joshua, and Second-Tem-

ple-Period books of the Bible, like Chronicles (Barr 1984). In-

deed, as Barr points out, there are instances where the consonan-

tal text of Chronicles corresponds with the qere of Joshua. This 

occurs with respect to the geographical term ׁמִגְרָש ‘pastureland’ 

when a possessive suffix (i.e., ‘its’ or ‘hers’) is attached to it. 

Joshua 21 recounts how the cities and pasturelands from among 

the tribes of Israel are apportioned to the Levites. The chapter oft 

repeats phrases like  ִ֥ן וְאֶת־מִגְרְשֵׁיהֶ֑   לֶּההָאֵ֖   יםאֶת־הֶָ ר  ‘these cities and 

their pasturelands’ (Josh. 21.8) or  ֖הָ וְאֶת־מִגְרָשֶׁ֑   וֹןאֶת־חֶבְר  ‘Hebron 

and its pasturelands’ (Josh. 21.13). In each instance, the noun 

 

7 Note that there is some evidence for this based on the layering of ar-

chaic features within the Tiberian tradition itself. This theme is picked 

up repeatedly in the work of Hornkohl (2023). 
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 ,pastureland’ has a third person feminine possessive suffix‘ מִגְרָשׁ 

whether singular (‘her; its’) or plural (‘their’), referring to the city 

or cities. 

What is of particular note here, though, is that the noun 

 is often vocalised as plural, even though the consonantal מִגְרָשׁ

text would seem to indicate a singular form: e.g.,  ואת  חברון  את

)הָ מִגְרָשֶׁ֑   ק׳(  מגרשה  ‘Hebron and its pastureland(s)’ (Josh. 21.13); 

)הָ מִגְרָשֶׁ֑   ק׳(  מגרשה  ואת  גבעון  את  ‘Gibeon and its pastureland(s)’ 

(Josh. 21.17). But where it is written as מגרשה, it refers to the 

pastureland of a single city.8  In those cases where the pas-

turelands refer to those of multiple cities, however, the form is 

written with a yod: e.g., לבהמתנו  ומגרשיהן  לשבת  ערים  ‘cities to dwell 

in and their pasturelands for our livestock’ (Josh. 21.2);   הערים  את

מגרשיהן  ואת  האלה  ‘these cities and their pasturelands’ (Josh. 21.3); 

ומגרשיהן  ערים  עשרה  שלש  ‘thirteen cities and their pasturelands’ 

(Josh. 21.19).9 

This would seem to indicate that, when first composed, the 

forms written as מגרשה were intended as singular forms. Only the 

forms with a yod written were intended as plural forms. And yet, 

the Tiberian oral reading tradition, perhaps due to later changes 

in the language which made a plural reading more appropriate, 

vocalised  מגרשה as plural against the consonantal orthography. 

Familiarity with an oral reading tradition passed down from gen-

 

8 See also Josh. 21.11, 13–18, 21–25, 27–32, 34–39, 42. 

9 See also Josh. 21.8, 26, 33, 41, 42. Regarding Josh. 21.42, note Barr’s 

comments on the distributive nature of the singular suffix, despite the 

reference to plural cities (Barr 1984, 19–20). 
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eration to generation would seem to be the most likely explana-

tion for how the consonantal text מגרשה would be read as plural 

rather than singular.10 

The allotment material from Joshua 21 is mostly repeated 

in 1 Chronicles 6, even if with some minor differences. What is 

of particular note, however, is the fact that each case of conso-

nantal מגרשה in Joshua corresponds to consonantal  מגרשיה in 1 

Chronicles 6: e.g.,  ֶ֥הָ הָ הָ הָ מִגְרָשֶׁ֖ מִגְרָשֶׁ֖ מִגְרָשֶׁ֖ מִגְרָשֶׁ֖ וְאֶת־  םאֶת־שְׁכ  ‘Shechem and its pas-

turelands’ (Josh 21.21) vs  את  שכם  ואת  מגרשיה מגרשיה מגרשיה מגרשיה (1 Chron. 6.52).11 

In light of the correlation between the consonantal text of 1 

Chronicles 6 and the Tiberian vocalisation of Joshua 21, several 

scholars have concluded that a certain oral reading tradition of 

the Hebrew Bible—Joshua in this case—had already come to be 

reflected in the textual tradition of Chronicles (Barr 1984; Khan 

2020b, 57). This would seem to indicate that already by the 

early-to-mid Second Temple Period, various communities were 

memorising and transmitting oral reading traditions of the He-

brew Bible. 

As such, it is appropriate to speak of an ancestor ‘Proto-’ 

Biblical Hebrew reading tradition.12 And yet, just as one might 

 

10 That it was not merely a case of the noun  מגרש occurring in the plural 

by default in later stages of the language is proven by instances of this 

noun in the singular in the Mishnah (Maaser Sheni 5.14; Sota 5.3; 

Arakhin 9.8). 

11 See also 1 Chron. 6.40, 42–45, 49, 52–66. 

12 One possible objection to this claim may be that this phenomenon 

only reflects a stream of tradition that would eventually become Tibe-

rian Hebrew. Other traditions could have developed independently and 

thus there would not have been a single ‘Proto-’ Biblical Hebrew reading 
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posit internal diversity in Proto-Semitic, it is unlikely that this 

early stage of the Biblical Hebrew reading tradition was mono-

lithic. It is probably better to speak of ‘Proto-’ Biblical Hebrew 

reading traditions plural. Nevertheless, as we will see in the fol-

lowing sections, there are enough shared features among the va-

riety of attested traditions to posit at least something of a com-

mon ancestor from the early Second Temple Period.13

 

tradition. There are two responses to such an objection. First, as demon-

strated by the work of Lambdin (1985) and the present book, operating 

from the assumption of a proto-tradition generally leads to consistent 

and historico-linguistically coherent conclusions. Second, it is probably 

true that even our hypothesised ‘Proto‑’ Biblical Hebrew was actually a 

constellation of various features associated with the reading tradition 

with its own internal diversity. After all, even Comparative Semitists 

sometimes have to posit internal diversity in Proto-Semitic to explain 

some features in the daughter languages. As such, given that the as-

sumption of a ‘Proto-’ Biblical Hebrew reading tradition (with some in-

ternal diversity) yields coherent results and has precedent in the field 

of Comparative Semitics, we will proceed with this methodological pre-

supposition. 

13 But for some nuance regarding the relationship of Samaritan to this 

hypothesised ancestor reading tradition, see chapter 4, §1.4. 



3. THE HISTORICAL ATTESTATIONS OF

THE BIBLICAL HEBREW READING

TRADITIONS 

While the idea of a hypothesised (Proto-)Biblical Hebrew reading 

tradition (or traditions) of the mid-to-late Second Temple Period 

is plausible, we do not have direct access to any of the oral read-

ing traditions from this period.14 We only have access to what 

this earlier reading tradition—or collection of oral reading tradi-

tions—would eventually become in the following centuries. And, 

in some sense, the historical record we do have at our disposal is 

accidental. The first substantial historical record of a Biblical He-

brew oral reading tradition is not actually attested until the sec-

ond or third century CE, in the Greek transcriptions of Hebrew 

found in the second column of Origen’s Hexapla (Kantor forth-

coming c). This is followed by the substantial Latin transcriptions 

of Hebrew in Jerome’s writings of the fourth and fifth centuries 

CE. The historical record is silent again until the early medieval 

period, during which explicit vowel notation systems finally de-

veloped, namely those of the Palestinian, Babylonian, and Tibe-

rian traditions. Finally, though not codified in writing histori-

cally, the modern oral reading tradition of the Samaritan com-

munity provides—albeit with significant later developments—a 

14 Prior to the late Roman period, only indirect (and fragmented) evi-

dence exists, such as the Greek transcriptions of Hebrew in the LXX and 

the use of matres lectionis in the Dead Sea Scrolls. 

© 2023 Benjamin Paul Kantor, CC BY-NC 4.0 https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0210.03
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witness to an oral reading tradition that has its roots in Second 
Temple times.15 An overview of each of these historical attesta-
tions follows in the remainder of this chapter. 

1.0. Origen’s Secunda 
In the middle of the third century CE, in Caesarea, the church 
father and biblical scholar Origen (185–253 CE) compiled the 
Hexapla (ἑξαπλᾶ ‘sixfold’), so named for its format of six parallel 
columns. It may in fact be the world’s first parallel Bible. The first 
column contained Hebrew in Hebrew letters, the second column 
a Greek transcription of the Hebrew, the third column the Greek 
translation of Aquila, the fourth column the Greek translation of 
Symmachus, the fifth column a version of the Septuagint (LXX), 
and the sixth column the Greek translation of Theodotion; in 
some cases, additional columns were added as well, such as the 
‘Quinta’ and the ‘Sexta’, so named as they are the ‘fifth’ and ‘sixth’ 
Greek translations (sometimes) included in the Hexapla. The 
original probably looked something like this (based on Cam-
bridge University Library T-S 12.182 and the Mercati palimpsest; 
see Mercati 1958; Kantor 2022; Carrera Companioni 2022): 

 
15 Note that there are scores more of modern traditions, but these are 
generally developments from the Palestinian tradition (via the Ashke-
nazi or Sephardi branch) or from the Babylonian tradition (via the 
Yemenite branch). As such, for our purposes, they do not typically pro-
vide more historically relevant information than the Palestinian or Bab-
ylonian traditions as attested in the Middle Ages. 
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Figure 2: Impression of Origen’s Hexapla

Although the nature and content of the Hexapla is interest-
ing for a variety of reasons, what concerns us most here is the 
second column, which contains a Greek transcription of the He-
brew Bible: e.g., the word לוֹם  is written as σαλωμ and the word שָׁ
יִת  is written as βαϊθ. While it is true that Origen is ultimately בַּ
responsible for the production of the Hexapla in the third century 
CE, none of the other texts contained therein were original to 
him. The same goes for the second column, also known as the 
‘Secunda’. 

There is significant evidence that Origen found the text of 
the second column—or extracts thereof—among the Jewish com-
munity of Caesarea Maritima (see Kantor forthcoming c). It is not 
entirely clear if the Caesarean Jews had transcribed the entire 
Hebrew Bible into Greek by the time Origen encountered them. 
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If not, it is likely that Origen enlisted their help to expand their 

already existing practice of transcribing the Hebrew scriptures 

into Greek for the entire Bible. In either case, however, the Greek 

transcriptions of Hebrew in the second column may be regarded 

as reflecting an authentic Biblical Hebrew oral reading tradition 

of late Roman Palestine. As such, the second column of Origen’s 

Hexapla constitutes the oldest continuous record of the vocalisa-

tion of the Hebrew Bible in existence (Kantor 2022; forthcom-

ing c). 

In terms of layout, there was usually one Hebrew word 

written per line in the (reconstructed but unattested) left column 

and one corresponding transcription in the right column. In some 

cases, however, multiple words were written on the same line: 

Table 3: Ps. 46.1–2 in the first and second columns of the Hexapla 

]למנצח[  λαµανασση ‘to the choirmaster’ 

]קרח לבני[  <λ>ἀβνηκορ ‘to the sons of Korah’ 

] עלמות על[  αλ·αλµωθ ‘according to Alamoth’ 

]שיר[ σιρ ‘a song’ 

] לנו אלהים[ ε’λωειµ λανου ‘God is for us’ 

]ועז מחסה[ µασε·ουοζ ‘a refuge and strength’ 

]עזר[ εˈζρ ‘a help’ 

]בצרות[  βσαρωθ` ‘in troubles’ 

] מאד נמצא[  νεµσα·µωδ ‘very present’ 

From a linguistic standpoint, the Biblical Hebrew reading 

tradition reflected in the Secunda largely reflects a language sys-

tem like that of Tiberian Hebrew, but there are a number of sig-

nificant differences and characteristic features, such as the fol-

lowing: 
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• The tradition underlying the Secunda appears to reflect a

vowel system with at least seven distinct qualities and

phonemic length distinctions: i.e., /ī/ [iː] (= ι or ει), /ē/ [eː]

(= η), /e/ [ɛ] (= ε), /a/ [a]/[æ] (= α), /ā/ [ɑː] (= α), /o/

[o] (= ο), /ō/ [oː] (= ω), /ū/ [uː] (= ου).

• It seems to be the case that there was no vowel of the qameṣ

quality (i.e., /ɔ(ː)/) as in Tiberian Hebrew, only a short /a/

[a]/[æ] vowel and a long /ā/ [ɑː] vowel.

• Where Tiberian has the vowels ḥireq (i.e., /i/) or qibbuṣ (i.e.,

/u/) in closed unstressed syllables, the Secunda tends to have

/e/ or /o/ vowels, respectively: e.g., νεζρω vs ֹנִזְרֽו [nizˈrˁoː] ‘his

crown’ (Ps. 89.40); οκκωθαϊ vs  ַֹ֥יחֻקּת  [ħuqqoːˈθaːaj] ‘my

statutes’ (Ps. 89.32).

• Historical short *u is also often preserved where Tiberian has

vocalic shewa: e.g., ιεφφολου vs  ִ֝וּפְּל֗ י  [jippaˈluː] ‘will fall’ (Ps.

18.39).

• With respect to the system of suffixes, the Secunda tradition

tends to exhibit -VC patterns rather than -CV patterns: e.g.,

ελωαχ vs  ֱ֭הֶי;א<  [ʔɛloːˈhɛːχɔː] ‘your (MS) God’ (Ps. 45.8); ουαλλα

vs  ָיה .and over it (FS)’ (Ps. 7.8)‘ [vɔʕɔːˈlɛːhɔː] וְָ לֶ֗

• The Secunda also maintains the historical *a vowel in certain

patterns where Tiberian has /i/: e.g., µαβσαραυ vs  ָ֣יו מִבְצָר

[mivsˁɔːˈʀɔ̟ːɔv] ‘his fortresses’ (Ps. 89.41).

• In the realm of syllable structure, the oral reading tradition

behind the Secunda appears to have had a higher tolerance

for consonant clusters than the Tiberian tradition: e.g.,

ουαµµελχ vs  ֶּ֤לֶ?וְהַמ  [vahamˈmɛːlɛχ] ‘and the king’ (1 Kgs 1.1).
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• Note also that an epenthetic can occur between the first and

second radicals of a yiqṭol verb when the second radical is a

sonorant: e.g., ϊκερσου vs יִקְרְצוּ־ [jiq̟ʀa̟ˈsˁuː] ‘they will wink’ (Ps.

35.19); ιεσεµου vs יִשְׂמְחוּ־ [jismuˈħuː] ‘[do not] let them

rejoice!’ (Ps. 35.24).

• Gutturals do not always bring about lowering in the Secunda

as they do in Tiberian: e.g., θεσου vs  ׂ֔ש ֲ וּתַּֽ  [tʰaːʕaˈsuː] ‘you (MP)

do’ (Mal. 2.13); µεββεσε vs צַע what‘ [maˑbˈbɛːsˁɑʕ] מַה־בֶּ֥

gain... ?’ (Ps. 30.10). Note also that the Secunda does not

have furtive pataḥ: e.g., ουαββωτη vs  ֵ֥וְהַבּוֹט Eַ  [vahabboːˈtˁeːaħ]

‘and the one who trusts’ (Ps. 32.10).

• Definiteness following inseparable prepositions is also less

common in the Secunda: e.g., βσακ ‘in sky’ vs  ַּׁ֗חַקבַּש  ‘in the

sky’ (Ps. 89.38).

• Finally, note that there is often no difference in the Secunda

between the verbal form used for modal and jussive meanings

(i.e., wyiqṭol in Tiberian) and that used for narrative past (i.e.,

wayyiqṭol in Tiberian): e.g., ουϊεθθεν ‘and made; and makes(?)’

(Ps. 18.33), but cf. וְיִתֶּן־ [vijittɛn] ‘and may give’ (Ps. 72.15)

vs  ֵּ֖ןוַיִּת  [vaɟɟitˈtʰeːen] ‘and made’ (Ps. 18.33; Kantor 2020).

While there are many other characteristic features of the Biblical 

Hebrew tradition underlying the Secunda, these will be outlined 

where relevant in the remainder of the book. In short, however, 

the Secunda may be regarded as an authentic ancient reading 

tradition of Biblical Hebrew, probably of the Jewish community 

of late Roman Caesarea. While typologically more archaic than 

other traditions cited on this list in numerous ways, it also exhib-

its some innovative features of its own. 
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2.0. Transcriptions in Jerome 

Similarly to the Secunda, the writings of Jerome (347–419 CE) 

constitute another rare source for transcriptions of an ancient 

Palestinian reading tradition of Biblical Hebrew. Unlike the 

Secunda, however, Jerome does not provide us with a continual 

transcribed text of the Bible. His transcriptions—in Latin rather 

than Greek—occur only sporadically in his commentaries and let-

ters, particularly when he is making a point that touches on the 

meaning or nature of the original Hebrew. His transcriptions ap-

pear to be based on his own familiarity with Hebrew acquired 

through his own personal interactions with Jewish informants. 

Indeed, although Jerome was born in Stridon on the border 

of Dalmatia and Pannonia, an ascetic impulse drove him to the 

Syrian desert of Chalcis southeast of Antioch during the 370s CE. 

It was during this time that he first started to learn Hebrew from 

a Jewish Christian. He probably also picked up some Aramaic 

during this time, since it would have been necessary for commu-

nication with the locals. However successful his Hebrew learning 

was during this time, however, it accelerated drastically after his 

move to Bethlehem in Palestine in the summer of 386 CE. It was 

there that he encountered numerous Aramaic-speaking Jewish 

interlocutors, who were able to instruct him in Hebrew. Over the 

coming years, Jerome grew in his knowledge of Hebrew through 

regular interaction with the knowledgeable Jewish scholars of 

Bethlehem, who would have explained Hebrew grammar to him 

in Greek (Quasten 1988, 212–19; Graves 2007, 84–98). With the 

help of these scholars, it seems that Jerome, unlike Origen, 

achieved a significant level of proficiency in Hebrew. 
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Therefore, the transcriptions of Biblical Hebrew in Jerome’s 

commentaries and writings most likely reflect an authentic oral 

reading tradition current among the Jews of Bethlehem during 

the early Byzantine period. As noted above, however, the tran-

scriptions are sporadic and not continuous. Usually only one or 

two words are quoted. On occasion, a full phrase can be quoted. 

The longest quotation extends for several verses. Note the exam-

ples below: 

(1) Jerome, Against Iouinianus, I.31 (text from Notitia Clavis

Patrum Latinorum 610):

loquatur isaias spei nostrae fideique mysterium: ecce uirgo in

utero concipiet et pariet filium, et uocabis nomen eius emman-

uel. scio iudaeos opponere solere, in hebraeo uerbum alma

non uirginem sonare, sed adolescentulam. et reuera uirgo pro-

prie bethula appellatur, adolescentula autem uel puella, non

alma dicitur, sed naara. quid est igitur quod significat alma?

Isaiah speaks of the mystery of our hope and faith: Behold,

a virgin will conceive and bear a son, and you will call his

name Emmanuel. I know that the Jews are in the habit of

opposing this view, arguing that in Hebrew the word

alma does not signify ‘virgin’, but ‘young woman’. And,

actually, ‘virgin’ is specifically called bethula, but ‘young

woman’ or ‘girl’, is not called alma, but naara. What is it,

then, that alma signifies?
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(2) Jerome, Commentary on Galatians, 2.3 (text from Notitia

Clavis Patrum Latinorum 591):

In eo autem loco ubi Aquila et Theodotion similiter transtule-

runt dicentes: quia maledictio Dei est suspensus, in hebraeo

ita ponitur: chi klalat eloim talui.

But in the place where Aquila and Theodotion have simi-

larly rendered with the phrase ‘for the curse of God is one

who hangs’, in Hebrew the following is found: chi klalat

eloim talui.

(3) Jerome, Epistle LXXIII, 5 (text from Hilberg 1912):

verum quia amanter interrogas et uniuersa, quae didici, fidis

auribus instillanda sunt, ponam et Hebraeorum opinionem et,

ne quid desit curiositati, ipsa Hebraica uerba subnectam:

umelchisedech melech salem hosi lehem uaiain, uhu cohen le-

hel helion: uaibarcheu uaiomer baruch abram lehel helion

cone samaim uares: ubaruch hel helion eser maggen sarach

biadach uaiethen lo maaser mecchol quod interpretatur in

Latinum hoc modo: et Melchisedech, rex Salem, protulit panes

et uinum—erat autem sacerdos dei excelsi—benedixitque illi

et ait: benedictus Abram deo excelso, qui creauit caelum et

terram, et benedictus deus altissimus, qui tradidit inimicos

tuos sub manu tua; et dedit ei decimas ex omnibus.

But because you ask me affectionately, and all which I

have learned should be poured into faithful ears, I will

place here both the opinion of the Hebrews and, lest

something lack in curiosity, I will subjoin also the Hebrew

words themselves: umelchisedech melech salem hosi

lehem uaiain, uhu cohen lehel helion: uaibarcheu

uaiomer baruch abram lehel helion cone samaim
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uares: ubaruch hel helion eser maggen sarach biad-

ach uaiethen lo maaser mecchol, which is interpreted 

in Latin as follows: And Melchisedec, king of Salem, 

brought forth bread and wine—he was in fact the priest 

of the most high God—and he blessed him and said, 

‘Blessed be Abram by the most high God, who created 

heaven and earth, and blessed be the most high God, who 

delivered your enemies under your hand.’ And he gave 

him tithes from all. 

From a linguistic standpoint, the Biblical Hebrew reading 

tradition reflected in Jerome’s transcriptions shares more fea-

tures with that reflected in the Secunda than with any other at-

tested tradition, including Tiberian. Note the following exam-

ples:16 

• Although the Latin script does not make as many distinctions

as Greek script, the vowel system of Jerome was probably

similar to that of the Secunda: i.e., /ī/ (= i), /ē/ (= e), /e/

(= e), /a/ (= a), /ā/ (= a), /o/ (= o), /ō/ (= o), /ū/ (= u).

• Like the Secunda, the tradition underlying Jerome appears to

have had no vowel of the qameṣ quality (i.e., /ɔ(ː)/) as in

Tiberian. Rather, it had just a short /a/ vowel and a long /ā/

vowel.

• Jerome also tends to have an /e/ or /o/ vowel in closed

syllables where Tiberian has ḥireq (i.e., /i/) or qibbuṣ (i.e.,

16 Examples from Jerome cited here and throughout the book are taken 

from a variety of sources, which are incorporated in my critical edition 

(in preparation) of the Latin transcriptions of Hebrew in Jerome. 
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/u/): e.g., nethab vs  ָ֔ ְבנִת  [niθˈʕɔːɔv] ‘loathed’ (Isa. 14.19); 

sgolla vs  ֻהלָּ֑ סְג  [saʁulˈlɔː] ‘prized possession’ (Mal. 3.17). 

• Like the Secunda, gutturals do not always bring about

lowering as they do in Tiberian: e.g., ieros vs  ֣שׁ וֹיַחֲר

[jaːħaˈʀo̟ːoʃ] ‘must plough’ (Hos. 10.11).

• Note the pattern of suffixes, which, like the Secunda

tradition, prefers -VC over -CV: e.g., lach vs  ֨;ְ׀  ל  [laˈχɔː] ‘for

you (MS)’ (Ps. 63.2); sarach vs  ֶ֖י; צָר  [sˁɔːˈʀɛ̟χɔː] ‘your (MS)

enemies’ (Gen. 14.20).

• Like the Secunda, Jerome also maintains the historical *a

vowel in certain patterns where Tiberian has /i/: e.g., mabsar

vs  ָ֑רמִבְצ  [mivˈsˁɔːɔʀ]̟ ‘fortress’ (Jer. 6.27).

• Definiteness following the inseparable prepositions was also

less common in the tradition behind Jerome’s transcriptions:

e.g., labaala ‘to terror/calamity’ vs לַבֶּהָלָ֑ה [labbɛhɔːˈlɔː] ‘to the

terror/calamity’ (Isa. 65.23).

• As in the Secunda, short *u is often preserved where Tiberian

has vocalic shewa: e.g., iezbuleni vs נִי will‘ [jizbaˈleːniː] יִזְבְּלֵ֣

honour me’ (Gen. 30.20).

There are, however, some points in which the reading tra-

dition reflected in the transcriptions of Jerome differs from that 

of the Secunda: 

• Jerome has more regular syllable structure and less tolerance

for consonant clusters than the Secunda: e.g., barura for  ָ֑ה בְרוּר

[vaʀu̟ːˈʀɔ̟ː] ‘plain (FS)’ (Zeph. 3.9) and melech for  ַלֶ? מֶּֽ ה

[hamˈmɛːlɛχ] ‘the king’ (Zech. 14.10).

• Unlike the Secunda, Jerome does appear to exhibit some

cases of something like furtive pataḥ alongside cases of its
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absence: e.g., ruah for  ֖וּ ר Eַ  [ˈʀu̟ːaħ] ‘wind’ (Jer. 10.13), colea 

for  ֵ֛קוֹל Kַ  [q̟oːˈleːaʕ] ‘slinging (MS)’ (Jer. 10.18), sue for  ְשׁ֙ ו ֙Kַֹו  
[vaˈʃoːaʕ] ‘and Shoa’ (Ezek. 23.23); but cf. maphate vs  ַתֵּ֣ מְפ Eַ  
[mafatˈtʰeːaħ] ‘engraving (MS)’ (Zech. 3.9), bari vs  ָּרִ֔ ב Eַ  
[bɔːˈʀi̟ːaħ] ‘fleeing (MS)’ (Isa. 27.1), esne vs  ֵ֥וְהַצְנ Kַ  
[vahasˁˈneːaʕ] ‘and [doing] humbly’ (Mic. 6.8). 

• While the Secunda often exhibits no difference between the 

modal-jussive (i.e., wyiqṭol) and the narrative-past (i.e., way-

yiqṭol), Jerome exhibits a distinct narrative-past form: e.g., 

uaiecra in Jerome vs ουϊκρα in the Secunda for  ָ֖א וַיִּקְר  

[vaɟɟiq̟ˈʀɔ̟ː] ‘and called’ (Lev. 1.1). 

All in all, the reading tradition underlying the Latin tran-

scriptions of Jerome exhibits considerable similarity to that of 

the Secunda. At the same time, however, it also has some features 

that resemble those of the Tiberian tradition. 

3.0. Palestinian  

It was not until around the sixth or seventh century CE that var-

ious Jewish communities finally began to codify their oral read-

ing traditions in writing. By adding vowel signs to the text of the 

Hebrew Bible, tradents of the reading tradition could ensure that 

the text would be read correctly even by those who did not know 

the tradition. While three main notation systems of vocalisation 

developed during this period, namely Palestinian, Babylonian, 

and Tiberian, that known as the ‘Palestinian’ vocalisation system 

was quite possibly the first (Dotan 2007, 624). 

As its name suggests, the Palestinian vocalisation devel-

oped in the Land of Israel as a notation system for a particular 
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pronunciation tradition of Hebrew. On this point, and especially 

in the case of ‘Palestinian’, it is important to distinguish between 

the Palestinian pronunciation tradition (i.e., the phonetic realisa-

tion) and the Palestinian vocalisation tradition (i.e., the notation 

system). While these two streams of tradition often overlap, this 

is not always the case. 

As far as the oral pronunciation itself goes, the Palestinian 

tradition appears to be closely related to how Hebrew (and Jew-

ish Aramaic) was generally pronounced when it was still a living 

language in Palestine, and perhaps subsequently as well. In other 

words, the Palestinian pronunciation tradition reflects the gen-

eral pronunciation of Hebrew current among the population of 

Palestine rather than a special ‘biblical’ or high register pronun-

ciation (Dotan 2007, 624–30; Heijmans 2013b; Yahalom 2016). 

While the Tiberians preserved a more prestigious and formal 

reading tradition of the Hebrew Bible, the ‘Palestinian’ pronunci-

ation tradition essentially reflects the ‘basic Palestinian dialect’ 

(Phillips 2022, 94–95). It is this pronunciation tradition—or var-

iants of it—that would go on to spread throughout North Africa, 

the Middle East, Asia, and even Europe. As it spread throughout 

these regions, it would eventually split into two main modern 

branches descendant from Palestinian, namely Ashkenazi and Se-

phardi Hebrew (for more on this subject, see chapter 4, §6.0). 

As far as the vocalisation goes, however, it is possible that 

it was developed to represent something more akin to the Tibe-

rian system in its initial stages. Note that the Palestinian vocali-

sation has seven distinct vowel signs, correspondent with the 

number of distinct vowel qualities in Tiberian, even though the 
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Palestinian pronunciation tradition, like contemporary Jewish Ar-

amaic, has only five distinct vowels. Two separate signs are used 

for a single /e/ vowel (cf. Tiberian ṣere and seghol) and two signs 

are used for a single /a/ vowel (cf. Tiberian pataḥ and qameṣ): 

Table 4: Palestinian vowel signs 

Sign Sound 

אִ  i

אֶ  e

e אֵ 

אַ  a

אָ  a

o אֽ 

אֻ  u

The Palestinian vocalisation (i.e., notation system) may 

even reflect a primitive stage in a long process that would even-

tually yield the Tiberian notation system (Phillips 2022, 94–

95).17 Indeed, it is possible that, after the development of the Ti-

berian notation system, the scholarly tradents of the more pres-

tigious Tiberian oral pronunciation tradition left off with the old 

17 An alternative view suggests that the Palestinian notation system de-

veloped specifically for the recitation of piyyuṭim (i.e., liturgical poetry) 

and was then later extended to biblical manuscripts. While the Bible 

had a well-developed and stable reading tradition, the piyyuṭim required 

further aids for readers (Yahalom 1974, 218–19; Dotan 2008). For the 

weaknesses of this view based on the coherence and unity of the seven-

sign Palestinian vowel system, see Phillips (2022, 94–95). 
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(‘Palestinian’) notation system and came to use the Tiberian vo-

calisation system exclusively.18 

At this point, because proficiency in the Tiberian tradition 

required extensive instruction, the previous notation system 

came to be the ‘default’ for other Hebrew readers in Palestine. 

This may be the reason why the ‘Palestinian’ notation system has 

come to reflect the more vernacular pronunciation tradition of 

Palestine. If it came to be used primarily by those Hebrew readers 

of Palestine who did not know Tiberian, then it is only sensible 

that it would most closely reflect the more common Hebrew dia-

lect of the region (Phillips 2022, 94–95).19 Note, however, that 

18 Personal communication with Kim Phillips. See also Phillips (2022, 

94–95). 

19 Also personal communication with Kim Phillips. Note, however, that 

there are other explanations as to why a notation system with seven 

vowel signs should map onto a pronunciation tradition with five vow-

els. According to Bendavid (1958, 484–85) and Morag (1972, 37), the 

seven vowel signs reflect an earlier stage of the pronunciation tradition 

with seven vowels. Yahalom (1997, 8–11), however, regards fewer 

vowel signs as more indicative of the earlier stages of the pronunciation 

tradition. According to Revell (1970, 109–21), there were actually mul-

tiple dialects of the Palestinian pronunciation tradition, one with fewer 

vowels and one with more vowels. According to Eldar (1989, 13), the 

original Palestinian pronunciation tradition had a five-vowel system. 

Manuscripts that appear to include more signs reflect a sort of ‘graphic 

Tiberianisation’ based on imitation of the more prestigious Tiberian tra-

dition. Such manuscripts do not, however, reflect a phonemic reality. 

According to Dotan (2007), the second /e/-vowel sign (i.e.,  ֵא) is the 

product of a later stage of development. Both /a/-vowel signs (i.e.,  ַא 

and  ָא), on the other hand, go back to the beginning stages of the vocal-

isation. It is thus possible that the two separate /a/-vowel signs were 
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there are some Palestinian manuscripts that appear to reflect con-

vergence with Tiberian, probably born out of a desire to imitate 

the more prestigious reading tradition (Khan 2017; Khan 2020b, 

89–91; Phillips 2022, 64). The frequency of convergence can ac-

tually complicate identifying what is true and authentic ‘Pales-

tinian’ pronunciation. 

Here we should also mention that the nature of a Palestin-

ian-vocalised text is quite different from that of the Tiberian-vo-

calised BHS most familiar to students and scholars. While the Ti-

berian vocalisation is comprehensive—everything is vocalised—

most Palestinian-vocalised manuscripts only include occasional 

vowels where relevant for purposes of disambiguation. See, for 

example, the beginning verses of Psalm 40 in a Psalms scroll with 

Palestinian vocalisation from the Cairo Genizah (P300 [MS Cam-

bridge T-S 20.54]; Garr and Fassberg 2016, 112): 

מזמור  לדוד למנצח 1  

‘To the choirmaster. A Psalm of David.’ 

2a  ֽקויתי יהוה  הֽ וק  

‘I have surely waited on YHWH.’ 

2b  תי�ַ ושֽ ע מַ לי וישאֶ ויט  

‘And he inclined to me and heard my cry.’ 

originally intended to reflect two distinct vowels. No manuscript evi-

dence, however, from this early hypothetical stage is preserved. The 

earliest manuscript evidence we have already exhibits a five-vowel sys-

tem. It is thus possible that an earlier system with signs for six distinct 

vowels was adopted by tradents of a pronunciation tradition with only 

five vowels. For further details and summaries of these views, see Dotan 

(2007); Heijmans (2013b, 966). 
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3a ון הַיַ טיט מִ און  שַ בור מִ ני לֶ ויע  

‘And he raised me up from the pit of destruction, from the 

miry bog.’ 

3b י רַ ן אשונֵ י כולַ גרַ לע סֶ ם על קַ וי  

‘And set my feet on a rock, established my steps.’  

4a  ש תהילה לאלהינו חַדַ פי שיר בֶ ויתן  

‘And he put a new song in my mouth, praise to our God.’ 

4b   ו ביהוה חֻ או ויבטרַ בים ויירַ יראו  

‘Many will see and fear and trust in YHWH.’  

בכַזַ י  שַטֵ בים והַ ה אל רפַנָ חו ולא טַ ב מִ ם יהוה שֱ ר אשר בֵ אשרי הג 5  

‘Blessed is the man who has made YHWH his trust, and 

who has not turned to the proud, those who go astray af-

ter deceit.’ 

The lack of comprehensive vowel notation is consistent 

with what we would expect in the primitive stages of vowel no-

tation in Hebrew. When first adding vowel signs to a text, it 

would make sense to add them only where it was necessary. This 

is one of the reasons why the Palestinian vocalisation system is 

regarded as older than Tiberian. 

Another particular feature of the Palestinian tradition con-

cerns its corpus, most of which is comprised of piyyuṭim, the li-

turgical Hebrew poetry tradition of Byzantine and medieval Pal-

estine. There are, at the same time, numerous biblical manu-

scripts with Palestinian vocalisation. Moreover, there is much 

biblical material quoted directly within the piyyuṭim. While some 

have argued that this distribution shows that the Palestinian vo-

calisation was first developed to be used with piyyuṭim, this is not 

necessarily the case. It should also be noted that all attested Pal-
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estinian-vocalised manuscripts come from the Cairo Genizah (Do-

tan 2007, 624–30; Heijmans 2013b; Yahalom 2016; Phillips 

2022, 94–95). 

From a linguistic perspective, due to the convergence of 

Palestinian and Tiberian, it can sometimes be difficult to deter-

mine which features are authentic and original to the Palestinian 

pronunciation tradition. Nevertheless, despite Tiberian influence, 

scholars have identified a number of linguistic features charac-

teristic of Palestinian pronunciation:20 

• As noted above, at least as it has come down to us, the

pronunciation tradition reflected in the Palestinian

vocalisation system appears to reflect a five-vowel system:

i.e., /i, e, a, o, u/. Whereas Tiberian has a pair of both e-

vowels (ṣere and seghol) and a-vowels (pataḥ and qameṣ),

Palestinian only has one of each. This may not have been the

case, however, at an earlier (hypothesised) stage of the

tradition (Dotan 2007, 626; Ryzhik 2010; Heijmans 2013b,

966; Phillips 2022, 94–95).

• Like the Secunda and Jerome, the Palestinian tradition does

not appear to have a vowel of the qameṣ quality—it has just

a single /a/ vowel—though some have claimed such for an

earlier hypothesised stage of the tradition.

• Parallel to Tiberian qameṣ ḥaṭuf (i.e., /ɔ/ in an unstressed

closed syllable), the Palestinian tradition has a simple /o/-

20 Examples from Bendavid (1958); Revell (1970, 61–71); Harviainen 

(1977, 143, 171–72); Yahalom (1997, 12–27); Heijmans (2013b, 964–

66); Garr and Fassberg (2016, 114); Yahalom (2016). 
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vowel: e.g.,  ֽזנךא  [ʔozˈnaχ] vs ;ְאָזְנ [ʔɔznaˈχɔː] ‘your (MS) ear’; 

רבןקֽ   [qorˈban] vs קָרְבָּן [q̟ɔʀ̟̍ bɔːɔn] ‘sacrifice’. 

• As was the case with the Secunda and Jerome, the Palestinian 

tradition also has often has an /e/ or /o/ vowel in closed 

syllables where Tiberian has ḥireq (i.e., /i/) or qibbuṣ (i.e., 

/u/): e.g.,  ָ(ון) יֽ כֶל  [kʰellaˈjon] vs כִּלָּי֥וֹן [kʰillɔːˈjoːon] ‘destruction’ 

(Isa. 10.22); ויֶשָבָע [vajjeʃʃavaʕ] vs  ַ֣עוַיִּשָּׁב  [vaɟɟiʃʃɔːˈvaːaʕ] ‘and 

swore’ (Josh. 14.9); לבֽ ז  [zeˈvol] vs זְבֻל [zaˈvuːul] ‘residence; 

temple’;  ֶמיתֽ ב  [beθomˈmi] vs בְּתֻמִּי [baθumˈmiː] ‘in my 

integrity’ (Ps. 41.13). The tendency for e and o instead of i 

and u is also a feature of Jewish Palestinian Aramaic 

(Fassberg 1990, 34–45). 

• The parallel to Tiberian vocalic shewa is often represented 

with an e-vowel sign in Palestinian: e.g.,  בֵריִתָך [beriˈθaχ] vs 

וֽ לֶגַדֶל ;’your (MS) covenant‘ [baʀi̟ːiθˈχɔː] בְּרִיתְ;  [leʁaddeˈlo] vs 

 to magnify him’. Note that vocalic shewa‘ [laʁaddaˈloː] לְגַדְּלוֹ

was actually realised phonetically as a short [a] vowel in 

Tiberian in most environments. 

• In terms of syllable structure, the Palestinian tradition 

sometimes has a helping vowel where Tiberian has silent 

shewa: e.g., רוֽ תִיקַצ  [tʰiqaˈsˁor] vs תִּקְצוֹר [tʰiq̟ˈsˁoːoʀ]̟ ‘you (MS) 

shall sow’; מַשָליִך [maʃaˈliχ] vs ?מַשְׁלִי [maʃˈliːiχ] ‘throwing 

away (MS)’. Note also that where Tiberian vocalises the CONJ 

waw as ּו [wu-], the Palestinian tradition sometimes vocalises 

it with an /a/-vowel or an /e/-vowel: e.g., וֵתדָבֶר [veθðabˈber] 

vs וּתְדַבֵּר [wuθðabˈbeːeʀ]̟ ‘and you (MS) shall speak’. 

• The Palestinian tradition can also maintain a front /e/ vowel 

before gutturals where Tiberian exhibits vowel lowering to 
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[a]: e.g., מֶלֶח [ˈmeleħ] vs מֶלַח [ˈmɛːlaħ] ‘salt’;  נֶעשו [neʕ(e)ˈsu] 

vs ּנֲַ שׂו [naːʕaˈsuː] ‘they were made’. Furtive pataḥ seems to 

be absent in at least some Palestinian manuscripts, though 

inconsistent notation may play a role here: e.g., מֶרֻוח [meˈruħ] 

vs  Eַּמֵר֖ו [meːˈʀu̟ːaħ] ‘from the wind of’ (Ps. 55.9). 

• In the realm of morphology, there are segholate patterns that

look something like the Aramaic pattern  קְטֵל. This is based on

a particular distribution of the /e/-vowel signs in certain

Palestinian-vocalised manuscripts: e.g., (צְדֵק≈) צֶדֵק [sˁɛˈðɛq]

vs דֶק .righteousness’ (Ps. 51.21)‘ [sˁɛːðɛq̟ˈ] צֶ֭

• As in the Secunda and Jerome, the 2MS suffix also appears to

reflect the -VC shape rather than the -CV shape. While it can

be difficult to tease out Tiberian influence, there are some

passages (and certain rhymes in piyyuṭim) that reflect the

suffix [-aχ]: e.g., דָךוֽ כב...  בֶיתָך  [beˈθaχ... kevoˈðaχ] vs ; ... בֵּיתֶ֑

;׃ your (MS) house... your (MS)‘ [beːˈθɛχɔː... kavoːˈðɛːχɔː] כְּבוֹדֶֽ

glory’ (Ps. 26.8);  דשָך ָ�מָך...  קֵֻ  [qoðˈʃaχ... ʕamˈmaχ] vs  ֜;ְׁקָדְש  ...

your (MS) holiness... your (MS)‘ [q̟ɔðʃaˈχɔː... ʕammaˈχɔː] ַ מְּ;֙ 

people’ (Deut. 26.15).

While there are many other noteworthy features of Pales-

tinian Hebrew, these will suffice to provide a bit of an introduc-

tion to the tradition. 

4.0. Babylonian 

As its name suggests, the Babylonian vocalisation and pronunci-

ation tradition has its origins among Jewish communities of me-

dieval Babylonia (modern Iraq). Jewish settlement in Babylon be-
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gan after the destruction of the First Temple. It remained a sig-

nificant Jewish community into the Middle Ages. Already by the 

beginning of the tenth century CE, the Babylonian tradition of 

Hebrew seems to have gained popularity, being used among the 

Jewish communities of Iran, the Arabian peninsula, and Yemen 

as well. In fact, Yemenite Jews have preserved features of the 

medieval Babylonian pronunciation in their own oral reading tra-

dition down to modern times. In terms of absolute chronology, 

the Babylonian vocalisation (i.e., the notation system) probably 

began to develop around the same time as Palestinian, though 

perhaps just a bit later. As a pronunciation tradition, however, 

the Babylonian tradition has deep historical roots. Note that there 

are already incantation bowls from the fourth century CE that 

reflect the Babylonian pronunciation tradition (via matres lec-

tionis; Dotan 2007, 630–33; Khan 2013c, 953–54; Heijmans 

2016; Molin 2020). 

As far as the vowel signs go, the Babylonian tradition is a 

bit more complex than either the Palestinian or the Tiberian. Un-

like the other medieval notation systems, Babylonian has two 

main types of vocalisation, the ‘simple system’ and the ‘com-

pound system’. Within the simple system, there are two varieties, 

the ‘line system’ comprised of supralinear lines and, more rarely, 

the ‘dot system’ made up of supralinear dots. Each system has six 

vowel signs that correspond to six distinct vowel sounds. The par-

allel to Tiberian seghol (i.e., [ɛ]) has merged with the Babylonian 

/a/ vowel (parallel to Tiberian pataḥ = [a]), whether pro-

nounced as an /a/ vowel or as something between /a/ and /ɛ/ 

(perhaps [æ]?; Khan 2013c, 954–55): 
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Table 5: Babylonian vowel signs 

Lines Dots Sound

אִ אִ i

אַ אֲ a

ɔ א֫  אָ

אֵ אֵ e

אֹ אֹ o

u א֮ אֻ

In addition to these vowel signs, another sign known has 

ḥiṭfa (i.e., ְא) developed that could be used to mark vocalic shewa 

(Khan 2013c, 954–55). 

Although it is rarer, the dot system does not appear to have 

been invented any earlier or later than the line system. Both seem 

to have developed around the same time. Interestingly, some of 

the vowel signs in the line system appear to have developed from 

the letters themselves. The Babylonian a-vowel sign (i.e.,  ַא) was 

originally just a tiny letter ʿayin ע. Similarly, the Babylonian 

ɔ‑vowel sign (i.e.,  ָא) developed from a miniature letter ʾalef א. 

The i-vowel sign (i.e.,  ִא) appears to have developed from a small 

letter yod י. Finally, the u-vowel sign (i.e., ֻא) developed from a 

tiny letter waw ו (Khan 2013c, 954–55). 

The compound system of Babylonian vocalisation men-

tioned above is based on the signs depicted above but with vari-

ous additions and combinations to distinguish long and short 

vowels. A short vowel, for example, is indicated by adding the 

ḥiṭfa sign (i.e., ְא) above or below one of the cardinal vowel signs. 

This is particularly useful to indicate that a syllable is closed by 
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gemination. A simple-system vocalisation like ֹמְגדִו could poten-

tially indicate either [m(ə)ɣiːˈðoː] or [m(ə)ɣidˈdoː], but a com-

pound-system vocalisation like ֹמגְד֬ו can only represent 

[m(ə)ɣidˈdoː] (Yeivin 1985, 1092; Khan 2013c, 955–56). 

Another complexity of the Babylonian tradition concerns 

the multiplicitous nature of the pronunciation tradition. Three 

stages of the Babylonian pronunciation tradition can be identi-

fied in the manuscripts: Old Babylonian, Middle Babylonian, and 

Late Babylonian. As one might expect, the Old Babylonian layer 

reflects the most archaic and authentically Babylonian pronunci-

ation. It should also be noted that, similar to Palestinian, Old 

Babylonian manuscripts tend to exhibit only partial vocalisation. 

Note the following example text, Joel 3.1-3 (Garr and Fassberg 

2016, 90–99): 

1a בשר כל על  רוחי  את ך אשִפֹ כן אחרי והיה  

‘And after this, I will pour out my spirit on all flesh.’ 

1b יראו   חזִיֹנותֹ בחַוֻריֵכם יחִלמוֻן חלמֹתֹ  זִקניֵכם ובנותֹיֵכם בניכם ונבִאו  

‘And your sons and daughters will prophesy. Your elders 

will dream dreams. Your young men will see visions.’ 

רוחי  את  אשִפוֹך ההמה בימים  השַפחָות ועל העָבַדָים על וגם 2  

‘And also upon the male and female servants will I pour 

out my spirit in those days.’  

עשָָן  ותִמרֿותֹ וָאש דםָ  ובָארץ בשַמים מוֹפתים ונתָתַי 3  

‘And I will set signs in heaven and earth, blood and fire 

and pillars of smoke.’  

Middle and Late Babylonian manuscripts tend to exhibit a 

fuller vocalisation. Later stages of Babylonian also begin to ex-

hibit more convergence with the Tiberian tradition, since imitat-

ing the most prestigious reading tradition was not uncommon. 
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This is especially the case in Late Babylonian. Nevertheless, there 

are also some important developments within the Babylonian tra-

dition itself in these later stages, not necessarily related to the 

Tiberian tradition (Yeivin 1985, 1092; Khan 2013c, 954). 

Unlike Palestinian, Babylonian vocalisation was used 

mainly for biblical manuscripts, though many rabbinic texts and 

piyyuṭim are also found with Babylonian vocalisation (Khan 

2013c, 953). This is important because there are often significant 

linguistic differences between the Babylonian vocalisation of rab-

binic texts and the Babylonian vocalisation of biblical texts. 

From a linguistic perspective, it is important to note that 

Babylonian Biblical Hebrew exhibits perhaps the greatest simi-

larity with Tiberian Hebrew. Like Tiberian, the Babylonian pro-

nunciation tradition has a vowel of the qameṣ quality (i.e.,  ָא = 

[ɔː]). The orthoepically lengthened prefix vowel in the verb  יהיה 

‘will be’ is also a feature particular to Babylonian and Tiberian 

(Khan 2018). Such features may indicate a close relationship be-

tween Tiberian and Babylonian, both reflecting a higher, more 

formal (or ‘biblical’) recitation tradition that has its roots in the 

late Second Temple Period. Nevertheless, Babylonian exhibits 

some particular linguistic characteristics of its own (examples 

from Khan 2013c, 956–62): 

• As noted above, the Babylonian tradition exhibits a six-vowel

system with the following qualities: [i], [e], [a], [ɔ], [o], [u].

In comparison with Tiberian, the missing vowel is seghol (i.e.,

[ɛ]), which has merged with pataḥ (i.e., [a]).

• A number of manuscripts exhibit confusion between ḥolem

(i.e., ֹא = [o(ː)]) and ṣere (i.e.,  ֵא = [eː]), perhaps due to a
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more fronted pronunciation of Babylonian /ō/: e.g., ֹיְרחַף (≈

ף  vs (יְרַחֹף   .utters’ (Deut. 32.11)'‘ [jaʀa̟ːˈħeːef] יְרַחֵ֑

• Historical short *u in open syllables is sometimes preserved

in Babylonian even though it reduces to shewa in Tiberian:

e.g., ִישִמוֹרנֵי [jiʃmoˈreːniː] vs  יִשְׁמְרֵנִי [jiʃmaˈʀe̟ːniː] ‘guards me’ 

(Deut. 32.11); לבַֹקרָיִם [labboqɔːˈriːm] vs  ים  לַבְּקָרִ֔

[labbaq̟ɔːˈʀi̟ːim] ‘in the mornings’ (Lam. 3.23). 

• The vocalisation of the gutturals is also noteworthy. As in the

Secunda and Jerome, vowel lowering does not occur before

/h/ and /ħ/ in certain verbal forms: e.g., ֹיִהרוס [jihˈroːs] vs

הֲרוֹס vs [jiħˈʃoːv] יחִשבֹ ;tears down’ (Job 12.14)‘ [jaːhaˈʀo̟ːos] יַ֭

ב counts’ (Ps. 32.2). This likely re'ects the‘ [jaħˈʃoːov] יַחְשֹׁ֬

generalisation of the /i/ prefix vowel and/or less

standardisation of vowel lowering before gutturals.

• Babylonian also has a different pattern of vocalisation with

gutturals. In the yiqṭol form of I-ʾ and I-ʿ verbs, the full vowel

is written on the guttural rather than before the guttural: e.g.,

יעַמדֹ /jaʕmṓð/ יֲַ מדֹ jʕamṓð/ [jaʕaˈmoːð] vs/ יעְַמדֹ, 

[jaːʕaˈmoːoð] ‘he stands’. Also, Babylonian generally has a full

vowel on a guttural where Tiberian has a ḥaṭef vowel: e.g.,

.’you (MP) did‘ [ʕasiːˈθɛːɛm] ֲ שִׂיתֶם vs [ʕasiːˈθaːm] עשַיִתםַ

Finally, Babylonian does not have furtive pataḥ as Tiberian

does: e.g., ֻרוח [ˈruːħ] vs  Eַּרו [ˈʀu̟ːaħ] ‘spirit’.

• In terms of syllable structure, an epenthetic vowel often

occurs between the first and second radicals of a yiqṭol verb

when the second radical is a sonorant or sibilant: e.g.,  ֻתִקרִבו

[tʰiqirˈvuː] vs ּתִּקְרְבו [tʰiqʀa̟ˈvuː] ‘you (MP) approach’.
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• The CONJ waw also exhibits various patterns in Babylonian: 
e.g., ֵותִלבַב [wiθlabˈbeːv] vs ב ֵּ֤  and let‘ [wuθlabˈbeːev] וּתְלַב 
make cakes!’ (2 Sam. 13.6). 

• Babylonian also maintains the historical *a vowel in certain 
patterns where Tiberian shifts it to /i/: e.g.,  ָמַדבר [maðˈbɔːr] 
vs ר ָ֑  .desert’ (Ps. 102.7)‘ ̟[miðˈbɔːɔʀ] מִדְב 

• In the pronominal system, nominal system, and verbal 
system, there are also a number of patterns where Tiberian 
has /ē/ but Babylonian has /a/: e.g., הַם [ˈham] vs ם  [heːemˈ] ה 
‘they’; ַלב [ˈlaːv] vs ב ן  vs [zɔːˈqaːn] זָקַן ;’heart‘ [leːevˈ] ל  ק   ז 
[zɔːˈq̟eːen] ‘grew old’; ַתלֵד [tʰeːˈlaːð] vs ד ל   she‘ [tʰeːˈleːeð] ת 
will give birth’. Along with the merger of seghol and pataḥ, 
such examples reflect a general tendency to shift short *e → 
a in Babylonian Hebrew. 

• The 1CS prefix vowel of the yiqṭol form also differs in both qal 
and piʿʿel/piʿʿal: e.g., וָאתִפֹש [wɔːʔiθˈpʰoːs] vs   אֶתְפֹּש  ו 
[vɔːʔɛθˈpʰoːos] ‘and I took hold’ (Deut. 9.17);  אֵדבֵַר 
[ʔeðabˈber] vs אֲדַבֶר־ [ʔaðabbɛʀ]̟ ‘I speak’ (Num. 12.8). 

• Finally, note that the 3MS and 1CP suffixes on the preposition 
 מִמֶנּוּ  from’, which are identical in Tiberian as‘ מן
[mimˈmɛnnuː] ‘from him; from us’, are different in 
Babylonian: i.e., ֻמִמַנו [mimˈmannuː] ‘from him’ vs  ֻממִֵנו 
[mimˈmeːnuː] ‘from us’. 

There are many other features of Babylonian, but these are 
enough for a general introduction. Overall, while the Babylonian 
tradition exhibits considerable similarity with Tiberian, it also 
has numerous of its own peculiarities. Some of these reflect sim-
ilarity with spoken forms of the language. 
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5.0. Tiberian 

The Tiberian oral reading tradition is both the most familiar and 

the least familiar of the Biblical Hebrew reading traditions. On 

one hand, the niqqud ‘(vowel) pointing’ of standard printed He-

brew Bibles like BHS is that of the Tiberian tradition. On the 

other hand, almost everyone who reads from BHS imposes a non-

Tiberian pronunciation tradition on the Tiberian vowel signs. 

Most of the time, they use some variation of Palestinian (see 

chapter 3, §3.0), which has made its way into modern times in 

the form of the Ashkenazi, Sephardi, and Modern Hebrew pro-

nunciation systems. 

Historically, the Tiberian tradition was a distinct oral pro-

nunciation tradition of medieval Palestine which existed contem-

poraneously with the Palestinian and Babylonian traditions. As-

sociated specifically with the city of Tiberias on the shores of the 

Sea of Galilee, it existed side-by-side geographically with the Pal-

estinian tradition, which was also current in medieval Palestine. 

While Palestinian, which exhibits greater influence of the vernac-

ular, was used on a more popular level across segments of the 

population, Tiberian was the preserve of scholars and those who 

had made the effort to learn the more formal recitation tradition. 

This register divide was not limited to Palestine, however, as it 

extended across the Middle East. Already by the tenth century 

CE, Tiberian was widely regarded as superior to the other reading 

traditions, even in areas where the Babylonian tradition was 

much more commonly used (Ofer 2016; Khan 2020b). 
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The Tiberian vocalisation signs likely developed slightly 

later than those of the Palestinian and Babylonian traditions. Un-

like Palestinian, which has five vowel qualities, and Babylonian, 

which has six vowel qualities, the Tiberian vocalisation tradition 

has seven distinct vowel qualities (Khan 2020b, §I.2.1): 

Table 6: Tiberian vowel signs 

Name Sign Sound 

ḥireq   ִא i

ṣere   ֵא e

seghol   ֶא ɛ

pataḥ   ַא a

qameṣ   ָא ɔ

ḥolem   ֹאוֹ, א o

shureq, qibbuṣ   ֻאוּ, א u

In addition to these primary signs, the Tiberian vocalisation 

also has a shewa sign ( ְא), which is used to mark both an epen-

thetic vowel (i.e., vocalic shewa) and the close of a syllable (i.e., 

silent shewa). Generally, the phonetic value of vocalic shewa is 

[a] like pataḥ. The shewa sign can also be combined with the

vowels seghol, pataḥ, and qameṣ to produce the so-called ‘ḥaṭef’

vowels, namely ḥaṭef-seghol ( ֱא), ḥaṭef-pataḥ ( ֲא), and ḥaṭef-qameṣ

The ḥaṭef vowels are typically used to indicate a specific .(אֳ )

vowel quality on a guttural consonant when the morphological

pattern would normally result in a simple vocalic shewa. Alt-
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hough Tiberian has a number of distinct vowel lengths, their dis-

tribution is relatively consistent and largely predictable based on 

syllable structure (Khan 2020b, §§I.2.2, I.2.5).21 

As we mentioned above, this vocalisation system would 

overtake both the Palestinian and Babylonian systems among 

Jewish communities everywhere. Indeed, users of the Palestinian 

and Babylonian systems eventually adopted the Tiberian vocali-

sation signs. For matters of language and grammar, Tiberian had 

become the sole authority (Ofer 2016; Khan 2020b, §I.0.9). 

It should be stressed, however, that the adoption of the Ti-

berian vocalisation signs does not imply the adoption of the pro-

nunciation tradition.22 Rather, the Tiberian pronunciation tradi-

tion seems to have faded out of use by around the twelfth century 

CE, perhaps because there were not enough teachers proficient 

in the tradition who could train others. Even after the adoption 

of the Tiberian signs, then, tradents of other oral traditions con-

tinued to use their own pronunciation systems. The mismatch be-

21 Suchard 2018 presents a similar phonemic analysis of Tiberian. The 

primary difference between the analyses of Suchard and Khan concerns 

the status and/or existence of ‘underspecified /e/ and /o/’. 
22 Note that the body of tradition of the Tiberian Masoretes is comprised 

not only of (i) the consonantal text of the Hebrew Bible, but also of (ii) 

the codicological layout, (iii) divisions of paragraphs, (iv) accent signs, 

(v) vocalisation, (vi) marginal notes, (vii) grammatical treatises, and

(viii) the oral reading tradition. While the written/textual elements of

their tradition eventually became the standard for Jewish communities

across the world, the oral element of their tradition (i.e., viii) died out

around the twelfth century CE (Khan 2020b, 16–19).
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tween oral pronunciation tradition, on one hand, and the Tibe-

rian signs, on the other, led to various Hebrew grammarians ar-

ticulating new rules to explain certain anomalies (Ofer 2016; 

Khan 2020b). Note, for example, that the whole concept of qameṣ 

qaṭan/ḥaṭuf, which seeks to explain the different pronunciation 

of the qameṣ vowels in a word like חָכְמָה /ħoχˈma/ (in Sephardi 

pronunciation), is irrelevant in Tiberian, which pronounces the 

word as [ħɔχˈmɔː]. 

Because it is not necessarily well known even among schol-

ars of Biblical Hebrew, a text from the Hebrew Bible (Ps. 1.1–2) 

vocalised with Tiberian pointing is transcribed below, both with 

a phonemic representation and with a phonetic representation 

(Khan 2020b, 621): 

1a ׁיש רֵי־הָאִ֗ שְֽׁ ר אַ֥ א  ׀ אֲשֶׁ֤ ֹ֥ ת הָלַ?֮  ל ים  בֲַּ צַ֪ ֥ ִ רְשָׁ֫  

/ʔaʃrē hɔʔ̄īʃ́ ʔʃɛŕ lṓ hɔl̄áχ baʕṣáθ rʃɔʕ̄īḿ/ 

[ˌʔaːˌʃaˑʀe̟ː-hɔːˈʔiːiʃ ʔaˈʃɛːɛʀ ̟ ˈloː hɔːˈlaːaχ baːʕɑˈsˁɑːɑθ 

ʀa̟ʃɔːˈʕiːim] 

‘Blessed is the man who does not walk in the counsel of 

the wicked,’ 

1b ?ֶר טָּאִים  וּבְדֶ֣ א חַ֭ ֹ֥ ד  ל ָ מָ֑  

/wuv-ðɛŕχ ḥaṭṭɔʔ̄īḿ lṓ ʕɔm̄ɔ̄ð́/ 

[wuvˈdɛːʀɛ̟χ ħɑtˁtˁɔːˈʔiːim ˈloː ʕɔːˈmɔːɔd]  

‘and does not stand in the way of sinners,’ 

1c ב ים וּבְמוֹשַׁ֥ צִ֗ א לֵ֝ ֹ֣ ב׃  ל יָשָֽׁ  

/wuvmōʃáv lēṣīḿ lṓ jɔʃ̄áv/ 

[wuvmoːˈʃaːav leːˈsˁiːim ˈloː jɔːˈʃɔːɔv] 

‘and does not sit in the seat of scoffers,’ 

2a י ת םאִ֥  כִּ֤ ה בְּתוֹרַ֥ פְצ֥וֹ   יְהוָ֗ חֶ֫  

/kī ́ʔím bθōráθ ʔðōnɔ̄j́ ḥɛfṣṓ/ 
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[ˈkʰiː ˈʔiːim baθoːˈʀa̟ːaθ ʔaðoːˈnɔːɔj ħɛfˈsˁoː] 

‘but his delight is in the law of YHWH,’ 

2b ֹה  וּֽבְתוֹרָת֥ו ם יֶהְגֶּ֗ יְלָה׃  יוֹמָ֥ וָלָֽ  

/wuvθōrɔθ̄ṓ jɛhˈgɛ ́jōˈmɔ̄ḿ vɔl̄ɔ̄j́lɔ/̄ 

[ˌwuˑvθoːʀɔ̟ːˈθoː jɛhˈgɛː joːˈmɔːɔm vɔːˈlɔːɔjlɔː] 

‘and upon his law he meditates day and night.’ 

The Tiberian vocalisation system was mainly used for bib-

lical manuscripts, the most famous of which being the Leningrad 

Codex (L), which underlies BHS, and the Aleppo Codex (A). When 

such Masoretic codices were vocalised, it was likely carried out 

based on the oral reading tradition of a master teacher of the 

Tiberian tradition (Khan 2020b, 22, 25–28). Over time, however, 

it was eventually extended to record the oral reading traditions 

of other Jewish texts, such as the Mishnah, liturgical poetry, and 

even some prose literature (Ofer 2016, 188). Nevertheless, it does 

not always reflect a consistent pronunciation tradition in each of 

these sorts of documents. In some cases, a more Palestinian-type 

tradition is reflected in the use of the Tiberian vocalisation signs. 

This even occurs in many medieval biblical manuscripts. 

Linguistically, Tiberian is more similar to the Babylonian 

tradition (see chapter 3, §4.0) than it is to the other traditions, 

namely Secunda, Jerome, and Palestinian. As noted earlier, Tibe-

rian and Babylonian likely have ties to a more formal ‘biblical’ 

recitation tradition with roots in the late Second Temple Period. 

Nevertheless, the Tiberian tradition exhibits some particular lin-

guistic characteristics of its own (Khan 2013b): 

• Unlike the Babylonian tradition, which has a six-vowel 

system, the Tiberian pronunciation tradition has seven 
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distinct vowel qualities: i.e., [i], [e], [ɛ], [a], [ɔ], [o], [u]. 

Most notable here are the qualities qameṣ (i.e., [ɔ]), which is 

absent outside of Tiberian and Babylonian, and seghol (i.e., 

[ɛ]), which is unique to Tiberian. 

• A historical short *u vowel in a closed unstressed syllable (not

followed by gemination) generally merges with qameṣ in

Tiberian: e.g., *ḥukmā ‘wisdom’ → חָכְמָה [ħɔχˈmɔː].

• Unlike Palestinian, which often realises vocalic shewa as an

/e/-vowel, and Babylonian, which often maintains the

consonant cluster, the Tiberian tradition realises vocalic

shewa as an [a]-vowel like pataḥ: e.g., דְּבָרִים /dvɔr̄īḿ/ ‘words’

is pronounced phonetically as [davɔːˈʀi̟ːim].

• Note that among the Jewish traditions of Biblical Hebrew,

Tiberian tends to exhibit more cases of vowel

lowering/backing in the environment of gutturals, as in the

case of furtive pataḥ: e.g.,  Eַּרו [ˈʀu̟ːaħ] ‘wind’;  Kֵַקוֹל [q̟oːˈleːaʕ]

‘slinging’.

• Although the consonantal text of the Masoretic Text regularly

has no final heh mater for 2MS forms, the Tiberian tradition

exhibits -CV suffixes/endings: e.g., ;ְדְּבָר [davɔːɔʀ̟̍ χɔː] ‘your

word’ and  ָּדִּבַּרְת [dibˈbaːaʀt̟ʰɔː] ‘you spoke’.

While there are many other characteristics of the Tiberian 

tradition, we may assume that readers are generally more famil-

iar with Tiberian niqqud than the other traditions. Overall, the 

Tiberian tradition may be regarded as fairly conservative and 

transmitted by reliable scholars. There is a reason why it was re-

garded as the most prestigious of the medieval reading traditions. 

Even if it is not always more conservative than other traditions—
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it does exhibit some innovation—it seems to be the product of a 

very well preserved recitation tradition. 

6.0. Samaritan 

The Samaritan oral tradition is the outlier among the Biblical He-

brew reading traditions, for reasons both linguistic and ortho-

graphic. Since the Samaritan community split off from the wider 

Jewish community around the early-to-mid Second Temple Pe-

riod, their language and scribal tradition developed distinctly. 

Unlike the tradents of the Palestinian, Babylonian, and Ti-

berian traditions, which eventually developed comprehensive vo-

calisation systems for their oral reading traditions, the Samari-

tans never did. While there is occasional vowel notation in some 

manuscripts of the Middle Ages—most have no vowel signs—the 

notation is neither homogenous nor complete. It thus has little 

value for describing the grammar (Florentin 2016, 118). The Sa-

maritan reading tradition is primarily known via the documenta-

tion of its oral descendant in modern times by Ben-Ḥayyim 

(1977b). While some might regard such a modern oral tradition 

as too late to be included alongside the other traditions in this 

list, even the modern oral tradition exhibits features that clearly 

go back to the late Second Temple Period. 

On this point, it is important to distinguish the Samaritan 

Pentateuch, which constitutes the distinct textual tradition of the 

Samaritans, from the Samaritan oral tradition, which constitutes 

their pronunciation tradition of that text. Most of the differences 

between Samaritan and the other traditions lie in the latter. Nev-

ertheless, with respect to the former, two important points should 
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be mentioned. In contrast to the Masoretic Text, there is no stable 

and crystallised ‘received text’ version of the Samaritan Penta-

teuch (Florentin 2016, 118). Also, while the textual traditions of 

Palestinian, Babylonian, and Tiberian are based on the Jew-

ish/Aramaic script, the Samaritans still use a form of the Paleo-

Hebrew script: e.g., בראשית is Jewish/Aramaic script but 

 .is Samaritan script בראשית

In addition to a distinct textual tradition, different script, 

and general absence of vowel notation, the Samaritan tradition 

also exhibits numerous unique linguistic innovations, largely due 

to the fact that Samaritan was transmitted separately from the 

Jewish traditions. It has a significantly different phonological in-

ventory as well as numerous important morphological differ-

ences, such as a different system of binyanim (i.e., verbal stems). 

Such innovations likely reflect the influence of vernacular He-

brew and Aramaic (as spoken among the Samaritans from the 

Second Temple Period onwards) on their reading tradition. 

The vocalic inventory of Samaritan Hebrew differs from the 

Jewish traditions in a number of respects (Ben-Ḥayyim 2000, 43–

53): 

• Historically, the Samaritan tradition appears to have had a

five-vowel system. While the modern tradition might still

reflect the five vocalic phonemes of an earlier period, the oral

reading tradition as recorded by Ben-Ḥayyim exhibits seven

distinct qualities: [i], [e], [ə] [a], [ɑ], [o], [u].

• Aside from [ə], the remaining vowels can be of varying

quantities, of which Samaritan has four, namely short,

somewhat long, long, and extra-long. Aside from the CONJ
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waw—realised as a short [u] vowel—short vowels occur only 
in closed syllables. All vowels in open syllables, even if 
derived from shewa historically, are lengthened. Note, 
however, that these different lengths vary in pronunciation 
depending on the style and speed of recitation.23 

• In terms of syllable structure, there are numerous cases where
Samaritan has a vowel where Tiberian has silent shewa: e.g.,
[wjeːˈbeːki] vs ֵּֽבְךְ׃ .and wept’ (Gen. 27.38)‘ [vaɟˈɟevkʰ] וַי 

The consonantal inventory of Samaritan also differs from 
Tiberian, and the Jewish traditions generally, on a number of 
points (Ben-Ḥayyim 2000, 30–42; Florentin 2016): 

• While the Jewish traditions pronounce etymological */ɬ/—
also known as the historical ancestor of the letter sin ׂש—as
/s/, the Samaritan tradition realises it as /ʃ/: e.g., [jiʃˈrɑːʔəl]
vs  ִי ִ לשְׂרָא   [jisrˁɔːˈʔeːel] ‘Israel’ (Gen. 32.29).

• Moreover, while the Jewish traditions have a plosive and a
spirantised realisation for each of the six consonants ִִבג״ד

,.this phenomenon is not present in Samaritan: e.g ,כפ״ת
[kɑːˈbeːda] vs ה ;was grave’ (Gen. 18.20)‘ [χɔːɔvˈðɔː] כָבְדָָ֖
[wbeːˈgɑːdəm] vs ים ִ֔ .and garments’ (Gen‘ [wuvʁɔːˈðiːim] וּבְגָד 
24.53); [amˈgaddəf] vs ף ’blaspheming‘ [maʁadˈdeːef] מְגַד  
(Num. 15.30). Note that פ is always pronounced as [f]: e.g.,
[ˈlisfɑd] vs ִד סְפ ֹּ֥ .to mourn’ (Gen. 23.2)‘ [lisˈpʰoːoð] ל 
Historically, however, Samaritan did exhibit dual realisations
of the consonants ִבפדו״ת—note that ִכ and ִג are not present—

23 The same could be said about the varying vowel length in modern 
Jewish reading traditions of Biblical Hebrew. 
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as indicated by evidence in the Samaritan grammarians (Ben-

Ḥayyim 2000, 32–33). 

• Most instances of historical gutturals have faded away in the

Samaritan tradition, whether resulting in a long vowel or a

double consonant where the guttural should have been: e.g.,

[jeːˈrɑːsˁ] vs  ץ ;shall wash’ (Lev. 1.13)‘ [jirˈħaːasˁ] יִרְחַ֣

[ˈjɑːmmɑd] vs ד .survives’ (Exod. 21.21)‘ [jaːʕaˈmoːoð] יֲַ מֹ֑

Gutturals are sometimes preserved word-initially as [ʕ]: e.g.,

[ʕaʃˈʃiːti] vs  יתִי ;I have made’ (Gen. 7.4)‘ [ʕɔːˈsiːθiː] ָ שִׂ֔

[ʕaːˈʔuːti] vs תִי my sister’ (Gen. 20.2); [ʕɑːˈfɑrti]‘ [ʔaħoːˈθiː] אֲחֹ֣

vs רְתִּי .I have dug’ (Gen. 21.30)‘ [ħɔːˈfaːaʀt̟ʰiː] חָפַ֖

With respect to the orthography, it should also be noted 

that the Samaritan Pentateuch has more matres lectionis than the 

Masoretic Text: e.g.,  (וירום≈) וירום [wˈjeːrom] vs  ם  and may‘ וְיָרֹ֤

be lofty!’ (Num. 24.7);  (בראישון≈) בראישון [barrɑːˈʔiːʃon] vs 

רִאשׁוֹן֙   on the Grst’ (Gen. 8.13).24‘ [bɔːʀi̟ːˈʃoːon] בָּֽ

The Samaritan tradition also exhibits many differences in 

the morphology, a small selection of which is outlined below 

(Florentin 2016, 125–30): 

• The Jewish reading traditions generally have five main

binyanim (i.e., verbal stems): qal, piʿʿel, hitpaʿʿel, hifʿil, and

nifʿal. In the Samaritan tradition, piʿʿel, hitpaʿʿel, and nifʿal

each have two distinct stems, one with a doubled middle root

letter and one with a single middle root letter: e.g., [ˈdabbər]

24 Note, however, that this latter example has an extra syllable, so it is 

not merely an orthographic difference but also a phonological one. 
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vs ר ֶּ֤ ב   spoke’ (Gen. 12.4), but cf. [wˈkɑːfər] vs‘ ̟[dibˈbɛːɛʀ] דִּ
ר ֶּ֤ פ   .and shall make atonement’ (Exod. 30.10)‘ ̟[vaχipˈpʰɛːɛʀ] וְכִּ

• The Samaritan oral tradition does not normally distinguish
CONJ waw + yiqṭol from the wayyiqṭol past narrative form:
e.g., [wˈjiʃkɑn] vs ן שְכ ֹּ֖ .and may dwell!’ (Gen‘ [vijiʃˈkʰoːon] וְיִּ
9.27), but cf. [wˈjiʃkɑn] vs ן שְכ ֶּ֤ ’and dwelt‘ [vaɟɟiʃˈkʰoːon] וַיִּ
(Exod. 24.16). In some cases, however, the Samaritan
tradition may secondarily re-vocalise a yiqṭol form as a qaṭal
form where Tiberian has wayyiqṭol: e.g., [wˈjɑːʃɑb] (≈ וְיָשַב) vs
ב ֵּ֥ש  .and lived’ (Gen. 4.16)‘ [vaɟˈɟeːʃɛv] וַי 

• Aside from differences in the binyanim and verbal
morphology, it should also be noted that the Samaritan
tradition often exhibits distinct noun patterns, often due to
the generalisation of one form across the paradigm: e.g.,
[ˈdeːbɑr] vs ר word’ (Gen. 37.14). The‘ ̟[dɔːˈvɔːɔʀ] דָבָָ֑
Samaritan form probably reflects the generalisation of the
bound form, which at one time exhibited reduction of the first
vowel: i.e., *dəbar.

• The pronominal system and person endings in Samaritan
Hebrew often reflect a more archaic stage of development.
The 2MP/3MP forms have a final [-mma] sequence where the
Jewish traditions terminate simply in [-m]: e.g., [ˈimma] vs
ם ָ֑ ם ֙ they’ (Gen. 3.7); [ʃabˈtimma] vs‘ [heːemˈ] ה  שַבְת 
[ʃavˈtʰɛːɛm] ‘you (MP) turned’ (Num. 14.43). The 2FS pronoun
has a final vowel, unlike the other medieval traditions: e.g.,
תְ֙ vs [attiˈ] (אתי≈) אתי .you (FS)’ (Gen. 24.23)‘ [ʔatʰˈ] אַַ֔

• The Samaritan tradition also has a number of extra
morphological distinctions not present in Tiberian. The word
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 for example, which is used as an interrogative ‘is it ,הֲלאֹ

not... ?’ and a presentative ‘look!’ in Tiberian, has two distinct 

forms in Samaritan: e.g., [ˈɑːluː] vs א ֹ֤  ;!look‘ [haˈloː] הֲל

behold!’ (Gen. 13.9), but cf.  א }}ו {{הל  הֲלאֹ  vs [ɑːlɑˈ] (הלוא≈) 

[haˈloː] ‘have ... not?’ (Gen. 27.36). As in the Babylonian 

tradition, Samaritan also exhibits a distinction between the 

1CP and 3MS suffixes on the preposition מן ‘from’: 

[mimˈmɑːnu] vs  ּנּו  ;from us’ (Gen. 23.6)‘ [mimˈmɛːɛnnuː] מִמֶּ֔

[mimˈminnu] vs  ֶּ֔נּוּמִמ  [mimˈmɛːɛnnuː] ‘from/than him’ (Gen. 

48.19). 

While there are many more distinctives of the Samaritan 

tradition, these serve to provide a bit of a window into the nature 

of the tradition. 

Because there are no vowel signs in the Samaritan tradi-

tion, we present an example text (Gen. 1.1) below in Samaritan 

script and phonetic transcription of the oral tradition: 

הארץ   ואת   השמים   את   אלהים   ברא   בראשית  1

(≈ הארץ ואת השמים את  אלהים ברא  בראשית ) 

[bɑːˈrɑːʃət ˈbɑːrɑ eːˈluwwəm ˈit aʃˈʃɑːməm ˈwit ˈɑːrəsˁ] 

‘In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth.’ 

Although the Samaritan oral reading tradition developed 

primarily around the Torah (i.e., Samaritan Pentateuch), there 

are also a number of non-biblical compositions in Samaritan He-

brew and Aramaic from the Middle Ages. The oral reading tradi-

tion of these mostly liturgical texts, as preserved by the Samari-

tans in modern times, has also been documented by Ben-Ḥayyim 

in his 1977 work. While most are Samaritan Aramaic prayers and 
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liturgical poetry from various periods, there are also several li-

turgical poems in Samaritan Hebrew. These are especially im-

portant since they add to a corpus that would otherwise be com-

prised of only the Torah (Ben-Ḥayyim 1977a). 

7.0. Other Noteworthy Traditions 

While the six Biblical Hebrew reading traditions described above 

constitute the most historically relevant for genealogical classifi-

cation and subgrouping, they are by no means the only reading 

traditions that existed throughout history. 

There is evidence that, even in ancient times, other oral 

reading traditions existed alongside those we have covered. Note, 

for example, that some manuscripts in the Dead Sea Scrolls ap-

pear to reflect features of a reading tradition distinct from that of 

the Secunda, even though they are almost contemporary. The 

transcriptions of various Hebrew words into Greek in ancient ver-

sions like the LXX, Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion also ex-

hibit features somewhat different from those of the roughly con-

temporary Secunda. And yet, we cannot address these oral tradi-

tions systematically because their attestation is only sporadic. In 

the Dead Sea Scrolls, it is only the occasional mater lectionis that 

may provide a window into the oral reading tradition—as op-

posed to merely the textual tradition. Similarly, in the ancient 

Greek versions, only an odd word here or there (or proper name) 

gets transcribed. As such, the ancient oral reading traditions re-

flected fragmentarily in the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Greek ver-
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sions are of limited value for our present discussion. Neverthe-

less, they may be mentioned occasionally where relevant in the 

remainder of this book. 

We would also be remiss if we did not acknowledge the 

wealth of various modern oral reading traditions of Biblical He-

brew. If anything, the diversity of oral reading traditions present 

in ancient times has only grown exponentially into the present 

day. As various Diaspora communities came into being around 

the world, from Greece, to Kerala, Kurdistan, Yemen, and Argen-

tina, each of these communities developed their own oral reading 

tradition, albeit still based on the Tiberian vowel pointing. In 

each community, the oral reading tradition of the Hebrew Bible 

came to acquire various phonological features of the vernacular 

language of its tradents. As a result, many of the distinctives of 

modern reading traditions are relatively recent innovations and 

of little relevance for understanding the oral readings of late an-

tiquity (Morag 1958). 

Moreover, as we will explain further in the following sec-

tion, modern traditions (except for Samaritan) can be categorised 

as Sephardi, Ashkenazi, or Yemenite, with the former two being 

derived from the Palestinian tradition and the latter being de-

rived from the Babylonian tradition (Morag 2007). As such, aside 

from cases where the medieval attestation of Palestinian and/or 

Babylonian is incomplete, these modern traditions are just fur-

ther developments of these two traditions, which are already cov-

ered in our list of six. Nevertheless, we may still occasionally uti-

lise them when relevant, namely in cases of incomplete attesta-

tion of the medieval traditions. 



4. PHYLA: ‘SHARED INNOVATIONS’

AMONG THE READING TRADITIONS

As we explained earlier, the main methodological criterion for 

determining genetic subgroupings of languages (or dialects) con-

cerns shared innovations that are common to all members of the 

group. We will thus proceed by enumerating shared innovations 

among the various traditions of Biblical Hebrew, beginning with 

the largest subgrouping (Jewish vs Samaritan) and slowly work-

ing our way to the smaller subgroupings (e.g., Babylonian vs Ti-

berian; Secunda vs Jerome). 

Because we must detail such a large number of linguistic 

features, none of them will be treated as extensively as they de-

serve. In many cases, we have to work from generalisations and 

cannot detail the nuance or internal diversity present in one par-

ticular tradition. Only the briefest explanations are included, 

with references to fuller discussions in the relevant literature. 

Moreover, the list below should not be regarded as comprehen-

sive. In some cases, many more shared innovations could be 

cited. Due to the scope of the present work, however, only a se-

lect number of shared innovations sufficient for determining ge-

netic subgroupings are included. Future research can undoubt-

edly add more. 

It should also be noted that proper analysis of the Palestin-

ian tradition in particular requires a bit of finesse. Because it is 

common for Palestinian-pointed manuscripts to exhibit a high de-

gree of convergence with Tiberian (see chapter 5, §2.1), which 

© 2023 Benjamin Paul Kantor, CC BY-NC 4.0 https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0210.04
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was regarded as the most prestigious of the Biblical Hebrew read-

ing traditions, it can be difficult to access the ‘authentic’ Pales-

tinian pronunciation tradition. What may seem like a wealth of 

shared features between Palestinian and Tiberian is probably the 

result of scribes using the Palestinian notation system to imitate 

Tiberian. Those instances where Palestinian-pointed manuscripts 

exhibit divergence from Tiberian are probably actually the only 

windows we have into the true and authentic Palestinian pronun-

ciation tradition.25 As such, in the following sections, we will not 

always cite Palestinian if it agrees with Tiberian due to the prob-

lem of convergence. Those cases where there is significant varia-

tion, however, will be cited and regarded as reflecting the au-

thentic Palestinian pronunciation tradition. Non-biblical manu-

scripts with Palestinian pointing will also be considered for fur-

ther insight into the tradition, since instances of divergence from 

Tiberian in biblical manuscripts often find more frequent paral-

lels in non-biblical manuscripts. 

1.0. Innovations of the Jewish || Samaritan 

Branches 

Perhaps the most obvious (and uncontroversial) subgrouping is 

that of the Jewish and Samaritan branches. There are certain in-

novations shared only among the Jewish traditions, on the one 

hand, and certain innovations attested only in Samaritan, on the 

25 For more on the relationship between the Palestinian pronunciation 

and notation system and Tiberian, see Phillips (2022, 64, 94–95). 
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other. Because the Samaritan tradition is only attested in its mod-

ern form, however, we have to be careful to differentiate between 

innovations that likely already obtained in late antiquity and 

those that developed at a much later period. 

1.2. Jewish Innovations 

1.2.1. Gemination in Wayyiqṭol 

In the First Temple Period, there was no distinction between 

yiqṭol forms (in the strong verb) used for jussive/modal semantics 

and yiqṭol forms used for a past narrative after the CONJ waw. 

There was just a single polysemous form realised as something 

like (w‑)yiqṭol. Differences in meaning would have been deter-

mined according to context. At some point in the late Second 

Temple Period, however, as w-yiqṭol for the past was fading out 

of the vernacular language—it would thus have been more natu-

rally read as a non-past form by contemporary users of the lan-

guage—various oral reading traditions began to introduce gemi-

nation into the prefix vowel to specifically mark past-narrative 

instances of w-yiqṭol (Kantor 2020). This is what produced the 

wayyiqṭol form we know so well from Tiberian. This innovation 

to mark past-narrative instances of w-yiqṭol with gemination, 

which is attested in all of the Jewish traditions, is absent in Sa-

maritan:26 

26 Examples from the Secunda and Jerome in this table and the rest of 

the book are from the cited verse in the relevant critical edition (Kantor 

forthcoming d; Kantor forthcoming a). Similarly, examples from Samar-

itan are from the relevant verse in Ben-Ḥayyim’s (1977b) edition of 
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Table 7: Past-narrative w + yiqṭol forms in Jewish || Samaritan tradi-
tions 

Some might suggest that the gemination in wayyiqṭol is a much 

older feature that was lost in Samaritan, but this is unlikely for a 

their oral reading tradition. Examples from Tiberian are from BHS. 

Given the consistent sourcing for the Secunda, Jerome, Samaritan, and 

Tiberian, specific references will only be mentioned for Palestinian, 

Babylonian, Dead Sea Scrolls, etc. In this case, the Palestinian example 

is from P310 (MS Cambridge Taylor-Schechter 12.195; Garr and Fass-

berg 2016, 113); the Babylonian example is from Yeivin (1985, 449). 

wayyiqṭol w-yiqṭol

Secunda ουαθθεµας 

[wattʰɛmˈʔas] 

Samaritan וישכן 
[wˈjiʃkɑn] 

‘and you rejected’ 

(Ps. 89.39) 

‘and dwelt’  

(Exod. 24.16) 

Jerome uaiomer 

[wajˈjoːmɛʀ] 

‘and said’ 

(Gen. 14.19) 

Palestinian  ַיבטחו  

[vajjivˈtˁaħ] 

‘and trusted’ 

(Ps. 52.9) 

Babylonian וַיתִֵן 
[wajjitˈtʰeːn] 

‘and gave’ 

(Josh. 15.17) 

Tiberian  ֹּ֣בוַיִּכְת  

[vaɟɟiχˈtʰoːov] 

‘and wrote’ 

(Exod. 24.4) 
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number of reasons. While we cannot enumerate all the counter-

arguments here,27 the fact that Samaritan develops its own dis-

tinct method for marking past instances of w-yiqṭol makes it un-

likely that it had lost such a distinction only to (essentially im-

mediately) re-develop a new one. In certain classes of verbs, the 

Samaritan tradition simply revocalises what would have been a 

past w-yiqṭol form as a w-qaṭal form, even if this disrupts root 

integrity: e.g., [wˈjɑːʃɑb] (≈  וְיָשַׁב) ||  ֵּ֥שֶׁבוַי  ‘and dwelt’ (Gen. 4.16); 

 and dwelt’ (Gen. 21.16).28 As‘ וַתֵּ֨ שֶׁב || (וְתָשַׁב ≈) [wˈtɑːʃɑb] וַתֵּ֨ שֶׁב

such, the gemination in wayyiqṭol may be regarded as a shared 

innovation of the Jewish traditions. 

1.2.2. Spirantisation of  ג and כ 

It is well known that in ‘Biblical Hebrew’ (i.e., Tiberian and the 

Jewish traditions),29 the letters בג״ד  כפ״ת each have two pronun-

ciations, one plosive and one fricative: i.e., ב as [b] or [v]; ג as 

[g] or [ʁ]; ד as [d] or [ð];  כ as [kʰ] or [χ]; פ as [pʰ] or [f]; ת as 

[tʰ] or [θ]. In Tiberian, the plosive pronunciation is indicated 

with a dagesh and the fricative pronunciation with a rafeh or 

merely the absence of dagesh: e.g.,  ָּ֔כָהכ  [ˈkʰɔːχɔː] ‘thus’ (Exod. 
 

27 For a complete analysis, see Kantor (2020). 
28 For more on this phenomenon in Samaritan, see Ben-Ḥayyim (2000, 

173). 
29 Note that the status of spirantisation in the transcriptions of the 

Secunda and Jerome is not without ambiguity. However, in light of the 

transcription conventions for representing כפ״ת   בג״ד  consonants with 

word-final devoicing, it is likely. For more on this claim, see the rele-

vant consonant sections in Kantor (forthcoming b). 
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ג גָּ֑  ;(29.35  [ˈgɔːɔʁ] ‘housetop’ (Prov. 21.9);  ֹּ֣ד ד  [ˈdoːoð] ‘uncle’ (Lev. 

10.4). This is not the original situation in Hebrew. Rather, it ap-

pears that at some point in the Second Temple Period, likely due 

to contact with Aramaic, the consonants *b *g *d *k *p *t devel-

oped fricative allophones (Steiner 2005; Steiner 2007). This pro-

cess is often referred to as spirantisation. 

In the Samaritan tradition, however, these consonants are 

generally realised as plosives, even after vowels: e.g., [ˈdod] ‘un-

cle’ (Lev. 10.4). While this phenomenon is in large part due to 

much later developments in the Samaritan tradition, there ap-

pears to have been a different distribution of fricativisation in the 

Middle Ages and ancient times as well. Rather than enumerating 

fricative pronunciations for all of the כפ״ת  בג״ד  consonants, the 

medieval Samaritan grammarians speak of dual pronunciations 

of the consonants בפדו״ת. Transcriptions in and out of Arabic ap-

pear to confirm this as well (Ben-Ḥayyim 2000, 32–35). Unlike 

in the Jewish traditions, spirantisation in Samaritan Hebrew did 

not affect the velar consonants *g and *k. As such, spirantisation 

of ג and  כ may be regarded as a shared innovation of the Jewish 

traditions. 

1.3. Samaritan Innovations 

1.3.1. The reflex of *ɬ (i.e., sin ׂש)

In the First Temple Period, a voiced lateral fricative /ɬ/ (like the 

ll in Welsh Lloyd), represented by the letter ש, was part of the 

consonantal inventory of Hebrew (Rendsburg 2013). Eventually, 

this sound merged with that of  ס = /s/. The Tiberian Masoretes 
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marked this sound with a dot on the left (i.e., ׂש = /s/), as op-

posed to the /ʃ/ sound, which is marked with a dot on the right 

(i.e.,  ׁש = /ʃ/): e.g.,  ָׂ֣ם ש  [ˈsɔːɔm] ‘had put’ (Gen. 28.18) vs  ָׁ֔ם ש  

[ˈʃɔːɔm] ‘there’ (Gen. 2.8). Though not always marked the same 

way—Palestinian and Babylonian use a supralinear samech—the 

/ɬ/, /s/ → /s/ merger is common to the Jewish traditions. In the 

Samaritan tradition, however, the voiced lateral fricative */ɬ/ 

merged with ׁש = /ʃ/ rather than ס = /s/ (Ben-Ḥayyim 2000, 

35–37):30 

Table 8: Reflex of *ɬ in Jewish || Samaritan traditions 

/s/ /ʃ/ 

Secunda? σεµα31 

[sɛmˈħɑː] 

Samaritan עשה 

[ˈʕaːʃa] 

‘joy’ 

(Ps. 30.12) 

‘had made’ 

(Gen. 1.31) 

30 Palestinian is from P300 (MS Cambridge Taylor-Schechter 20.54; 

Garr and Fassberg 2016, 110). Babylonian is from Yeivin (1985, 939). 
31 Greek σ represented a retracted [s]̱ sound, somewhere in between [s] 

and [ʃ] (Kantor 2023, §7.7.1). There was no [ʃ] sound in Greek. As such, 

the transcription convention itself is not clear evidence for */ɬ/ → /s/. 

At least theoretically, it could also represent */ɬ/ → /ʃ/. Nevertheless, 

the most likely interpretation of the evidence is that */ɬ/ → /s/ in the 

Secunda. Note, for example, that there may be vowel rounding brought 

about by ׁש but not by ׂש in the Secunda (Kantor forthcoming b, 

§§3.2.2.1, 3.2.9.4).
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Jerome israhel 

[(j)isʀɑːˈʔeːl] 

‘Israel’ 

Commentaries32 

Palestinian ועשׂה 

[va-ʕaˈseː] 

‘and do!’ 

(Ps. 37.27) 

32 Although Jerome’s Latin transcriptions of Hebrew are ambiguous—

Latin only has s—his grammatical explanations in his commentaries in-

dicate that */ɬ/ had merged with /s/ rather than /ʃ/. Commentary on 

Titus, 3.9: Nam nos et Graeci unam tantum litteram ‘s’ habemus, illi uero 

tres: SAMECH, SADE et SIN, quae diuersos sonos possident. ‘Isaac’ et ‘Sion’ 

per SADE scribuntur; ‘Israhel’ per SIN et tamen non sonat hoc quod scribitur, 

sed quod non scribitur. ‘Seon’, rex Amorrhaeorum, per SAMECH litteram et 

pronuntiatur et scribitur ‘For we and the Greeks have only one letter s, 

but they (i.e., the Hebrews) have three: SAMECH, SADE, and SIN, which 

have different sounds. Isaac and Sion are written with SADE; Israhel with 

SIN even though it does not sound like it is written, but like it is not 

written. Seon, king of the Amorites, is written with the letter SAMECH 

and pronounced as it is written’ (Text from Notitia Clavis Patrum Latino-

rum 591). Book on the Interpretation of Hebrew Names, 10: siquidem apud 

hebraeos tres s sunt litterae: una, quae dicitur samech, et simpliciter legitur 

quasi per s nostram litteram describatur: alia sin, in qua stridor quidam non 

nostri sermonis interstrepit: tertia sade, quam aures nostrae penitus reformi-

dant ‘There are indeed three s letters among the Hebrews: one, which is 

called samech, and is simply pronounced as our letter s would be de-

scribed: another called sin, in which a kind of hissing, not found in our 

speech, resounds: the third is called sade, which our ears thoroughly 

dread’ (Text from Notitia Clavis Patrum Latinorum 581). 
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Babylonian שָׂבָע 
[sɔːˈvɔːʕ] 

‘abundance’ 

(Prov. 3.10) 

Tiberian  ָ֖ה שָׂר  

[sɔːˈʀɔ̟ː] 

‘Sarah’ 

(Gen. 17.15) 

Because no tradition preserves the historical realisation of */ɬ/, 

the various reflexes are thus innovations that apply to each of the 

subgroups. In the Jewish traditions, the shared innovation in-

volves the merger of */ɬ/ with /s/, whereas in the Samaritan tra-

dition the innovation involves the merger of */ɬ/ with /ʃ/. 

1.3.2. Other Samaritan Innovations 

While many more features of Samaritan could be outlined in de-

tail, the shared innovations above are sufficient to distinguish the 

Jewish subgroup from the Samaritan subgroup. Nevertheless, we 

may mention here just a few more innovations particular to the 

Samaritan tradition. In the system of binyanim, Samaritan has 

pairs of binyanim corresponding to piʿʿel/piʿʿal, hitpaʿʿel/hitpaʿʿal, 

and nifʿal, each consisting of a heavy form with a geminated sec-

ond radical and a simple form with a single second radical: e.g., 

ב וְנִקְרַ֥  || ’and shall come near‘ [wniqˈqɑrrɑb] ונקרב   (Exod. 22.7). It 

is also a common feature of Samaritan to make secondary mor-

phophonological distinctions not present in the historical form 

nor in the Jewish traditions. For example, the Samaritan tradition 

implements various forms of the qal participle, one for habitual 

meaning and one for the actual present: e.g.,   עלים  אלהים  מלאכי  והנה

בו  וירדים  [ˈweːnna mɑːˈlɑːkki eːˈluwwəm ˈʕaːləm wjɑːˈreːdəm ˈbuː] 
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‘and look, the angels of God were going up and going down on 

it’ || בּֽוֹ׃  יםוְירְֹדִ֖   יםעלִֹ֥   יםאֱ>הִ֔   ימַלְאֲכֵ֣   וְהִנֵּה֙   (Gen. 28.12); ההר׃   מן  הירד  הנחל  

[anˈneːl ajˈjuːrəd ˈman ˈɑːr] ‘the brook that runs down from the 

mountain’ ||  ַּ֖ר׃  דהַיּרֵֹ֥   חַלהַנ מִן־הָהָֽ  (Deut. 9.21). Note that while the 

pattern [ˈjuːrəd] is used for habitual ‘runs/flows down’, the pat-

tern [ˈjɑːrəd] is used for the actual present ‘are going down’.33 

1.4. Absolute Chronology and the Jewish || Samaritan 

Split 

All of the above evidence would suggest that there was a split 

between the Jewish traditions of Biblical Hebrew and the Samar-

itan traditions of Biblical Hebrew at some point in antiquity. Alt-

hough it is not always possible to determine the absolute chro-

nology of such a split, there are a number of clues that may help 

narrow down the precise dating. 

1.4.1. Dating of Spirantisation of כפ״ת  בג״ד  

It is difficult to determine when precisely spirantisation of  בג״ד  

-took place in the history of Aramaic and Hebrew. While spi כפ״ת

rantisation is attested relatively early in the Aramaic of Mesopo-

tamia (c. 7th century CE), it did not make its way to the west 

until later. It is likely that spirantisation first occurred in Aramaic 

and then was extended into Hebrew as a result of language con-

tact (Steiner 2005; Steiner 2007). 

33 For more on these and other features, see Ben-Ḥayyim (2000, 105–

20, 187–192). See also chapter 3, §6.0. 
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When spirantisation did occur, however, it is unlikely that 

all the stop consonants were spirantised at once; the shift more 

likely took place in stages. According to Steiner, the merger of 

*χ, *ħ → ħ, which occurred in the late Second Temple Period, is

essential for understanding the relative timing of spirantisation.

It seems to be the case that as long as *χ was still part of the

consonantal inventory, the spirantisation of the velar stop /k/

was blocked, since its fricative counterpart could have been con-

fused with *χ.34 The spirantisation of the labials (i.e., /b/, /p/)

and dentals (i.e., /d/, /t/) thus occurred before the *χ, *ħ → ħ

merger, whereas the spirantisation of the velars (i.e., /g/, /k/)

was delayed until after the merger. According to Steiner, the mer-

ger of *χ, *ħ → ħ can be dated to around the first century BCE or

the first century CE. That the velar stops were the last to undergo

spirantisation is also supported by the absence of a spirantised

/k/ in the Egyptian Aramaic attested in P. Amherst 63 (c. 4th/3rd

century BCE; Steiner 2005; Steiner 2007; Steiner 2011).

The fact that, at least historically, the Samaritan tradition 

attests to the spirantisation of the labials and dentals but not the 

velars suggests that as a linguistic tradition it split off from the 

34 It should be noted, however, that such ‘blocking’ is by no means au-

tomatic or necessary. The shift of ח to /χ/ (and subsequent merger with 

 in Ashkenazi Hebrew, for example, would seem to directly contradict (כֿ

such reasoning. Nevertheless, the fact that ח and ֿכ are clearly kept dis-

tinct in late antique and medieval Hebrew suggests that, for whatever 

reason, ח no longer represented /χ/ when כ originally underwent spi-

rantisation. Otherwise, we might expect some later dialects of Hebrew 

(in late antiquity and the Middle Ages) to exhibit a merger of ח and ֿכ. 
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Jewish traditions prior to the first century BCE/CE. Otherwise, it 

too would likely exhibit the spirantisation of /g/ and /k/. 

1.4.2. Dating of w-yiqṭol → wayyiqṭol 

There are a few clues regarding the absolute chronology of the 

gemination of the prefix consonant in the wayyiqṭol form. If we 

look at the oldest attested Jewish traditions of Biblical Hebrew, 

we see progression from the Roman period to the Byzantine pe-

riod. In the Secunda, gemination in the prefix consonant—and/or 

a full vowel before the prefix consonant in cases where gemina-

tion would not be represented in the Greek—is attested less than 

half the time. By the time of Jerome’s transcriptions, however, 

the distinct morphology of wayyiqṭol is attested consistently with-

out any exceptions. If we date the composition of the Secunda (or 

Pre-Secunda) to the second or third century CE (Kantor forthcom-

ing c), then this suggests that the gemination in the wayyiqṭol 

form had probably already begun to develop by the first century 

CE. This is consistent with the fact that the so-called ‘sequential 

tenses’ were fading out of use in the vernacular by the end of the 

Second Temple Period. This is exactly the time when we would 

expect certain traditions to secondarily distinguish (in the mor-

phophonology) what would by that time have been a more ar-

chaic usage of the yiqṭol form.35

35 For a fuller discussion, see Kantor (2020). 
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1.4.3. Dating of the Merger of sin ׂש and samekh ס 

There are a number of interchanges of ס  ↔ (שׂ) ש attested already 

in the Hebrew Bible. While some occur in pre-exilic books of the 

Bible, most are found in exilic and post-exilic books. It has thus 

been suggested that the merger of */ɬ/, */s/ → /s/ occurred at 

some point in Late Biblical Hebrew and continued in even later 

stages of the language (Rendsburg 2013, 104). If this change was 

already underway by the mid-to-late Second Temple Period, then 

the Samaritan linguistic tradition must have broken off from the 

Jewish linguistic tradition by this point as well. Otherwise, we 

would expect to find */ɬ/ → */s/ in Samaritan also. 

1.4.4. Historical Origins of the Samaritan Community 

If we ignore linguistic evidence for the moment, there is archae-

ological and historical evidence regarding the date at which the 

Samaritan community came to be distinct from the wider Jewish 

community. The Samaritan temple was built already in the fifth 

or fourth century BCE. While some scholars, such as Kartveit 

(Kartveit 2009; Pummer 2012), argue that this moment marked 

the ‘birth of the Samaritans’, others argue that it was a more grad-

ual process. Before the destruction of the Samaritan temple in the 

second century BCE, there may still have been a stronger connec-

tion between the ‘Proto-Samaritans’ and the Jews, even if their 

communities were largely or somewhat distinct. By the second 

century BCE, however, the Samaritans separated to form their 

own distinct community. A gradual process of separation from 

the fourth century BCE to the second century BCE seems plausi-

ble. This is also consistent with the hypothesis that the distinct 
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textual tradition of the Samaritan Pentateuch goes back to the 

third century BCE.36 

The archaeological and historical evidence for the origin of 

the Samaritans correlates well with the linguistic evidence we 

have outlined above. The fact that the Samaritan Hebrew tradi-

tion did not develop a spirantised ג or  כ, has no distinct wayyiqṭol 

form, and does not exhibit the */ɬ/, */s/ → /s/ merger suggests 

that it split off from the Jewish reading traditions in the early-to-

mid Second Temple Period. The absolute chronology of this split 

will serve as a foundation for discussing the development of the 

Biblical Hebrew reading traditions in the remaining sections. 

Finally, it should be noted that after their split from the 

wider Jewish community, the Samaritans continued to pass down 

and develop their distinct tradition of Hebrew. Perhaps because 

their community remained relatively isolated and distinct from 

the wider Jewish community, however, there is no clear evidence 

that further subgroups developed within the Samaritan branch, 

even if it does admit some internal diversity.37 The remainder of 

our analysis will thus focus on the Jewish traditions. 

36 For more on the establishment of the Samaritan community and the 

origin of the Samaritan Pentateuch, see Kartveit (2009); Pummer 

(2012). 
37 At the same time, however, this may be a mere accident of historical 

attestation. In earlier periods, when the Samaritan community num-

bered in the hundreds of thousands, it is quite possible (and even likely) 

that various reading traditions developed within the branch. 
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1.5. Addendum: Sister Reading Traditions or Merely 

Sister Dialects? 

While the discussion above has demonstrated that Jewish and 

Samaritan may have split off from one another as Hebrew dia-

lects, it remains to be seen whether there was indeed a shared 

ancestor from which both of these distinct reading traditions de-

veloped. After all, it is entirely possible that the Samaritan oral 

reading tradition of the Torah is simply the product of applying 

the Samaritan dialect of Hebrew onto the biblical text. If this is 

the case, the Samaritan oral reading tradition would not neces-

sarily reflect further developments from a shared tradition but 

rather dialectal differences in the spoken language. In reality, it 

is probably the case that some combination of the two possibilties 

obtained. Indeed, there is at least one piece of evidence which 

may point to a shared ancestor reading tradition. 

In the account of Joseph naming his firstborn son in Gene-

sis 41, we read the following:  נִי י־נַשַּׁ֤ ה כִּֽ ם הַבְּכ֖וֹר מְנַשֶּׁ֑ ף אֶת־שֵׁ֥ א יוֹסֵ֛ וַיִּקְרָ֥

י -and Joseph called the name of the firstborn Ma‘ אֱ>הִים֙ אֶת־כָּל־ֲ מָלִ֔

nasseh (= [manaʃˈʃɛː]), (saying), “For God has made me forget 

(= [naʃˈʃaːniː]) all my hardship”’ (Gen. 41.51). What is peculiar 

about this verse, however, is that the piʿʿel/piʿʿal verb נשני ‘has 

made me forget’ is vocalised with an initial /a/ vowel  נַשַּׁנִי instead 

of the expected /i/ vowel ** נִשַּׁנִי (cf. צִוַּנִי ‘commanded me’). This 

is the only instance in all of the Tiberian vocalisation where the 

qaṭal form of the piʿʿel/piʿʿal has an initial /a/ vowel. While this 

is the original vowel in Proto-Northwest Semitic (see Suchard 

2020, 247–48) and persists in Aramaic, these facts are unlikely 

to account for its presence here. A much simpler explanation 
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based in assonance likely applies. In order to bring out the sound-

play in the name מְנַשֶּׁה, which is formed from the participle, the 

qaṭal form of the verb was vocalised with a similar vowel pattern, 

with /a/ on the nun. 

What is perhaps more interesting here, however, is that the 

Samaritan tradition essentially does the opposite. Normally, 

likely due to the influence of Aramaic, the Samaritan tradition of 

Hebrew has an initial /a/ vowel in the qaṭal form of the 

piʿʿel/piʿʿal, rather than an initial /i/ vowel as in Tiberian: e.g., 

 ’would have said‘ [mɑlləlˈ] מלל ;spoke’ (Gen. 12.4)‘ [dabbərˈ] דבר

(Gen. 21.7; see chapter 5, §1.1.13). As such, Samaritan has a 

paʿʿəl rather than a piʿʿel/piʿʿal. Nevertheless, in this one instance, 

the form is vocalised with an initial /i/ vowel rather than an in-

itial /a/ vowel: i.e.,  ויקרא יוסף שם הבכור מנשה כי נשאני אלהים את עמלי 

= [wˈjiqra ˈjuːsəf ˈʃam abˈbɑːkor mɑːˈnɑːʃi ˈkiː niʃˈʃɑːni 

eːˈluwwəm ˈit ʕɑːˈmɑːli]. While the form [niʃˈʃɑːni] is less likely 

to bring out soundplay, it is significant to note that it too reflects 

a lone exception to typical D-stem morphology in the Samaritan 

tradition, albeit in the opposite direction. 

The exceptional treatment of י/נשאנינשנ  in Gen. 41.51 in 

both Tiberian and Samaritan may thus be indicative of a shared 

ancestor reading tradition—in which the form נשני was read with 

exceptional morphology—from which they both descended.38 As 

the reading tradition was passed down, memorised, and taught, 

part of this teaching may have included a note that the form  נשני 
 

38 It is also possible, however, that the similarity here is due to later 

contact between the traditions. 
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in Gen. 41.51 was unique. While this was realised as a piʿʿel → 

paʿʿel shift in Tiberian, the opposite occurred in Samaritan. 

At the same time, we should not rule out the possibility that 

the Jewish || Samaritan split, which occurred much earlier than 

the other splits covered in the remainder of the book, was merely 

a dialectal one. It is not necessary to posit a shared ancestor read-

ing tradition for these two traditions of Hebrew. The respective 

reading traditions of these distinct communities could have de-

veloped (at least in part) as a result of applying their dialect of 

Hebrew to the biblical text. In fact, different parts of the tradition 

can likely be explained in different ways. It is indeed probably 

the case that, while some of the reading tradition was inherited, 

much of the Samaritan tradition is the result of applying their 

dialect of Hebrew to the text of the Pentateuch. 

2.0. Innovations of Proto-Masoretic || Popular 

Branches 

Within the Jewish branch of the Biblical Hebrew reading tradi-

tions, the main split is between the ‘Proto-Masoretic’ branch, on 

one hand, and the ‘popular’ branch, on the other. To the former 

belong the Babylonian and Tiberian traditions. To the latter be-

long the Secunda, Jerome, and Palestinian. Indeed, there are cer-

tain innovations attested only in Tiberian and Babylonian (the 

‘Masoretic’ branch) and certain innovations attested only in the 

Secunda, Jerome, and Palestinian (the ‘popular’ branch). 
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2.1. (Proto-)Masoretic Innovations 

2.1.1. Rounded Qameṣ /ɔː/ 

At some point in the history of Hebrew, etymologically long */aː/ 
raised slightly and acquired rounding to become */ɔː/. In the 
Masoretic tradition, this vowel has come to be known as qameṣ. 
It appears to be the case that this phenomenon occurred in Tibe-
rian and Babylonian but not in the other Jewish traditions. Note 
the following examples below:39 
Table 9: Rounded qameṣ in Proto-Masoretic || popular traditions 

There is some debate regarding the allegedly ambiguous repre-
sentation of historical */aː/ with Greek α and Latin a (Harviainen 
1977). At least theoretically, such a transcription convention 

 
39 Palestinian is from P300 (MS Cambridge Taylor-Schechter 20.54; 
Garr and Fassberg 2016, 110). Babylonian is from Yeivin (1985, 933). 

Unrounded /a(ː)/ Rounded ‘qameṣ’ /ɔː/ 
Secunda ραμωθ 

[ʀɑːˈmoːθ] 
Babylonian בָקָר 

[vɔːˈqɔːr] 
 ‘lofty’ 

(Ps. 18.28) 
 ‘cattle’ 

(1 Sam. 14.32) 
Jerome hissa 

[ʔiʃˈʃɑː] 
Tiberian ָ֔ ָּב רהַדָּ  

[haddɔːˈvɔːɔʀ]̟ 
 ‘woman’ 

(Gen. 2.23) 
 ‘the thing’ 

(Exod. 18.17) 
Palestinian ִ טִשפִ מ  

[miʃˈpʰatˁ] 
  

 ‘justice’ 
(Ps. 37.28) 
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could represent an [ɔː] vowel. However, evidence from Greek in-

scriptions authored by L1 Aramaic‒L2 Greek speakers in Byzan-

tine Zoora suggests that this is not the case. When there is some-

thing like an [ɔː] vowel or a shift from [ɑː] → [ɔː] → [oː], fre-

quent confusion in transcription is common (Kantor 2023). There 

is also some debate regarding the original vowel system of the 

Palestinian tradition (Heijmans 2013b; Yahalom 2016). Never-

theless, we accept that the vocalic phonology of the Palestinian 

tradition resembled that of Jewish Palestinian Aramaic, namely 

a five-vowel system of /i, e, a, o, u/ (Fassberg 1990).40 In each of 

these traditions, the vowel quality remains unrounded as [a(ː)] 

or [ɑ(ː)]. The presence of a qameṣ vowel [ɔː] in both Babylonian 

and Tiberian, then, constitutes a shared innovation.41 

The absolute chronology of the *ā → [ɔː] shift, however, 

requires further attention. If this change happened at a late date, 

then perhaps the ancestor reading traditions of Tiberian and Bab-

ylonian that existed contemporaneously with the Secunda and 

Jerome also simply had a long /ā/ [ɑː] vowel. These diEerences 

would thus reflect diachronic change rather than dialectal or tra-

ditional variation. There is, however, some evidence that this 

change happened relatively early in late antiquity. Both Tiberian 

and Babylonian reflect rounding of *a → ‘qameṣ’ in the environ-

ment of the consonant waw: e.g., קָו ‘line’ and  מָוֶת ‘death’. Such a 

change would have had to occur when ו was still a labio-velar 

 

40 Note, however, that Fassberg (1990) also includes /ə/. 

41 For the [ɔː] quality in Tiberian, see Khan (2020b, §§I.2.1.1, I.2.I.4). 

For the [ɔː] quality in Babylonian, see Yeivin (1985, 364–68). 
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approximant [w] rather than a labio-dental fricative [v]. Accord-

ing to Khan and Kantor (2022), the [w] → [v] change occurred 

by the Byzantine period at the latest. This suggests that the qameṣ 

quality must also have already developed by the Byzantine pe-

riod. This chronology is also supported by the use of waw matres 

corresponding to vowels represented by qameṣ in biblical quota-

tions in the Babylonian incantantion bowls: e.g., שומורו (for  ֻשָמרָו) 

‘they kept’ (Num. 9.23; Molin 2020, 163–64). Accordingly, we 

may reasonably conclude that the qameṣ quality existed in the 

Masoretic traditions contemporaneously with Palestinian, proba-

bly Jerome, and possibly even the Secunda, all of which simply 

had a long /ā/ [ɑː] vowel. As such, it may indeed constitute an 

innovation of the Masoretic branch. 

2.1.2. Philippi’s Law: éCC → áCC 

According to the earliest iteration of Philippi’s Law, etymological 

short */i/ shifts to */a/ in (i) stressed word-final syllables that 

were closed by two consonants and (ii) stressed closed penulti-

mate syllables: i.e., *í → *á / _CC. In large part, Philippi’s Law 

was invoked to explain forms like *dibbírtā →  ָּדִּבַּרְת ‘you spoke’ 

and *hiʃliktā →  ָּהִשְׁלַכְת ‘you threw’. It is also related to the varia-

tion in forms like בַּת ‘daughter’ vs ֹבִּתּו ‘his daughter’. Over time, 

however, this law has undergone constant revisions and modifi-

cations to account for various exceptions.42 

 

42 Most recently, the rule has been pulled apart and replaced by a set of 

more nuanced rules that explain the same data: (i) *i → *e in all posi-

tions, (ii) *e → *ɛ / _C₁C₂, (iii) *é → *ɛ ́/ eC_C, (iv) *e → *ɛ / C_C(C)#, 
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This phenomenon is not distributed evenly across the vari-

ous Biblical Hebrew reading traditions. While both Tiberian and 

Babylonian attest to it frequently—though even between them 

the distribution is not identical—the ancient transcriptions do 

not. Occasional variation in non-biblical Palestinian manuscripts 

may also indicate that it was not present in the earlier authentic 

layers of Palestinian (Harviainen 1977):43 

Table 10: Philippi’s Law in Proto-Masoretic || popular traditions 

*qiṭṭilt(ā) → *qiṭtilt(ā) 

*hiqṭilt(ā) → *hiqṭilt(ā) 

*qiṭṭ → *qiṭ 

*qiṭṭilt(ā) → *qiṭtalt(ā) 

*hiqṭilt(ā) → *hiqṭalt(ā) 

*qiṭṭ → *qaṭ 

Secunda εκσερθ 

[hɛkˀˈʦˀɛʀtʰ] 

Babylonian  ָהִקהלַת 
[hiqˈhaːltʰɔː] 

 ‘you shortened’ 

(Ps. 89.46) 

 ‘you assembled’ 

(Ezek. 38.13) 

Jerome geth 

[ˈgɛθ] 

Tiberian  ַּ֔ת ג  

[ˈgaːaθ] 

 ‘winepress’ 

(Isa. 63.2) 

 ‘winepress’ 

(Joel 4.13) 

Palestinian  ִכתנירִיידה  

[hiðriχˈtʰani] 

נִי הִרְגַּזְתַּ֖    

[hiʀg̟azˈtʰaːniː] 

 ‘you guided me’ 

(T-S NS 249.2, l.19) 

 ‘you disturbed me’ 

(1 Sam 28.15) 
 

(v) *ɛ ́→ *á, (vi) *é → *ɛ ́before geminate coronal consonants in poly-

syllabic words, such as  בַּרְזֶל. For the most comprehensive and up-to-date 

treatment of Philippi’s Law, see Suchard (2020, 141–67). 
43 Palestinian is from Revell (1970, 158). Babylonian is from Yeivin 

(1985, 556). For Jerome, see Yuditsky (2016, 106). 
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The fact that this *i → *a shift is attested in Babylonian and Ti-

berian but not in the other traditions suggests that it may be re-

garded as a shared innovation of the (Proto-)Masoretic branch.44 

We should also note that the Palestinian tradition actually has 

many forms that look like Tiberian and Babylonian in this re-

spect: e.g., תַ  הִ    in an abbreviated serugin manuscript (T-S A43.1) 

for הִ הִ הִ הִ סתַ תַ תַ תַ רת [hisˈtʰartʰa] (Isa. 54.8).45 However, keeping with our 

methodology of preferencing divergence and variation in Pales-

tinian, the form  ִיכתני רִ דה  [hiðriχˈtʰani] in a non-biblical manu-

script may actually indicate that the underlying authentic Pales-

tinian tradition looked more like the Secunda and Jerome.46 
 

44 One might suggest, however, that apparent cases of Philippi’s Law in 

Babylonian may also be attributed to the general *e → a shift therein. 
45 For the text, see Garr and Fassberg (2016, 118). 
46 Note, however, that the relevant syllable in this form is unstressed 

due to the suffix. Tiberian or Babylonian would have pataḥ in such an 

environment: cf.  ַּ֔נִיהִמְלַכְת  ‘you have made me king’ (2 Chron. 1.9). Before 

a following /ī/ vowel, however, this does not apply: e.g.,  יו׃  I asked‘ שְׁאִלְתִּֽ

for him’ (1 Sam. 1.20); י;׃  I have begotten you’ (Ps. 2.7). This may‘ יְלִדְתִּֽ

indicate a different distribution of Philippi’s Law and/or paradigmatic 

levelling in Tiberian and Babylonian. In either case, the Palestinian 

form  ִיכתנירִ דה  [hiðriχˈtʰani] reflects the typologically more archaic form 

and the Babylonian and Tiberian form the innovation. Nevertheless, we 

do find variation in Tiberian, as in the qere form of ילדתני in Jer. 2.27, 

which is vocalised as  ּנו -This may indicate that the differences be .יְלִדְתָּ֔

tween Tiberian, Babylonian, and Palestinian may be attributed to dif-

ferential levelling of the /a/. 
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2.1.3. Lengthening of the Vowel in *ʔillv̆̄ → *ʔēllɛ ̄→ אֵלֶּה 

Historically, the demonstrative pronoun אֵלֶּה ‘these’ likely goes 

back to a form like *ʔill- or *ʔillay with an initial etymologically 

short vowel (Hasselbach 2007; Suchard 2020, 231–32). The fact 

that Tiberian and Babylonian both have a ṣere in this form, how-

ever, indicates that there was some kind of lengthening in the 

(Proto-)Masoretic branch. Where we can compare other tradi-

tions, such as the Secunda, the vowel is short:47 

Table 11: Demonstrative pronoun  אֵלֶּה ‘these’ in Proto-Masoretic || pop-
ular traditions 

In Babylonian, note that the pattern *CíCCā (with initial stress) 

elsewhere results in an initial pataḥ vowel, as in the 3MP inde-

pendent pronoun: המַָה [ˈhammɔː] (Yeivin 1985, 1104 || BHS  ֵ֗֝ה מָּ ה  
 

47 Palestinian is from Garr and Fassberg (2016, 120). Babylonian is from 

Yeivin (1985, 1118 ). 

*ʔellɛ ̄ *ʔēllɛ ̄

Secunda ελλε 

[ˈʔɛllɛː] 

Babylonian ַאלֵה 
[ˈʔeːllaː] 

 ‘these’ 

(Deut. 1.1) 

 ‘these’ 

(Jer. 9.8) 

Jerome helle 

[ˈʔɛllɛː](?) 

Tiberian  ֵ֣לֶּהא  

[ˈʔeːellɛː] 

 ‘these’ 

(Exod. 1.1) 

 ‘these’ 

(Deut. 1.1) 

Palestinian  ֦א for  ֦לה א֦ א֦ א֦ א  

[ˈʔelle] 

  

 ‘these’ 

(Isa. 57.6; T-S A 

43.1) 
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Job. 6.7 ‘they’); ַהם [ˈham] (Yeivin 1985, 1104 || BHS  ֵ֣םה  Job. 

8.10 ‘they’). The fact that we find a ṣere in the demonstrative  ַאלֵה 

[ˈʔeːllaː], then, likely implies that the lengthening exhibited in 

Tiberian also occurred in Babylonian and is thus a shared inno-

vation of the (Proto‑)Masoretic branch.48 

While the other traditions are mostly ambiguous, it is sig-

nificant that the Secunda has a short vowel in ελλε. Note also the 

short vowel in the independent pronoun: εµ (Secunda || BHS  מָּה  הֵֽ

Ps. 9.7 ‘they’). Though the Palestinian example is ambiguous, it 

may be significant that it uses the sign for seghol rather than ṣere, 

even if the pronunciation tradition realised them identically. 

2.1.4. Vowel Lowering in Segholate Nouns with Guttural 

Roots 

Historically, segholate nouns were of the pattern *qaṭl, *qiṭl, or 

*quṭl with a final consonant cluster. Eventually, most of the var-

ious Biblical Hebrew reading traditions would introduce an ep-

enthetic vowel, usually an e-class vowel, to resolve the final con-

sonant cluster. When the second or third radical is a guttural, 

however, this epenthetic often lowers to an a-vowel. While this 

lowering is characteristic of the Tiberian and Babylonian tradi-

tions, it is often (but not always) absent in the Secunda, Jerome, 
 

48 On the other hand, lengthening of stressed *e vowels to /ē/ in closed 

syllables is the normal development in Tiberian. That it does not nor-

mally occur in Babylonian is perhaps more relevant here. In any case, 

this example may simply reflect a microcosm of the various distribu-

tions of vowel lengthening across different traditions (and/or times?). 
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and Palestinian. This is especially the case when the third radical 

is ḥet:49 

Table 12: Segholate nouns with guttural roots in Proto-Masoretic || pop-
ular traditions 

*qeṭeG *qeṭaG 

Secunda βεσε 

[ˈbɛʦˀɛʕ] 

Babylonian נַצַח 
[ˈnaːsˁaħ] 

 ‘gain’ 

(Ps. 30.10) 

 ‘Glory’ 

(1 Sam. 15.29) 

Jerome bete 

[ˈbɛtˀɛħ]50 

Tiberian  ָ֫צַחנֶ֥ ל  

[lɔːˈnɛːsˁaħ] 

 ‘security’ 

(Gen. 34.25) 

 ‘forever’ 

(Ps. 52.7) 

Palestinian  ֶחצֶ נ  

[ˈnesˁeħ] 

  

 ‘forever’ 

(T-S H 16.5) 

  

Tiberian and Babylonian often differ from the Secunda, Jerome, 

and Palestinian with respect to vowel lowering in the environ-

ment of gutturals. As a part of this wider phenomenon, this ex-

ample constitutes one more case of innovation on the part of the 

‘Proto-Masoretic’ branch. It is also possible, however, that such 

differences may reflect diachronic change and the relative weak-

ening of the guttural consonants over time. 
 

49 Palestinian is from Yahalom (1997, 25). Babylonian is from Yeivin 

(1985, 828). 
50 Note also the following examples: reeb ‘Rahab’ (Isa. 30.7); been 

‘watchtower’ (Isa. 32.14); nehel ‘river’ (Ezek. 47.7). 
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2.2. Popular Innovations 

2.2.1. *i → e, *u → o in Closed Unstressed Syllables 

In the earliest stages of Hebrew, the short vowels */i/, */a/, and 

*/u/ could occur in closed unstressed syllables. It is also possible 

that the vowels */i/ and */u/ shifted to the more open vowels 

*/e/ and */o/ at a relatively early stage of the language (Kutscher 

1969; Lambdin and Huehnergard 2000, 12; Suchard 2020).51 In 

any case, however, it is noteworthy that the Secunda, Jerome, 

and Palestinian tend to have /e/ and /o/ vowels in this position, 

whereas Tiberian and Babylonian have /i/ and /u/ (or /ɔ/), re-

spectively:52 

Table 13: *e and *i in closed unstressed syllables in Proto-Masoretic || 
popular traditions 

*e *i 

Secunda λεββι 

[lɛbˈbiː] 

Babylonian רִנָה 
[rinˈnɔː] 

 ‘my heart’ 

(Ps. 28.7) 

 ‘joy’ 

(Prov. 11.10) 

 
51 Reconstructed/historical forms throughout this volume may reflect 

either */i/, */u/ or */e/, */o/. The specific vowel height chosen for a 

given reconstruction is often based on what is most illustrative for a 

particular feature or context, but these pairs can be seen as somewhat 

interchangeable for etymological forms. 
52 Palestinian is from Harviainen (1977, 142, 171). Babylonian is from 

Yeivin (1985, 781, 862). 
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Jerome metta 
[mɛtˀˈtˀɑː] 

Tiberian ִּ֗ ִילִב  
[libˈbiː] 

 ‘bed’ 
(Gen. 48.2) 

 ‘my heart’ 
(Ps. 40.11) 

Palestinian  ֶו ֶ לב  

[lebˈbo] 

  

 ‘his heart’ 
(Bod.Heb. MS d 41, 

13v, l. 23) 

  

Table 14: *o and *u or *ɔ in closed unstressed syllables in Proto-Maso-
retic || popular traditions 

*o *u or *ɔ 
Secunda βεσοχχα 

[bɛsokˈkʰɑː] 
Babylonian חֻכמָה 

[ħuχˈmɔː] 
 ‘in a shelter’ 

(Ps. 31.21) 
 ‘wisdom’ 

(Jer. 49.7) 
Jerome sgolla 

[sɣolˈlɑː] 
Tiberian ִּ֗ י  חֻקַּ

[ħuq̟ˈq̟aːaj] 
 ‘prized possession’ 

(Mal. 3.17) 
 ‘my statutes’ 

(1 Kgs 3.14) 
Palestinian ֶ כָהבס  

[besokˈkʰa] 
החָכְמָ ִּ֗   

[ħɔχˈmɔː] 
 ‘in a shelter’ 

(Ps. 31.21; T-S 
20.53) 

 ‘wisdom’ 
(Ps. 37.30) 

If one considers the vowels */i/ and */u/ to be original, then the 
forms in the Secunda, Jerome, and Palestinian may be regarded 
as a shared innovation of the ‘popular’ branch. If, on the other 
hand, one accepts the early shift of */i/ → */e/ and */u/ → */o/, 
then the Tiberian and Babylonian forms may be regarded as 
shared innovations, in which case we should have one more ex-
ample in §2.1 and one fewer example in the present section 
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(§2.2). Either way, given the fact that we have several examples 

of shared innovations in each section, this particular one supports 

our subgroupings in one way or another. It is also significant that 

/e/ and /o/ vowels for historical */i/ and */u/ are also charac-

teristic of Jewish Palestinian Aramaic (see chapter 5, §1.1.3).53 

2.2.2. The Quality of a ‘Shewa-Slot’ Reduced Vowel: [e] or 

[ɛ] 

Analysing the nature of a vocalic shewa in the various Biblical 

Hebrew reading traditions requires a diachronic perspective. In 

the earliest stages of Hebrew, there was no such thing as ‘shewa’. 

Over time, however, etymologically short vowels in open un-

stressed syllables underwent reduction: i.e., *dabarīm → 

*d(ə)bārīm. This resulted in the creation of consonant clusters: 

i.e., *dbārīm. The insertion of an epenthetic vowel on the pho-

netic level to resolve such clusters is what we now call vocalic 

shewa. So even if from a phonetic perspective vocalic shewa has 

a value, from a phonological perspective it is equivalent to zero. 

It is significant, however, that the phonetic realisation of 

vocalic shewa is not the same in all Biblical Hebrew reading tra-

ditions. While Tiberian generally has [a] (i.e., דְּבָרִים = 

[davɔːʀi̟ːim]; Khan 2020b, §I.2.5), the evidence suggests that the 

earliest layers of Babylonian might have allowed the cluster to 

remain on the phonetic level (i.e., דבְרָיִם = [dvɔːriːm]). On the 
 

53 For more on this phenomenon, see Kutscher (1969); Harviainen 

(1977). 
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other hand, interchanges of pataḥ ↔ ḥiṭfa may indicate that vo-

calic shewa was realised as [a] (Yeivin 1985, 398–418). In the 

ancient Greek and Latin transcriptions of Hebrew, the histori-

cal/etymological vowel is often preserved in such an environ-

ment. Nevertheless, there are some cases where reduction is ap-

parent. In these cases, like Palestinian, the Secunda and Jerome 

can exhibit an e-class vowel in the ‘shewa slot’. This vowel could 

be interpreted as [e], [ɛ], or [ə]:54 

Table 15: Quality of ‘shewa-slot’ vowels in Proto-Masoretic || popular 
traditions 

The tendency toward an e-class vowel in the ‘shewa slot’ in the 

Secunda, Jerome, and Palestinian constitutes a shared innovation 

of the ‘popular’ branch. The [ɛ] or [e] realisation of shewa also 
 

54 Palestinian is from Garr and Fassberg (2016, 111). Babylonian is from 

Yeivin (1985, 934). 

Shewa as [ɛ] or [e] Shewa as [a] or ø 

Secunda αδδεβαρειµ  

[haddɛβɑːˈʀiːm] 

Babylonian דברַָי 
[dvɔːˈraːj] 

 ‘the words’ 

(Deut. 1.1) 

 ‘my words’ 

(Jer. 23.29) 

Jerome bethula 

[bɛθuːˈlɑː] 

Tiberian  ֙דְּבָרִים  

[davɔːˈʀi̟ːim] 

 ‘virgin’ 

(Commentary on 

Isa. 7.14) 

 ‘things’ 

(2 Kgs 17.9) 

Palestinian  ֶצפֵ קַ ב*  

[beqasˁpeˈχa] 

  

 ‘in your anger’ 

(Ps. 38.2; T-S 

20.54) 
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has parallels in vernacular Jewish Palestinian Aramaic (see chap-

ter 5, §1.1.2). It may even be the case that [ɛ], [e], or [ə] was the 

general realistion of ‘shewa’ in more spoken layers of the lan-

guage, whereas the biblical readings of some traditions had 

standardised other realisations, like [a] as in Tiberian.55 

It should be noted, however, that the behavior of ‘shewa-

slot’ vowels in each of these traditions is far more complex and 

varied than outlined here, but it lies far beyond the scope of the 

present book to treat it.56 The Secunda, for example, has a greater 

tendency to preserve historical vowels in open unstressed sylla-

bles (Yuditsky 2005). Nevertheless, where reduction does occur, 

the grapheme ε can be used to signify it (Kantor forthcoming b, 

§3.3.6). Also, in Jerome’s transcriptions, we find preservation of 

historical vowels, reduction represented with e, and the occa-

sional non-historical a, perhaps due to influence from a more 

prestigious tradition (see §5.1.3 and also n. 63). 
 

55 The realisation of shewa in Babylonian is not entirely clear. As men-

tioned above, while there was likely a higher tolerance for clusters, as 

in Modern Hebrew, pataḥ ↔ ḥiṭfa interchanges in Babylonian may point 

to a realisation of [a]. On the other hand, there are occasional instances 

of yod being used as a mater lectionis for vocalic shewa in Jewish Baby-

lonian Aramaic (see Juusola 1999, 44–45; Molin 2017, 35). Once again, 

this may reflect a more ‘spoken’ realisation of shewa as [e]/[ɛ]/[ə] and 

a more ‘biblical’ realisation of shewa as [a]. Note that even MS Kauf-

mann of the Mishnah attests to yod for vocalic shewa: e.g., בְּיסִימָנִין ‘by 

its marks’ (BabaB. 7.3). 
56 For more on ‘shewa-slot’ vowels in these traditions, see the section on 

‘shewa’ in Khan et al. (2025). 
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2.2.3. The -CV 2MS Suffix 

Historically, the 2MS suffix was realised as *-ka. After word-final 

short vowels were elided, this suffix came to be realised simply 

as *-k, but not without vowel harmony first leading to the pre-

ceding vowel being generalised as *a. As a result, the sequence 

underwent meta-analysis so that the form of the suffix was regu-

larly realised as *-ak: i.e., *bayt-V-ka → *bayt-a-ka → *bayt-ak 

(Lambdin and Huehnergard 2000, 50–53). At the same time, due 

to analogical extension of the ending of the longer byform of the 

2MS independent pronoun */ʔattā/ (from */ʔantah/), there also 

developed a 2MS pronominal suffix with a final long vowel *-kā 

(Al-Jallad 2014; Suchard 2020, 205–06). This development must 

have occurred at a relatively early stage of the language, since it 

appears already in (albeit a minority of) Iron Age inscriptions 

(Hornkohl 2023, 124): e.g.,  וקברכה */wa-qibr-aka/ ‘and your 

tomb’ (Ḥorvat ʿUzza Literary Text l. 13). While there is some in-

ternal variation in each of the traditions, Tiberian and Babylo-

nian attest to the 2MS patterns/byforms of the ‑CV variety, 

whereas the Secunda, Jerome, and Palestinian attest to the 2MS 

patterns/byforms of the ‑VC variety:57 

Table 16: 2MS suffixes in Proto-Masoretic || popular traditions 

*-āχ *-χɔ ̄

Secunda οζναχ 

[ʔozˈnɑːχ] 

Babylonian ְָמשַכָבך  
[maʃkɔːvˈχɔː] 

 ‘your ear’ 

(Ps. 31.3) 

 ‘your bed’ 

(2 Sam. 13.5) 

 
57 Palestinian is from Yahalom (1997, 24). Babylonian is from Yeivin 

(1985, 427, 749). 
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Jerome dabarach 

[daβɑːˈʀɑːχ] 

Tiberian  ֙;ְשִׁמ 

[ʃimˈχɔː] 

 ‘your words’  

(Hos. 13.14) 

 ‘your name’ 

(Gen. 17.5) 

Palestinian  ָ� ָךמ  

[ʕamˈmaχ] 

  

 ‘your people’  

(Deut. 26.15) 

  

There is no doubt that both *-CV and *-VC forms existed as 

byforms at a very early stage of the Hebrew language. The epi-

graphic record and the consonantal text of the MT themselves 

often attest to a *-VC pattern.58 Nevertheless, historically the 

more archaic and original form is of the pattern *-CV. Therefore, 

the forms without a final vowel, characteristic of the Secunda, 

Jerome, and Palestinian, may be regarded as an innovation. At 

the same time, the Babylonian and Tiberian forms reflect an in-

novation based on analogical extension. This further supports the 

subgrouping argued for in this section. It is also significant that 

the ‘popular’ forms are also characteristic of Aramaic and Mish-

naic Hebrew. Language contact may thus have encouraged the 

preference of one byform over another (see chapter 5, §1.1.6). 

2.2.4. Hifʿil Prefix Vowel in the Yiqṭol and Imperative 

Historically, the yiqṭol form in the hifʿil binyan was of the pattern 

*yaqṭīl, with an *a as the prefix vowel (Lambdin and 
 

58 Note the following epigraphic example, in which the 2MS qaṭal verb 

is written with a final heh mater but the 2MS suffix is not:   אמתכ·ביד·ונתתה  
*/wa-natattā ba-jad ʔamat-ak/ ‘and you shall give into the hand of your 

maidservant’ (Mouss 2:4). 
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Huehnergard 2000, 74; Suchard 2020, 416). This pattern is pre-
served in both Tiberian and Babylonian. In the Secunda, Jerome, 
and occasional variants in Palestinian, on the other hand, the pre-
fix vowel is *e:59 
Table 17: Hifʿil yiqṭol forms in Proto-Masoretic || popular traditions 

Table 18: Hifʿil imperative forms in Proto-Masoretic || popular tradi-
tions 

*heqṭel/*hiqṭel *haqṭēl/*haqṭal 
Secunda εσιληνι 

[hɛʦˀ(ʦˀ)iːˈleːniː] 
Babylonian הַקשַב 

[haqˈʃav] 
 ‘save me!’ 

(Ps. 31.3) 
 ‘listen!’ 

(Job 33.31) 
 

59 Palestinian is from Harviainen (1977, 130, 185–186). Babylonian is 
from Yeivin (1985, 562, 567). 

*yeqṭīl *yaqṭīl 
Secunda θεριβ 

[tʰɛʀˈħiːβ] 
Babylonian יַקהיִל 

[jaqˈhiːl] 
 ‘you make wide’ 

(Ps. 18.37) 
 ‘assembled’ 

(2 Chron. 5.2) 
Jerome iesphicu 

[jɛsˈpʰiːχuː] 
Tiberian ִ֣  ל יךִ֣יַשְׁ  

[jaʃˈliːiχ] 
 ‘they strike’ 

(Isa. 2.6) 
 ‘will cast’ 

(Isa. 2.20) 
Palestinian ֶ חטיאת   

[tʰeħˈtˁiː] 
  

 ‘makes sin’ 
(Ezek. 14.13; T-S 

20.59) 
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Jerome eezinu 
[hɛʔɛˈziːnuː] 

Tiberian ֵ֣  לִיכ הוּהַשְׁ  
[haʃliːˈχeːhuː] 

 ‘incline!’ 
(Joel 1.2) 

 ‘throw it!’ 
(Exod. 4.3) 

Palestinian ִ צילניה  

[hisˁsˁiːˈleːniː] 
  

 ‘save me!’ 
(Ps. 39.9; T-S 

20.54) 

  

This innovation, which is also found in the Mishnah—note the 
form ְשִך  should draw back’ (Zav. 3.3) in MS Kaufmann—is‘ יִמְׁ
likely the result of analogy. It could reflect either analogy to the 
prefix vowel in the qaṭal form (i.e., *heqṭīl; Yuditsky 2017, 162) 
or analogy to the typical prefix vowel in other yiqṭol forms like 
the qal and the nifʿal. This occurs in some modern Arabic dialects, 
such as that spoken in Israel and Palestine: e.g., [ji‑ftaħ] (cf. Clas-
sical Arabic [ja-ftaħ]) in Form I (parallel to qal) and [ji-krem] (cf. 
Classical Arabic [ju-krim]) in Form IV (parallel to hifʿil; Elihay 
2012, 755–756, 760).60 In either case, it may be regarded as a 
shared innovation of the Secunda, Jerome, and Palestinian, 
namely the ‘popular’ branch.61 

 
60 For more on this analogy, see Kantor (forthcoming b, §4.2.7). 
61 Note, however, that there is at least one possible parallel in the Bab-
ylonian tradition:  ִהִדריִכֵני ‘guide me!’ (Ps. 119.35; MS E22). See Díez 
Macho and Navarro Peiro (1987). 
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2.2.5. Yiqṭol Prefix in I-ʿ Roots: i.e., *yaʿṭol → *yeʿṭol 

At an early stage of Hebrew and/or Northwest Semitic, there 

were three distinct forms of the prefix conjugation in the qal bin-

yan: *yaqṭul, *yaqṭil, and *yiqṭal (Rainey 1996, 65; Kossman and 

Suchard 2018; Shachmon and Bar-Asher Siegal 2023). While the 

prefix vowel is generally levelled to /i/ (or /e/) in most reading 

traditions of Biblical Hebrew, Tiberian and Babylonian still ex-

hibit a distinction between *yaqṭul and *yiqṭal in I-ʿ roots (Lamb-

din and Huehnergard 2000, 59): e.g., יֲַ מֹד ‘will stand’ (< 

*yaʿmud), but cf. יֱֶ רַב ‘will be pleasing’ (< *yiʿrab). In other tra-

ditions, however, note that the prefix vowel seems to have gen-

eralised as /e/ across the board; Samaritan is included here to 

demonstrate the relative antiquity of this generalisation:62 

Table 19: Yiqṭol prefix in I-ʿ roots in Proto-Masoretic || popular tradi-
tions 

*yeʿ- *yaʿ- 

Secunda θεσου 

[tʰɛʕˈsuː] 

Babylonian תעַבֹד  
[tʰaʕaˈvoːð] 

 ‘you do’ 

(Mal. 2.3) 

 ‘you shall serve’ 

(Deut. 10.20) 

Palestinian  ֶיעדִ ות  

[vattʰeʕˈdi] 

Tiberian  ׂ֥וּיֲַ ש  

[jaːʕaˈsuː] 

 ‘and you got 

adorned’ 

(Ezek. 16.13) 

 ‘shall do’ 

(Exod. 12.47) 

 
62 Palestinian is from Yahalom (2016, 167). Babylonian is from Yeivin 

(1985, 461). 
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Samaritan יעשו  

[ˈjeːʃʃu] 

  

 ‘shall do’ 

(Exod. 12.47) 

  

While an e-class prefix vowel is preserved in the 1CS form of I-ʿ 

verbs in Tiberian—e.g.,  ֵּ֖וָאְֶ ד?  ‘and I adorned you’ (Ezek. 16.11)—

I-ʿ verbs from the *yaqṭul pattern have a pataḥ as the prefix vowel 

elsewhere in the paradigm. The fact that this phenomenon is also 

attested in the Samaritan branch suggests that it might be the 

result of influence from spoken Hebrew or Aramaic. It is also con-

sistent with the trend to generalise the /e/ prefix vowel even in 

the hifʿil binyan, as examined above. Therefore, this may be con-

sidered a shared innovation of the popular branch, though it may 

also be due to language contact (see chapter 5, §1.1.9) and/or 

parallel development. 

3.0. Innovations of Tiberian || Babylonian 

Within the ‘Masoretic’ branch of the Biblical Hebrew reading tra-

ditions, we have just Tiberian and Babylonian. Because the vari-

ations between Tiberian and Babylonian are well documented 

and many (see Khan 2020b; Yeivin 1985), we will cite only a few 

here. Note also that even though this section is only intended to 

separate Tiberian and Babylonian, other traditions may also be 

cited to underscore the innovative nature of a feature. 
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3.1. Tiberian Innovations 

3.1.1. *CuCC- → *CɔCC- 

In closed unstressed syllables, the historical vowel */u/ has vari-
ous realisations in the different traditions of Biblical Hebrew (see 
also §2.2.1). While the ‘popular’ branch tends to realise it lower 
as /o/, Babylonian realises it as /u/. In the Tiberian tradition, 
however, it comes to be realised with the quality of qameṣ [ɔ] (if 
not followed by a geminated consonant, in which case it is real-
ised as /u/):63 
Table 20: Realisations of historical */u/ in closed unstressed syllables 
in Tiberian || other Jewish traditions 

*CuCC →  *CoCC- *CuCC- → *CɔCC- 
Secunda χοδχοδ 

[kʰoðˈkʰoð] 
Tiberian ָ֑ ָהחָכְמ  

[ħɔχˈmɔː] 
 ‘agate’ 

(Isa. 54.12) 
 ‘wisdom’ 

(Ps. 37.30) 
Jerome bosra 

[boʦˀˈʀɑː] 
  

 ‘Bozrah’ 
(Isa. 34.6) 

  

Palestinian ֽ כמָהח  

[ħoχˈma] 
  

 ‘wisdom’ 
(Ps. 37.30; T-S 

20.54) 

  

 
63 Palestinian is from Garr and Fassberg (2016, 110). Babylonian is from 
Yeivin (1985, 781, 862). 
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*CuCC →  *CuCC-   

Babylonian חכֻמָה 
[ħuχˈmɔː] 

  

 ‘wisdom’ 

(Jer. 49.7) 

  

While it is not entirely clear whether the ‘popular’ branch or Bab-

ylonian reflects the more original (to Biblical Hebrew of the early 

Second Temple Period) form (see §2.2.1), it is clear that Tiberian 

has an innovation here given the shift in quality to [ɔ]. 

3.1.2. Furtive Pataḥ 

In the Tiberian tradition, the pronunciation of final /h/, /ḥ/, or 

/ʕ/ can be aided orthoepically by the insertion of an epenthetic 

[a] vowel before the final guttural. The Babylonian tradition—

and the popular traditions—do not normally exhibit this fea-

ture:64 

Table 21: Furtive pataḥ in Tiberian || other Jewish traditions 

No Furtive Pataḥ Furtive Pataḥ 

Secunda ουαββωτη 

[(w)uhabboːˈtˀeːħ] 

Tiberian  ֣ר Eַּו  

[ˈʀu̟ːaħ] 

 ‘and he who trusts’ 

(Ps. 32.10) 

 ‘breath’ 

(Gen. 6.17) 

Jerome esne 

[hɛʦˀˈneːʕ] 

  

 ‘doing humbly’ 

(Mic. 6.8) 

  

 
64 Palestinian is from Garr and Fassberg (2016, 114). Babylonian is from 

Yeivin (1985, 326–30); Khan (2013c). 
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Palestinian  ֶוחרֻ מ  

[meˈruħ] 

  

 ‘from wind’ 

(Ps. 55.9; T-S 

12.195) 

  

Babylonian  לקֵֹח 
[loːˈqeːħ] 

  

 ‘taking’ 

(Deut. 27.25) 

  

This phonetic phenomenon is particular to Tiberian, which con-

stitutes another innovation to distinguish it from the Babylonian 

tradition. It is also probably related to a different typology of syl-

lable structure in the Babylonian tradition (Khan 2020a, 16, 26). 

Note, however, that there are similar phenomena attested 

occasionally in other traditions. In Jerome, for example, whose 

transcriptions do not normally exhibit furtive pataḥ,65 there are a 

few examples that do seem to reflect something like it, albeit with 

varying vowel qualities: e.g., ruah vs  ֖וּר Eַ  ‘wind’ (Jer. 10.13); colea 

vs  ֵ֛קוֹל Kַ  ‘slinging (MS)’ (Jer. 10.18); sue vs  ְשׁ֙ ו ֙Kַֹו  ‘and Shoa’ (Ezek. 

23.23); sia vs  Eַשִׂי (comments on Amos 4.13). Given the overall 

‘popular’ profile of the Hebrew tradition reflected in Jerome’s 

transcriptions, we may tentatively posit that this constitutes an 

example of influence of the more prestigious tradition on that of 

Jerome already in the ancient period. This phenomenon appears 

to be exhibited in some other features in the tradition (see chap-

ter 5, §2.4). This may indicate that a ‘Proto-Masoretic’ ancestor 
 

65 Cf. maphate vs  Eַ ֵּ֣מְפַ ת [mafatˈtʰeːaħ] ‘engraving (MS)’ (Zech. 3.9), bari 

vs  ָּרִ֔ ב Eַ  [bɔːˈʀi̟ːaħ] ‘_eeing (MS)’ (Isa. 27.1), esne vs  ֵ֥וְהַצְנ Kַ  [vahasˁˈneːaʕ] 

‘and [doing] humbly’ (Mic. 6.8). 
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of Tiberian was already fairly established during the Byzantine 
period. Note that Tiberian Hebrew is the only tradition that ex-
hibits a furtive pataḥ regularly. 

3.1.3. *maqṭal → *miqṭal 

One of the most characteristic features of Tiberian Hebrew con-
cerns the realisation of the historical *maqṭal pattern. While there 
is some evidence that a *maqṭal → *miqṭal shift occurred in cer-
tain phonological environments (e.g., I-sibilant roots) in other 
traditions, Tiberian has progressed this change so that the 
*maqṭal pattern is essentially only preserved in a limited number 
of roots (e.g., I-w, I-y, I-n, I-guttural, and sometimes I-sonorant):66 
Table 22: Realisation of historical *maqṭal pattern in Tiberian || other 
traditions 

*maqṭal *miqṭal 
Secunda μαβσαραυ 

[maβʦˀɑːˈʀɑːw] 
Tiberian ָּ֔  רמִדְב  

[miðˈbɔːɔʀ]̟ 
 ‘his fortresses’ 

(Ps. 89.41) 
 ‘wilderness’  

(Deut. 32.10) 
Jerome magras 

[maɣˈʀɑːʃ] 
  

 ‘pastureland’ 
(Ezek. 48.17) 

  

Palestinian ַ גדלמ  

[maɣˈdal] 
  

 ‘tower (cstr.)’ 
(Ps. 61.4; T-S 

20.52) 

  

 
66 Palestinian is from Harviainen (1977, 140). Babylonian is from Yeivin 
(1985, 1008). 
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Babylonian ָמַדבר 
[maðˈbɔːr] 

  

 ‘wilderness’ 

(Ps. 102.7) 

  

Samaritan מדבר 

[ˈmadbɑr] 

  

 ‘wilderness’ 

(Exod. 13.18) 

  

It is not that this phenomenon was not attested at all in other 

traditions, but it seems to have been largely restricted to I-sibilant 

roots: e.g., µισγαβ (Secunda || BHS  ב־  ;(’Ps. 46.12 ‘a fortress ,מִשְׂגָּֽ

mesphat (Jerome || BHS  ִט֙ פָּ שְׁ לְמ , Isa. 5.7 ‘justice’; see §4.2.3). Nev-

ertheless, its significant extension and generalisation in Tiberian 

is to be considered an innovation particular to that tradition. 

There may, however, be some examples of non-Tiberian tradi-

tions in the ancient period with *maqṭal → *miqṭal in non-I-sibi-

lant roots, but the evidence is meagre and sporadic.67 

3.1.4. *yiqṭolēnī → *yiqṭlēnī 

Historically, a qal yiqṭol form with a suffix would have been real-

ised as something like *yiqṭolēnī or *yeqṭolēnī. While numerous 

other Biblical Hebrew reading traditions, including Babylonian, 

preserve the theme vowel in such contexts, Tiberian regularly re-

duces the theme vowel to shewa:68 
 

67 For more on this phenomenon, see Hornkohl (2023, 34–38). 
68 Babylonian is from Yeivin (1985, 469–72). For Qumran, see 4Q83 

f9ii:4. For the phenomenon at Qumran, see Qimron (2018, 193–99). 
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Table 23: Qal yiqṭol forms with suffixes in Tiberian || other traditions 

*yiqṭolēnī *yiqṭlēnī 

Secunda θεσοδηνι 

/tesʕoðḗnī/ 

[tʰɛsʕoˈðeːniː] 

Tiberian  ֵ֣נִייִזְבְּל  

/jizblḗnī/ 

[jizbaˈleːniː] 

 ‘you support me’ 

(Ps. 18.36) 

 ‘will honor me’ 

(Gen. 30.20) 

Qumran  ׄובני אל תעז  

/ʔal teʕzoβḗnī/ 

[ʔal tʰɛʕzoˈβeːniː] 

  

 ‘do not forsake me!’ 

(Ps. 38.22) 

  

Jerome iezbuleni 

/jezbolḗnī/ 

[jɛzbʊˈleːniː] 

  

 ‘will honor me’ 

(Gen. 30.20) 

  

Babylonian ִתטִבלֹנֵי 
/tiṭbolḗnī/ 

[tʰitˁboˈleːniː] 

  

 ‘you plunge me’ 

(Job 9.31) 

  

Samaritan יזבלני 
/jizbɑlínni/ 

[jizbɑːˈlinni] 

  

 ‘will honor me’ 

(Gen. 30.20) 

  

Although the preservation of such vowels is often cited as an im-

portant feature shared by the ancient transcriptions, Qumran, 

and Babylonian, it does little to group these traditions. After all, 

it is merely a shared retention. What is more significant is that 
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Tiberian is innovative in reducing the theme vowel rather than 

preserving it. 

3.1.5. *hem(m) → *hēm 

Historically, the 3MP independent pronoun was realised as some-

thing like *himma(h) or *hemma(h) (Suchard 2020, 216–18). 

While this form is largely preserved in Samaritan, other traditions 

elide the final vowel and simplify the resulting final gemination. 

In most traditions, this vowel is then realised as a short e-class 

vowel (pataḥ in Babylonian due to the seghol, pataḥ → pataḥ mer-

ger), but Tiberian lengthens this vowel to ṣere:69 

Table 24: 3MP independent pronoun in Tiberian || other traditions 

 
69 Babylonian is from Yeivin (1985, 1104). 

*hem(mā) *hēm 

Secunda εµ 

/hém/ 

[ˈhɛm] 

Tiberian  ֵ֖םה  

/hḗm/ 

[ˈheːem] 

 ‘they’ 

(Ps. 9.7) 

 ‘they’ 

(Gen. 14.24) 

Babylonian הַם 
/hám/ 

[ˈhaːm] 

  

 ‘they’ 

(Job 8.10) 

  

Samaritan הם 

/ímma/ 

[ˈimma] 

  

 ‘they’ 

(Gen. 14.24) 
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On this point, the lengthening found in Tiberian is to be consid-

ered an innovative feature. It is probably part of the wider phe-

nomenon of lengthening exhibited in forms like לֵב /lḗv/ [ˈleːev] 

and ׁאֵש /ʔḗʃ/ [ˈʔeːeʃ], which are derived from nominal patterns 

with final gemination (i.e., *libb and *ʔiʃʃ) and parallel Babylo-

nian forms like ַלב /láv/ [ˈlaːv] and ַאש /ʔáʃ/ [ˈʔaːʃ]  (Yeivin 1985, 

781–83). Note that Secunda Hebrew also exhibits short vowels in 

such forms: e.g., λεβ and ες. For more on this phenomenon, see 

§3.2.4. It may also point once again to the various distributions 

of vowel lengthening in different reading traditions of Biblical 

Hebrew (see n. 54). 

3.2. Babylonian Innovations 

3.2.1. Merger of /ɛ/, /a/ → /a/ 

While the Tiberian tradition is characterised by a vocalic system 

with seven distinct vowel qualities, Babylonian only has six dis-

tinct vowel qualities. The vowel corresponding to Tiberian seghol 

(and often that lengthened to ṣere due to stress) has merged with 

that corresponding to pataḥ (Yeivin 1985, 364–68):70 

Table 25: Merger of /ɛ/, /a/ → /a/ in Babylonian || Tiberian 

 
70 Babylonian is from Yeivin (1985, 840, 849). 

pataḥ, seghol = /a/ pataḥ = /a/, seghol = /ɛ/ 

Babylonian מלַך 
/mál(a)χ/ 

[ˈmaːlaχ] 

Tiberian  ֶ֔לֶ? מ  
/mɛĺ(ɛ)χ/ 

[ˈmɛːlɛχ] 

 ‘king’ 

(Deut. 17.14) 

 ‘king’ 

(Deut. 17.14) 
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This is one of the most salient differences between Tiberian and 
Babylonian and constitutes an innovation on the part of the lat-
ter. It is not entirely clear whether the vowel represented by the 
pataḥ sign in Babylonian was realised as [a] or [æ].71 The precise 
dating of this change is unknown, but it may have occurred at a 
relatively late stage of development. 

It should also be noted that reading Tiberian seghol as [a] 
or [æ] is one of the clear distinctives of modern Yemenite tradi-
tions of Hebrew, which constitute the present-day continuation 
of the medieval Babylonian tradition, at least in many respects.72 
Note the following examples: e.g., [ˈkhæsæf] (Morag 1963, 24 || 
BHS ֶ֣  ּףכ ס  , Isa. 2.7 ‘silver’); [ˌmɞːʃeˑl ˈʔærasˁ] (Morag 1963, 121 || 
BHS ץ ר  ֶ֖ ל־א  ֵֽׁ Isa. 16.1 ‘ruler of the land’); [bæd̥̍ ,מֹש  d̥arax] (Morag 
1963, 40 || BHS ֶ֣ ּךְב ר  ֶ֥ דּ  , Isa. 37.34 ‘by the way’). 

3.2.2. Ṣere ↔ Ḥolem 

Some tradents of the Babylonian tradition seem to have fronted 
the ḥolem vowel to something like an open-mid central rounded 
vowel [ɞ], so that it was regularly confused with ṣere (Yeivin 
1985, 369–71; Khan 2013c, 956): 

 
71 Note that both [æ] and [a] are attested in modern Yemenite tradi-
tions, with the latter being more common (though not exclusively pre-
sent) in the environment of pharyngeals (Morag 1963, e.g., 24, 40). 
72 Note that the constraints of Tiberian pointing have limited the con-
tinuation of some features. 

 ומלַכַת  

[wmalˈkʰaθ] 
ת־   לְכַּ ַֽ  וּמַּ

[wumalkʰaθ] 
 ‘and queen of’ 

(1 Kgs 10.1) 
 ‘and queen of’ 

(1 Kgs 10.1) 
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Table 26: Confusion of ṣere and ḥolem in Babylonian || Tiberian 

Although a relatively minor phonetic change, this feature of some 

strands of the Babylonian pronunciation tradition constitutes an 

innovation particular to Babylonian. 

Once again, this is a distinctive feature of modern Yemenite 

reading traditions of Biblical Hebrew. Generally, Tiberian ḥolem 

is read as either an open-mid central rounded vowel [ɞ] or as a 

close-mid front unrounded vowel [e]: e.g., [ˈʕɞːð] (Morag 1963, 

92 || BHS וֹד ֖, Isa. 1.5 ‘still’); [ˈlɞˑ ˈzɞːruː] (Morag 1963, 92 || BHS 

 Isa. 1.6 ‘they have not been pressed’); [lĭjeˈsef] (Ya’akov ,לאֹ־ז֨רוּ֙ 

2015, 33 || BHS ף -Gen. 47.29 ‘to Joseph’). While there is sig ,לְיוֹסֵ֗

nificant variation, southern Yemen tends to have [e] for ḥolem, 

whereas central and northern Yemen tends to have [ɞ] for ḥolem. 

The latter is also better preserved by men, in Bible reading, in 

pause, among scholars from the south, and in Ṣanʿa (Ya’akov 

2013; Ya’akov 2015, 32–39). 

3.2.3. Epenthetic Vowel after Word-Final ʿayin 

In some cases, the Babylonian tradition has an epenthetic pataḥ 

vowel after word-final ʿayin. This differs from Tiberian, which 

preserves the original structure of the word and/or adds an ep-

enthetic only before the ʿayin (Yeivin 1985, 326–30, 856; Khan 

2013c, 960): 

ḥolem as [ɞː] ḥolem as [oː] 

Babylonian ֵישְֵבי 
[jɞːʃˈveː] 

Tiberian  ֵ֖יישְֹׁב  
[joːoʃˈveː] 

 ‘inhabitants (cstr.)’ 

(Ezek. 15.6) 

 ‘inhabitants (cstr.)’ 

(Ezek. 15.6) 
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Table 27: Word-final ʿayin in Babylonian || Tiberian 

-Vʕa# -Vʕ# 

Babylonian  ַלשָֹׂבְע 
[lɔːˈsovaʕa] 

Tiberian  בַע׃  לָשֹֽׂ
[lɔːˈsoːvaʕ] 

 ‘in abundance’ 

(Ps. 78.25) 

 ‘in abundance’ 

(Ps. 78.25) 

 למפַגָעַ  
[lmafˈgɔːʕa] 

ע לְמִפְגָּ֣    

[lamifˈgɔːɔʕ] 

 ‘as a target’ 

(Prov. 1.19) 

 ‘as a target’ 

(Job 7.20) 

This pattern of epenthesis appears to be unique to the Babylonian 

tradition and thus constitutes another innovation that differenti-

ates it from Tiberian Hebrew. 

3.2.4. Further Progression of Philippi’s Law 

Even though Philippi’s Law and related phenomena are attested 

significantly in both Tiberian and Babylonian, they exhibit a dif-

ferent distribution. In some of the short forms associated with 

Philippi’s Law (e.g.,  בַּת ‘daughter’ from *bint → *bitt),73 for exam-

ple, Babylonian has an /a/ vowel where Tiberian has /i/ (Yeivin 

1985, 778–85; Khan 2013c, 960–61): 

Table 28: Philippi’s Law in Babylonian || Tiberian 

 
73 But for a full and more nuanced description of Philippi’s Law and the 

necessary modifications, see Suchard (2020, 141–67). 

*CiCC → *CaC(C) *CiCC → *CiC(C) 

Babylonian ַאש 
[ˈʔaːʃ] 

Tiberian  ֵ֣שׁא  
[ˈʔeːeʃ] 

 ‘fire’ 

(Exod. 12.8) 

 ‘fire’ 

(Exod. 12.8) 
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Babylonian is unique among the Jewish traditions in this respect. 

Note that the Secunda has both ες and λεβ (Kantor forthcoming 

b, §4.3.3.3). It is curious, however, that Samaritan also exhibits 

forms like [ˈaʃ] and [ˈlab] (Ben-Ḥayyim 2000, 76). This seems to 

be a parallel development in Samaritan and Babylonian, rather 

than a shared retention from an earlier stage. As such, this feature 

may be regarded as a Babylonian innovation distinguishing it 

from Tiberian.74 

3.2.5. *mimminnū ‘from him’, *mimmv̄nū ‘from us’ 

In the Tiberian tradition, the form ּמִמֶּנּו is polysemous, indicating 

either the PREP מִן ‘from’ with the addition of a 3MS suffix (i.e., 

‘from him’) or the PREP מִן ‘from’ with the addition of a 1CP suffix 

(i.e., ‘from us’). This duplication of form is likely due to the as-

similation of the /h/ after the reduplicated base: i.e., *min + 

*min + *hū → *mimminnū (3MS) vs *min + *min +nū → *mim-

minnū (1CP). While this is the shape of the form in Tiberian, Bab-

ylonian and Samaritan appear to have a morphological distinc-

tion. The 3MS form has gemination on the nun, whereas the 1CP 

form has a long vowel and no gemination on the nun (Yeivin 

1985, 1139–41): 
 

74 One might also connect such forms to the general seghol, pataḥ → 

pataḥ merger in Babylonian Hebrew. On the other hand, note that the 

*qill pattern also frequently results in ṣere in Babylonian Hebrew: cf. אֵם 

(from *ʾemm) ‘mother’; ֵתל (from *tell) ‘heap’ (Yeivin 1985, 778–79). 

 לבַ 
[ˈlaːv] 

בלֵ֣    

[ˈleːev] 

 ‘heart’ 

(Deut. 28.65) 

 ‘heart’ 

(Deut. 28.65) 
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Table 29: PREP מִן ‘from’ with 3MS suffix in Babylonian and Samaritan || 
Tiberian 

*mimmvnnū (3MS) *mimmɛnnū (3MS) 

Babylonian מִמַנו 
[mimˈmaːnnuː] 

Tiberian  ֶּ֙נּוּ֙ מִמ  

[mimˈmɛːɛnnuː] 

 ‘from it’ 

(Exod. 12.9) 

 ‘from it’ 

(Exod. 12.9) 

Samaritan ממנו 

[mimˈminnu] 

  

 ‘from it’ 

(Exod. 12.9) 

  

Table 30: PREP מִן ‘from’ with 1CP suffix in Babylonian and Samaritan || 
Tiberian 

It is curious that a similar type of distinction is also found in Sa-

maritan Hebrew. While this could indicate a shared retention on 

the part of Babylonian and Samaritan, this is unlikely given the 

etymology of the preposition מִן with suffixes. It seems more likely 

that the morphological distinction is the result of secondary anal-

ogy with other prepositions like ּתַּחְתֵּנו and ּבֵּינֵנו. This could occur 

as a parallel development in each tradition. Moreover, it is also 

possible that each tradition reflects the influence of the spoken 

*mimmv̄nū (1CP) *mimmɛnnū (1CP) 

Babylonian ֻמִמֵנו 
[mimˈmeːnuː] 

Tiberian  ִנּוּמֶּ֔ מ  

[mimmɛːɛnnuː] 

 ‘from us’ 

(Deut. 1.28) 

 ‘from us’ 

(Deut. 1.28) 

Samaritan ממנו 

[mimˈmɑːnu] 

  

 ‘from us’ 

(Deut. 1.28) 
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language, namely Aramaic, in which a distinction is maintained: 

e.g., ּמִנֵּה ‘from him’ vs מִנַּנָא ‘from us’. 

The principle of archaic heterogeneity might also support 

reconstructing the Tiberian form as more archaic, since 1CP prep-

ositions elsewhere have either a ṣere connecting vowel or a qameṣ 

connecting vowel. The lack of a connecting vowel in Tiberian is 

thus exceptional and reflects less generalisation. 

3.2.6. *yiqṭlū → *yqiṭlū (II-Sonorants and II-Sibilants) 

Historically, the 3MP yiqṭol form in the qal binyan was of the pat-

tern *yiqṭolū or *yiqṭalū. Over time, the theme vowel reduced so 

as to create a word-medial cluster: i.e., *yiqṭolū → *yiqṭlū. In nu-

merous traditions, this word-medial cluster is resolved by the typ-

ical realisation of vocalic shewa after the second consonant of the 

cluster. In the case of II-sonorant and II-sibilant roots, however, 

the Babylonian tradition resolves this cluster by inserting an ep-

enthetic after the first consonant of the cluster (Yeivin 1985, 

386–96; Khan 2013c, 958–59): 

Table 31: *yiqṭlū → *yqiṭlū in Babylonian || Tiberian 

*yiqṭlū → *yqiṭlū *yiqṭlū → [jiqtˁaluː] 

Babylonian ֻידרִכְו 
[jiðirˈχuː] 

Tiberian  ּ֩יִדְרְכו 
[jiðrˁɑˈχuː] 

 ‘tread’ 

(1 Sam. 5.5) 

 ‘tread’ 

(1 Sam. 5.5) 

 יִמשִלוֻ  
[jimiʃˈluː] 

 יִמְשְׁלוּ 
[jimʃaˈluː] 

 ‘let have dominion!’ 

(Ps. 19.14) 

 ‘let have dominion!’ 

(Ps. 19.14) 
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This phenomenon is quite possibly the result of influence of the 

spoken language, in which such variant syllable structures in the 

environment of sonorants and sibilants would not be unusual. 

Note that it also occurs in the Secunda (see §4.2.5). 

4.0. Innovations of the Secunda and Jerome || 

Palestinian 

Within the ‘popular’ branch of the Jewish reading traditions, 

there is a further subgrouping with the Secunda and Jerome on 

one side and Palestinian on the other. Due to the degree of con-

vergence with Tiberian in Palestinian-pointed manuscripts, how-

ever, enumerating distinct innovations can be a difficult task. 

This list may (and probably ought to) change as we grow in our 

knowledge and description of Palestinian. 

4.1. Palestinian Innovations 

4.1.1. The Five-Vowel System 

Although the Palestinian vocalisation system actually contains 

seven distinct vowel signs, the Palestinian pronunciation system 

appears to have operated with a five-vowel system: /i/, /e/, /a/, 

/o/, /u/ (Yahalom 1997, 15–16). In this way, it is distinct from 

both the Secunda and Jerome, on one hand, and from Tiberian 

and Babylonian, on the other. Note a comparison of the vowel 

systems of the various Jewish reading traditions: 
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Table 32: Comparison of vowel systems of Jewish reading traditions 

Sec. 75Jer. Pal. 76Bab. Tib. 

ι/ει /ī/ [iː]  i  /ī/ [iː]   ִא  [i] ִא [i]   ִא  [i] 

η /ē/ [eː] 
e 

/ē/ [eː]  ֶא 
[e]̞ 

 [e] אֵ   [e] אֵ

ε /e/ [ɛ] /e/ [ɛ]  ֵא 
  [a] אַ

 [ɛ] אֶ 

α 
/a/ [a] 

a 
/a/ [a]  ַא 

[a] 
 [a] אַ 

/ā/ [ɑː] /ā/ [ɑː]  ָא 
 [ɔ] אָ   [ɔ] אָ

ο /o/ [o] 
o 

/o/ [o] 
 [o] אֽ 

ω /ō/ [oː] /ō/ [oː] ֹא  [o]  ֹאֹ , או [o] 

ου /ū/ [uː] u /ū/ [uː]  ֻא [u] ֻא [u]  ּאֻ , או [u] 

Presumably, the Palestinian system is based on the merger of 

vowels that were previously distinguished by length, /ē/ and /e/, 

on the one hand, and /a/ and /ā/, on the other. It could thus 

have descended from a vocalic system like the one represented 

in the Secunda and Jerome, so this may not necessarily be the 

best example of an innovation distinguishing it from the Secunda 

and Jerome. In any case, however, the five-vowel system paral-

lels that attested in Jewish Palestinian Aramaic (see chapter 5, 

§1.1.1). 
 

75 That there was phonemic length in the Biblical Hebrew reading tra-

ditions at the time of Jerome is implied by his statements about Jews 

ridiculing Christians who mispronounce length (see Harviainen 1977, 

49–50; Brønno 1970, 205; Kantor 2017, 253). 
76 Note, however, that Tiberian has both /ɔ/̄ and /ɔ/, the former of 

which corresponds to Babylonian /ɔ/̄ and the latter of which (typically 

occurring in closed unstressed syllables) corresponds to Babylonian /u/, 

even though these are not parallel in the chart. 
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4.1.2. *CuCC- → *CaCC- 

Although most cases of etymological short */u/ in an unstressed 
closed syllable come to be realised as /o/ in the Palestinian tra-
dition (see §2.2.1), there are some examples with /a/ (Harviainen 
1977, 166): 
Table 33: Realisation of etymological short */u/ in unstressed closed 
syllables in Palestinian || Secunda and Jerome 

This constitutes a clear departure from the other traditions of 
Biblical Hebrew and thus reflects an innovation of the Palestinian 
tradition. Note, however, that occasional similar forms are also 
attested in the Secunda and Jerome, even if much more rarely: 
e.g., phalach [pʰɑʕlɑːχ] ‘your work’ (Hab. 3.2). 

4.1.3. 3MS Independent Pronoun as /ho/ 

Historically, the 3MS independent personal pronoun was realised 
as *huʾa. Over time this form developed into *hū in most of the 
Hebrew traditions. There is some evidence, however, that some 
ancient traditions, such as the Dead Sea Scrolls, came to realise 
this form with a semivowel as *huwa or *huwā, as evidenced by 

*CuCC →  *CoCC- *CuCC- → *CaCC- 
Secunda βεσοχχα  

[bɛsokˈkʰɑː] 
Palestinian ָ םה ָתניוֶמ  

[vemaθneˈhem] 
 ‘in a shelter’ 

(Ps. 31.21) 
 ‘and their loins’ 

(Ps. 69.24; T-S 
12.196) 

Jerome sgolla 
[sɣolˈlɑː] 

הכמ ָח ָ   

[ħaχˈma] 
 ‘prized possession’ 

(Mal. 3.17) 
 ‘wisdom’ 

(Ant. 912) 
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spellings like הואה and הוה (Qimron 2018, 259). In some non-bib-

lical manuscripts of the Palestinian tradition, the 3MS independ-

ent pronoun is vocalised as /ho/, which may reflect some sort of 

contraction of a form like *huwa or *huwā (Yahalom 2016, 18): 

Table 34: 3MS independent pronoun in Palestinian || Secunda and Je-
rome 

Note that the realisation in Palestinian actually reflects a possible 

outcome of original */huʔa/ (Suchard 2020, 211). Though not 

attested in biblical manuscripts, this may constitute one more 

particular innovation of the Palestinian tradition that distin-

guishes it from the Secunda and Jerome. 

4.2. Secunda and Jerome Innovations 

4.2.1. Rule of shewa: *dabrē, *laqṭōl, *walʃōnī 

According to the so-called ‘rule of shewa’, when two consecutive 

syllables have vowels that should reduce (i.e., *CəCəC-), the se-

quence is resolved with a single ḥireq vowel (i.e., *CiCC-) in the 

Tiberian tradition, barring certain phonetic conditions and ana-

logical processes (Yuditsky 2010; Suchard 2020, 176–78). The 

rule can be depicted as follows: *CəCəC- → *CiCC-. It often occurs 

*huʾa → *hū *huʾa → *hō 

Secunda ου 

[ˈhuː] 

Palestinian אוֽ וה  

[ve-ˈho] 

 ‘he’ 

(Ps. 18.31) 

 ‘and he’ 

(T-S NS 249.1 + H 

16.1) Jerome hu 

[ˈhuː] 

 

 ‘he’ 

(Isa. 2.22) 
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when one of the prepositions  ְּלְ   כְּ   ב  precedes a noun beginning 

with shewa (e.g., לִבְנֵי ‘to the sons of’) or in the construct plural 

form of a noun like  דָּבָר ‘word’ (i.e., *dabarē → *dəbərē → *divrē 

 words of’). In Tiberian and Babylonian, such sequences‘ דִּבְרֵי →

tend to be resolved with an /i/ vowel. In Palestinian, such se-

quences can be resolved with an /i/ vowel or, in the case of prep-

ositions, not resolved at all. In the Secunda and Jerome, these 

sequences can have a variety of outcomes, but when they are re-

solved in a similar way to Tiberian and Babylonian, an /a/ vowel 

is used instead of an /i/ vowel:77 

Table 35: ‘words (cstr.)’ in Secunda and Jerome || other Jewish tradi-
tions 

*dabarē → *daβrē *dabarē → *divrē 

Secunda δαβρη 

[daβˈʀeː] 

Babylonian ֵדִברי 
[divˈreː] 

 ‘words (cstr.)’ 

(Ps. 35.20) 

 ‘affairs (cstr.)’  

(1 Sam. 10.2) 

Jerome dabre 

[daβˈʀeː] 

Tiberian  ֵ֞ידִּבְר  

[divˈʀe̟ː] 

 ‘words (cstr.)’ 

(Chronicles) 

 ‘words (cstr.)’ 

(Gen. 24.30) 

 
77 Palestinian is from Harviainen (1977, 139). Babylonian is from Yeivin 

(1985, 934). 
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  Palestinian 78 דיברֶ י 

[divˈre] 

   ‘words (cstr.)’ 

(Bod.Heb. MS d 

55, 5r, l.15) 

It is significant to note that all of the traditions here exhibit some 

kind of innovation. The examples in the Secunda and Jerome 

could reflect either a different ‘rule of shewa’ (i.e., *CəCəC- → 

*CaCC-) or vowel syncope (i.e., *daβareː → *daβ(a)reː →  

*daβreː). In either case, the innovation of the Secunda and Jerome 

sets them off against the other traditions. The ḥireq vowel in both 

Tiberian and Babylonian is clearly an innovation. 

It is difficult to know what to do with Palestinian in this 

case. It seems to align with Babylonian and Tiberian, even though 

we have already assigned it to the ‘popular’ subgroup of the Jew-

ish traditions. One might suggest that such a vocalisation is due 

to later convergence, and yet even in non-biblical manuscripts 

this is relatively consistently attested. The data from the Pales-

tinian tradition can actually be further clarified by looking at 

other environments for this phenomenon. 

When the prefixed prepositions  ְּלְ   כְּ   ב  precede a word begin-

ning with shewa, once again the Secunda and Jerome attest to the 
 

78 Harviainen cites this non-biblical Palestinian form as דַ יברֶ י, which ex-

hibits both a pataḥ and a superscript yod over the dalet. However, the 

pataḥ is likely a mistaken reading. See Harviainen (1977, 139). For an-

other non-biblical form with this vocalisation instead of just a super-

script yod, see  ִיברֶ ד  [divˈre] (TS NS 249.7 + TS NS 301.28, f. 4, l. 20; 

Revell 1970, 165). 
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pattern *baCC-, *kaCC-, *laCC-, whereas Babylonian and Tibe-
rian attest to the pattern *biCC-, *kiCC-, *liCC-. While Palestinian 
also attests to this latter pattern frequently, there is further vari-
ation, which we will explore below:79 
Table 36: Inseparable prepositions before initial consonant clusters in 
Secunda and Jerome || other Jewish traditions 

While each of these traditions exhibits further internal varia-
tion,80 it is significant that when the sequence *bəCəC- is resolved 

 
79 Palestinian is from Revell (1970, 198). Babylonian is from Yeivin 
(1985, 1150–52). 
80 For internal variation in the Secunda, see Kantor (forthcoming b, 
§3.4.2.1). 

*baCC-, *kaCC-, *laCC- *biCC-, *kiCC-, *liCC- 
Secunda βαρσωναχ 

[baʀʦˀoːˈnɑːχ] 
Babylonian בגִבוֻרָתם 

[biɣvuːrɔːˈθɔːm] 
 ‘by your favor’ 

(Ps. 30.8) 
 ‘with their might’ 

(Ezek. 32.29) 
 λαβλωμ 

[laβˈloːm] 
Tiberian ֹּ֛ בֹּ֛לִכְת    

[liχˈtʰoːov] 
 ‘to curb’ 

(Ps. 32.9) 
 ‘to write’ 

(Deut. 31.24) 
Jerome labala  

[laβhɑːˈlɑː](?) 
Palestinian  ִִב קהצד   

[bisˁðaˈqa] 
 ‘to calamity’  

(Isa. 65.23) 
 ‘in righteousness’ 

(Isa. 54.14; T-S 
A43.1) 

ִכִ     ִיפק  תוד   

[kʰifquˈðaθ] 
   ‘as the charge 

(cstr.)’  
(T-S H7.7) 
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to *bVCC-, the Secunda and Jerome tend towards an /a/ vowel 

and Babylonian and Tiberian tend towards an /i/ vowel. This dis-

tribution would presumably constitute innovations both on the 

part of the Secunda and Jerome, on one hand, and Babylonian 

and Tiberian, on the other. 

Here is also where Palestinian starts to differ from all the 

other traditions with respect to the ‘rule of shewa’. While it usu-

ally exhibits forms like Babylonian and Tiberian as above—pos-

sibly due to later convergence?—it also has forms that maintain 

the shewa and do not resolve the cluster in any way. Note, for 

example, how the construct form בני ‘sons of’, when preceded by 

 to’, has an e-vowel on both the bet and the nun but no vowel‘ ל

sign on the lamed: ֲלבנֲי ‘to the sons of’ (Ps. 72.4; T-S 12.196). Pre-

sumably, because the bet is vocalised with an e-vowel, this point-

ing reflects a pronunciation like [levene]. Much like colloquial 

Modern Hebrew, this would seem to reflect the general realisa-

tion of lamed with shewa (= [e]) in all environments and no spe-

cial rule of shewa. Given the tendency for Palestinian to exhibit 

more colloquial forms, this may reflect the more authentic un-

derlying layer of Palestinian. 

The final common environment in which we can assess the 

‘rule of shewa’ in the various Biblical Hebrew reading traditions 

concerns its occurrence when the CONJ waw precedes a word be-

ginning with a ‘shewa-slot’ vowel. Historically, the CONJ waw was 

realised as *wa-, irrespective of what followed. Before a word 

with an initial open unstressed short syllable, it would have been 

realised the same way: i.e., *wa‑naqebā ‘and female’. After the 

reduction of short vowels in open unstressed syllables (i.e., the 
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phenomenon that produces ‘vocalic shewa’), the CONJ waw tended 

to take a different shape in different traditions. In Tiberian He-

brew, for example, the CONJ waw came to be realised as  ְו -  [va‑]: 

e.g.,  ָ֥רוְדָב  [vaðɔːˈvɔːɔʀ]̟ ‘and a matter’ (Judg. 18.7). In the Secunda 

and Jerome, on the other hand, it was simply /w-/, realised pho-

netically as [(w)u-] (Kantor forthcoming b, §4.7): e.g., ουλω /wlṓ/ 

[(w)uˈloː] ‘and not’ (Ps. 18.38); ulo /wlṓ/ [(w)uˈloː] ‘and not’ (Isa. 

7.12). 

However, when preceding a word with an initial consonant 

cluster, the CONJ waw sequence is usually realised variously in 

the Biblical Hebrew traditions. In Tiberian, it is realised as ּו -  

[wu‑CC]. In Babylonian, the same sequence is realised as ִו -  

[wi‑CC]. In the Secunda and Jerome, this sequence can be real-

ised as [wa‑CC]. In Palestinian, however, there does not appear 

to be a distinction, as is perhaps indicated by the presence of an 

e-vowel on the first consonant of the word and no vowel sign on 

the preceding waw—or an actual e-vowel sign on the waw:81 
 

81 Palestinian is from Garr and Fassberg (2016, 112, 114, 116). For Pal-

estinian, note also how in manuscripts that use the  ְא sign for shewa, the 

CONJ waw is vocalised with the same sign in such environments: e.g., 

עוֽ זרוַ   ‘and arm’ (Yahalom 1997). Babylonian is from Yeivin (1985, 

1152). 
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Table 36: CONJ waw before initial consonant clusters in Secunda and 
Jerome || Palestinian || Babylonian and Tiberian 

[wa-CC] [wə-CəC] [wi-CC] or [wu-CC] 

Se
cu

nd
a 

ουαλσωνι 

[walʃoːˈniː] 
Pa

le
st

in
ia

n 

ת* שו�ַ ותֶ 

[veθeʃuʕaθˈχa] 

B
ab

yl
on

ia
n 

 ותִלבֵַב
[wiθlabˈbeːv] 

‘and my 

tongue’ 

(Ps. 35.28) 

‘and your salvation’ 

(Ps. 40.11; T-S 

20.54) 

‘and make cakes’ 

(2 Sam. 13.6) 

Je
ro

m
e 

uarab 

[waʀˈħaβ] 

ףבאַ וֶ   

[veveˈʔaf] 

T
ib

er
ia

n 

הוּנְקֵבָ֖   

[wunqeːˈvɔː] 

‘and wide of’ 

(Ps. 104.25) 

‘and in anger’ 

(Ps. 55.4; T-S 

12.195) 

‘and female’ 

(2 Kgs 17.9) 

ה מַ לִ וכֶ   

[veχelimˈma] 

‘and shame’ 

(Ps. 71.13; T-S 

12.196) 

Although the vowel of the CONJ waw in the Secunda and Jerome 

more or less matches its historical realisation, this is nevertheless 

a shared innovation (of the entire sequence) given the syncope of 

the following vowel. Moreover, it is also possible that the CONJ 

waw had reduced to *w- at a relatively early stage, so that the 

realisation of the sequence *w-CC is actually just another instan-

tiation of the ‘rule of shewa’ discussed above. It is after all signif-

icant that, save for the CONJ waw in Tiberian and Palestinian, the 

various Biblical Hebrew reading traditions tend to resolve *w‑CC 

in the same way that they resolve *dabarē → *divrē, *davrē, etc. 
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Note the general consistency in the chart below—inconsistencies 

are highlighted in red:82  
 

82 Babylonian is from Yeivin (1985, 934, 1150–1156). Note that Pales-

tinian is excepted due to possible convergence with Tiberian. Sources 

for data in preceding footnotes. 
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Table 37: ‘Rule of shewa’ in Jewish traditions 

 

*d
a
b
a
rē- 

 

*b
-, *k

-, *l-  

+
 C

C
- 

 

*w
- +

 C
C

- 

 

* C
əC

əC
 

→

→→

→

 

ʻw
ords (cstr.)ʼ 

(P
s. 35

.20) 

δαβ
ρη 

[da
βˈʀeː] 

ʻby your favou
rʼ 

(P
s. 30

. 8) 

β
αρσω

ναχ 

[baʀʦ
ˀoːˈnɑːχ

] 

ʻand m
y tongue!ʼ 

(P
s. 35

.28) 

ουαλσω
νι 

[w
alʃoːˈniː] 

Secu
n

d
a 

*C
a
C

C
- ʻw

ords (cstr.)ʼ 

(C
h
ronicles) 

dabre 

[da
βˈʀeː] 

ʻto terror/ 

calam
ityʼ 

(Isa. 65.23) 

labala 

[la
βh

ɑːˈlɑː]? 

ʻand w
ide (cstr.)ʼ 

(P
s. 104

.25) 

uarab 

[w
aʀˈħ

a
β] 

Jero
m

e 

ʻw
ords (cstr.)ʼ 

(M
S 55 d

 5r, l. 

15) 

ברֶ י 
 די

[divˈre] 

ʻin righ
teousnessʼ 

(Isa. 54.14; T
-S 

A
43.1) 

בִ 
צדָ 

ה
ק

 

[bisˁðaˈqa] 

ʻand sh
am

eʼ 

(P
s. 71

.13; T
-S 

12.196) 

וכֶ וכֶ  וכֶ וכֶ 
לִ לִ  לִ לִ 

מַ מַ  מַ מַ 
ה ה  ה ה 

    

[veχ
elim

ˈm
a]

 

P
alestin

ian
 

*C
iC

C
-, *C

əC
əC

- 

ʻaffairs (cstr.)ʼ 
(1 Sam

. 10.2) 

 דִבריֵ
[divˈreː] 

ʻw
ith

 th
eir m

igh
tʼ 

(E
zek. 32.29) 

 בגִבורֻתָם
[biɣ

vuːrɔːˈθɔːm
] 

ʻand m
ake cakesʼ 

(2 Sam
. 13.6) 

 ותִלבֵַב
[w

iθlabˈbeːv] 

B
ab

ylo
n

ian
 *C

iC
C

- ʻw
ords (cstr.)ʼ 

(G
en. 27.42) 

דִּבְרֵ֥ 
י

 

[divˈʀe̟ː] 

ʻby your favou
rʼ 

(P
s. 30

.8) 

 בִּרְצוֹנְ;֮ 
[biʀ̟sˁoːonˈχ

ɔː] 

ʻand fem
aleʼ 

(2 K
gs 17.9

) 

ה 
וּנְקֵבָ֖

ה 
וּנְקֵבָ֖

ה 
וּנְקֵבָ֖

ה 
 וּנְקֵבָ֖

[w
u

n
q

eːˈvɔː]
 

T
ib

erian
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Once again, however, it should be noted that there is considera-

bly more variation than represented here. In the Secunda, for ex-

ample, it is also common to get what appears to be the normal 

realisation, namely [(w)u-], before a cluster: e.g., ουλµαν 

[(w)ulˈmɑʕn] ‘and for the sake of’ (Ps. 31.4). The form [wɛ-], 

similar to Babylonian, also occurs once: ουεβροβ [wɛβˈʀoβ] ‘and 

in the abundance (cstr.)’ (Ps. 49.7).83 Nevertheless, the presence 

of the sequence *wa-CC in the Secunda and Jerome is significant, 

even if not consistent. Note that this feature too has parallels in 

Mishnaic Hebrew and Jewish Palestinian Aramaic (see chapter 5, 

§1.1.5). 

Although the data from Palestinian are inconsistent, it is 

distinct from both the Secunda and Jerome, on one hand, and 

from Babylonian and Tiberian, on the other. It may be that Pal-

estinian tended toward the *CəCəC- (or properly *CeCeC- in the 

five-vowel system) pattern and later, perhaps due to conver-

gence, resolved some of these sequences as in Babylonian and 

Tiberian. In either case, the various realisations of the ‘rule of 

shewa’ reflect innovations for each of these groups: Secunda and 

Jerome—Palestinian—Babylonian and Tiberian. 

4.2.2. Sonority Sequencing for Epenthetic Shewa 

As noted above, vocalic shewa is an epenthetic inserted on the 

phonetic level to resolve a consonant cluster. While the Palestin-

ian tradition tends to realise vocalic shewa consistently, in the 

Secunda and Jerome, the presence or absence of an epenthetic to 
 

83 For a full treatment, see Kantor (forthcoming b, §§3.4.2.1, 4.7). 
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resolve a cluster depends, to some degree, on sonority sequencing 

(Kantor forthcoming b, §3.4.1):84 

Table 38: Rising sonority sequences in Secunda and Jerome || Palestin-
ian 

In the Secunda and Jerome, a consonant cluster is generally more 

likely to be maintained when there is rising sonority from the 

first consonant to the second consonant of the cluster, as in the 

sequence b-r (Kantor forthcoming b, §3.4.1). Apparently, the reg-

ularisation of an [e] or [ə] vowel in Palestinian does not depend 

on sonority. 

4.2.3. Vowel Fronting and Raising near Sibilants 

In the pronunciation traditions underlying the transcriptions in 

the Secunda and Jerome, there is a strong tendency for /a/ vow-

els to undergo fronting and raising in the environment of sibilants 

(Kantor forthcoming b, §§3.2.9.1.1–3). This does not appear to 

be attested as strongly in Palestinian. Such raising occurs in a 
 

84 Palestinian is from Yahalom (1997, 13). 
85 But cf. the spelling berith in comments on Gen. 17.2/Jer. 11.3. 

Cluster with Rising Sonority Shewa with Rising Sonority 

Secunda βριθ 

[ˈbʀiːθ] 

Palestinian  ֶך תָ ריִ ב  

[beriˈθaχ] 

 ‘covenant (cstr.)’ 

(Ps. 89.40) 

 ‘your covenant’ 

(Bod.Heb. MS 55 

d) Jerome brith 

[ˈbʀiːθ]85 

 

 ‘covenant’ 

(Commentary on 

Mal. 2.4) 
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variety of environments, but is perhaps most easily demonstrable 
in the historical *maqṭal noun pattern. While the Secunda and 
Jerome normally have *maqṭal (see §3.1.3), they exhibit *miqṭal 
or *meqṭal in the environment of sibilants:86 

Table 39: Vowel fronting and raising near sibilants in Secunda and Je-
rome || Palestinian 

Although there may be a perceptual element here—high vowels 
are more easily identifiable in the environment of sibilants (Yeni-
Komshian and Soli 1981)—there is compelling evidence for 
vowel fronting/raising. This phonetic phenomenon is likely due 
to influence of the vernacular (see chapter 5, §1.1.4). 

 
86 Palestinian is from Harviainen (1977, 139–40). 

*a → i before Sibilants *a before Sibilants 
Secunda μισχνωθαμ 

[miʃkʰnoːˈθam] 
Palestinian ַ יונַ שכַ מ  

[maʃkʰaˈnav] 
 ‘their dwellings’ 

(Ps. 49.12) 
 ‘his dwellings’ 

(Bod.Heb. MS d 
55, 5r, l.15) 

 μισγαβ 

[misˈgɑːβ] 
ַצעַ מ ַ  יַד   

[masˁʕaˈðe] 
 ‘fortress’ 

(Ps. 46.12) 
 ‘steps of’ 

(Ps. 37.23; T-S 
20.54) 

Jerome mimizra 
[mim(m)izˈʀɑːħ] 

חזבַ מ ַ   

[mazˈbeħ] 
 ‘from east’ 

(Commentary on 
Gen. 2.8) 

 ‘altar’ 
(Bod.Heb. MS d 

55, 9v, l.21) 
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4.2.4. Short 2MS Endings 

Historically, the 2MS ending on the qaṭal verb was realised as *‑ta 
as in *qaṭal-ta. The normal development of this form would have 
brought about *qāṭal-t (≈ְְּקָטַלְת) without a final vowel on the 2MS 
person ending. It is likely, however, that due to analogical exten-
sion of the long byform of the 2MS independent pronoun (see 
more on this in §2.2.3), the final vowel of this form was length-
ened: i.e., *qaṭal-ta → (analogy with */ʔattā/) → *qaṭal-tā → 
 This development likely occurred relatively early in the 87.קָטַלְתְָּ
language, so that both *qaṭalt and *qaṭaltā existed side-by-side 
for 2MS qaṭal forms in biblical times. While there is some internal 
variation in each tradition, Tiberian, Babylonian, and Palestinian 
attest to *-tā, while the Secunda and Jerome attest to *-t:88 
Table 40: 2MS qaṭal forms in Secunda and Jerome || other Jewish tradi-
tions 

2ms *-t 2ms *-tɔ ̄
Secunda φαρασθ 

[pʰɑːˈʀaʦˀtʰ] 
Babylonian ָ  כָתַבת 

[kʰɔːˈθaːvtʰɔː] 
 ‘you broke down’ 

(Ps. 89.41) 
 ‘you wrote’ 

(Jer. 36.17) 
 

87 For more on the analogical extension of the byform */ʔattā/ (from 
*/ʔantah/), see Al-Jallad (2014). 
88 Palestinian is from Yahalom (1997, 168). Babylonian is from Yeivin 
(1985, 427, 749). Note, however, that Palestinian actually demonstrates 
shorter -VC forms when it comes to suffixes (see §2.2.3). 
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Jerome sarith 
[sɑːˈʀiːθ] 

Tiberian ַ֣  ד ַ֣גָּ לְתָּ  
[gɔːˈðaːaltʰɔː] 

 ‘you have wrestled’ 
(Gen. 32.29) 

 ‘you are great’ 
(Ps. 104.1) 

  Palestinian ִ רתהִימ ִש   

[ʃimˈmartʰa] 
   ‘you preserved’ 

(T-S 249.7 + 
301.28) 

One should also note that a similar principle applies to the 2MS 
pronoun (ה )את  ‘you (MS)’ which, though attested as αθθα and attha 
in the transcriptions, also appears in the short form: 
Table 41: 2MS pronoun in Secunda and Jerome || other Jewish tradi-
tions 

The forms in the Secunda and Jerome reflect the expected devel-
opment of the historical form */ʔanta/ → */ʔatta/. The forms in 
Babylonian and Tiberian, on the other hand, reflect a develop-
ment from a distinct byform, namely */ʔantah/ → */ʔattā/ (Al-
Jallad 2014). Nevertheless, it is plausible that the influence of 
Aramaic or Mishnaic/colloquial Hebrew served to encourage the 
prevalence of the short byform in the Hebrew traditions of the 
Secunda and Jerome (see chapter 5, §1.1.6). 

*ʾat(t) *ʾattā 
Secunda ουαθ 

[(w)uˈʔatʰ] 
Babylonian אַתָה 

[ʔatˈtʰɔː] 
 ‘and you’ 

(Ps. 89.39) 
 ‘you’ 

(Deut. 14.21) 
Jerome ath 

[ˈʔatʰ] 
Tiberian ה  אַ֝תָּ

[ʔatˈtʰɔː] 
 ‘you’ 

(Ps. 90.2) 
 ‘you’ 

(Ps. 31.5) 
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4.2.5. *yeqṭlū → yqeṭlū (II-sonorants and II-sibilants) 

Similarly to the Babylonian tradition (see above in §3.2.6), the 
Secunda also exhibits the variant syllable structure *yeqṭlū → 
yqeṭlū in II-sonorant and II-sibilant roots. This same type of vari-
ant syllable structure is present in Jerome, albeit in a nominal 
form. This phenomenon does not appear to be attested in the Pal-
estinian tradition: 
Table 42: *yeqṭlū → yqeṭlū in Secunda and Jerome || Palestinian 

It is a bit problematic that this feature is cited as an innovation 
in both the Secunda‒Jerome subgroup and Babylonian, given the 
fact that they are in different subgroups of the Jewish traditions. 
It seems, however, that with respect to this feature, vernacular 
influence (see §3.2.6) touched the Secunda‒Jerome subgroup 
and Babylonian but not Palestinian and Tiberian. In this sense, 
this feature may still be regarded as distinguishing between the 
Secunda‒Jerome and Palestinian, on one hand, and between Bab-
ylonian and Tiberian, on the other, without necessitating a closer 
relationship between the Secunda‒Jerome and Babylonian. It 
simply points to influence of the vernacular on each. On the other 

*yeqṭlū → yqeṭlū *yeqṭlū 
Secunda ϊκερσου 

[jikˀɛʀˈʦˀuː] 
Palestinian  ִוח ִשׂמיו   

[vijism(e)ˈħu] 
 ‘will wink’ 

(Ps. 35.19) 
 ‘and let rejoice!’ 

(Ps. 70.5; T-S 
12.196) Jerome masarfoth 

[masaʀˈɸoːθ] 
 

 ‘Misrephoth’ 
(Josh. 11.8/13.6) 
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hand, the fact that this phenomenon occurs in a number of mod-

ern Arabic dialects, even in non-sonorant roots (e.g., *yaktubū → 

*yiktubū → [bjikitbu] ‘they write’), underscores the fact that this 

could be the result of parallel development. 

It is also worth noting that Aquila’s transcriptions do not 

exhibit this same alternate syllable structure where Jerome does, 

as he has the transcription µαστρεφωθ [maṣreˈɸoːθ] ‘Misrephoth’ 

(Josh. 11.8; Field 1875, I:362). 

5.0. Innovations of the Secunda || Jerome 

Although the reading traditions reflected in the Greek and Latin 

transcriptions are quite similar—perhaps owing in part to chron-

ological proximity—they are distinct. Each of them exhibits a 

number of characteristic features not shared with the other. 

5.1. Jerome Innovations 

5.1.1. Epenthetic in Segholate Nouns 

As noted above, segholate nouns were of the pattern *qaṭl, *qiṭl, 

or *quṭl with a final consonant cluster. Over time, most of the 

various Biblical Hebrew reading traditions introduced an epen-

thetic to resolve the final cluster. While epenthesis (with [ɛ]) is 

present in Jerome, the final cluster is normally maintained in the 

Secunda, aside from roots with gutturals (Kantor forthcoming b, 

§3.4.1.3.1): 
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Table 43: Ephenthesis in segholate nouns in Secunda || Jerome 

*qVṭl *qVṭɛl 

Secunda γαβρ 

[ˈgaβʀ] 

Jerome geber 

[ˈgɛβɛʀ] 

 ‘man’ 

(Ps. 18.26) 

 ‘man’ 

(Isa. 22.17) 

 ουαµµελχ 

[(w)uhamˈmɛlkʰ] 

 ammelech 

[hamˈmɛlɛχ] 

 ‘and the king’ 

(1 Kgs 1.1) 

 ‘the king’ 

(Zech. 14.10) 

 κοδς 

[ˈkˀoðʃ] 

 codes 

[ˈkˀoðɛʃ] 

 ‘holiness’ 

(Ps. 46.5) 

 ‘holiness’ 

(Isa. 52.1) 

 κωελθ 

[kˀoːˈhɛltʰ] 

 (ac)coheleth 

[(hakˀ)kˀoːˈhɛlɛθ] 

 ‘Qoheleth’ 

(Eccl. 1.1) 

 ‘Qoheleth’ 

(Eccl. 1.1) 

Epenthesis in Jerome constitutes an innovation to distinguish it 

from the Secunda. In this way, the tradition underlying Jerome 

also resembles other Jewish traditions rather than the Secunda, 

though parallel development is likely for such a phenomenon. It 

is also worth mentioning that this is not merely a case of dia-

chronic progressions, since epenthesis in the Secunda is condi-

tioned based on the Sonority Sequencing Principle (cf. ιεθερ for 

/jetr/ in Ps. 31.24). The Septuagint, which predates both of these 
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traditions, also exhibits epenthesis (Knobloch 1995, 191–94): 

e.g., ἰάρεδ (Gött. || BHS רֶד  Gen. 5.18 ‘Jared’).89 יֶ֕

5.1.2. Distribution of Wayyiqṭol Forms 

Although a dagesh to distinguish past semantics of waw + yiqṭol 

is present in all the Jewish traditions, it appears to be just devel-

oping in the tradition of the Secunda.90 A minority of cases (per-

haps 15%–30%) exhibit distinct morphology. In Jerome, on the 

other hand, it has fully progressed, being present in all cases 

where you would expect past semantics. Note how there are 

places where Jerome has distinct wayyiqṭol morphology but the 

Secunda does not (Kantor 2020): 

Table 44: Past narrative w + yiqṭol forms in Secunda || Jerome 

 
89 For more on this phenomenon and how various ancient transcription 

traditions exhibit different typologies of epenthesis conditioned on the 

basis of sonority, see Kantor (forthcoming b, §3.4.1.3). 
90 It is also possible that due to influence of the spoken language and/or 

Aramaic, more traditionally wayyiqṭol forms were replaced by w-yiqṭol 

forms in at least some cases in the reading tradition of the Secunda. 

*w-yiqṭol (most of the time) *wayyiqṭol 

Secunda ουϊεθθεν 

[(w)ujɛtˈtʰɛn] 

Jerome uaiethen 

[wajjɛtˈtʰɛn] 

 ‘and made’ 

(Ps. 18.33) 

 ‘and gave’ 

(Gen. 14.20) 

 ουϊκρα 

[(w)ujikˀˈʀɑː] 

 uaiecra 

[wajjɛkˀˈʀɑː] 

 ‘and called’ 

(Lev. 1.1) 

 ‘and called’ 

(Lev. 1.1) 
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Therefore, even though distinct wayyiqṭol morphology (of the 
CONJ waw and the prefix) is attested in both traditions, its ad-
vanced progression in Jerome may be regarded a distinctive of 
that tradition.91 

5.1.3. ‘Shewa-Slot’ Vowels as [a] 

Although it does not occur regularly, it is also worth noting that 
there is slightly more standardisation of ‘shewa-slot’ vowels in Je-
rome, often with a non-etymological [a]. This occurs in one case 
of the prefix vowel of the yiqṭol form of the piʿʿel/piʿʿal, which is 
normally /e/ (or ø), being realised as [a].92 It also occurs at least 
once in the nominal pattern *quṭūlīm/*qiṭūlīm. A comparable pat-
tern does not appear to be attested in Secunda Hebrew: 
Table 45: yiqṭol piʿʿel/piʿʿal forms in Secunda || Jerome 

 
91 For a full treatment of the issue, see Kantor (2020; forthcoming b, 
§5.2). 
92 For an argument that this was the prefix vowel in Proto-Hebrew, see 
Suchard (2016). 

*y(ĕ)qaṭṭel → [(j)iqaṭṭel] *yqaṭṭel → [jaqaṭṭel] 
Secunda ιδαββηρου 

[iðabˈbeːʀuː] 
Jerome iasaphpheru 

[jasapˈpʰeːʀuː] 
 ‘do [not] speak’ 

(Ps. 35.20) 
 ‘that might tell’ 

(Ps. 78.6) 
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Table 46: *quṭūlīm/*qiṭūlīm nominal pattern in Secunda || Jerome 

This is not the normal behaviour of ‘shewa-slot’ vowels in the He-

brew tradition underlying Jerome’s transcriptions. As such, tran-

scriptions like iasaphpheru and zanunim may reflect more stand-

ardisation of vowels prone to reduction, perhaps due to influence 

of a more prestigious (‘Proto-Tiberian?’) tradition. 

5.2. Secunda Innovations 

5.2.1. Plural Participle as *qōṭlīm 

Historically, the plural participle of the qal binyan was realised as 

*qōṭilīm (or *qōṭelīm). While various traditions treat these se-

quences differently—internal variation is attested in both the 

Secunda and Jerome—Jerome tends to preserve the vowel of the 

second radical more whereas the Secunda tends to have *qōṭlīm 

(Kantor forthcoming b, §3.4.2.2): 

*qiṭūlīm →  ? *qiṭūlīm → [qaṭuːliːm] 

Secunda ? Jerome zanunim 

[zanuːˈniːm] 

   ‘whoredom’ 

(Hos. 1.2) 
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Table 47: Plural qal participles in Secunda || Jerome 

*qōṭlīm *qōṭelīm93 

Secunda ασσωµριµ 

[haʃʃoːmˈʀiːm] 

Jerome chorethim  

[kʰoːʀɛˈθiːm] 

 ‘those who keep’ 

(Ps. 18.33) 

 ‘Cherethites; cut-

ters’  

(Zeph. 2.5) 

   nocedim 

[noːkˀɛˈðiːm] 

   ‘shepherds’ 

(Amos 1.1) 

This same distinction is often evidenced between rabbinic and 

biblical variants in other pronunciation traditions. Note, for ex-

ample, that in the Sephardi tradition, the rabbinic tradition will 

pronounce such sequences as [qotˁˈlim], but the biblical tradition 

as [qotˁeˈlim] (Khan 2013a). Given that all of the traditions under 

discussion fall under the ‘popular’ branch, including Sephardi, 

this might suggest that Jerome’s tradition was more closely tied 

to the biblical reading tradition of the ‘popular’ branch and the 

Secunda more influenced by the colloquial or rabbinic tradition 

of the ‘popular’ branch, even though it does reflect a biblical 

reading tradition in itself. On the other hand, this may be reading 

too much into this one feature, which is easily explicable in light 

of internal development. Note, after all, that Tiberian Hebrew 

also has a silent shewa in such forms: e.g., שׁמְֹרִים = [ʃoːomˈʀi̟ːim]. 
 

93 It is also possible that such forms reflect nominalised adjectives, as in 

Tiberian יוֹלֵדָה ‘woman giving birth’, in which case the second vowel 

would actually be lengthened. 
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5.2.2. The 2MS Object Suffix on Verbs: *-eχ/*-ekkā 

While most traditions of Biblical Hebrew have either *-χā or *‑āχ 
as their 2MS object suffix on verbs—the same shape as the suffix 
on nouns—the Secunda has *-eχ or *-ekkā: 
Table 48: 2MS object suffix in Secunda || Jerome 

Both the Secunda and Jerome have suffixes of the -VC pattern, 
but they differ in terms of the vowel. While the suffix in Jerome 
resembles that of Biblical Aramaic, that of the Secunda is distinct. 
The form -εχ in Secunda Hebrew probably reflects a development 
based around an assimilated ‘energic nun’: i.e., *-inka → *-ikka 
→ *‑ikk → *‑ek(k) → *‑ek → -εχ. Note that the short vocalic 
grapheme epsilon is indicative of a syllable closed by etymologi-
cal final gemination.94 The long suffix -εχχα may be due to ana-
logical extension of the independent pronoun (see above in chap-
ter 4, §§2.2.3, 4.2.4): i.e., *-inka → *-ikka → (analogy with 

 
94 Note for comparison that the 3MP suffix on verbs does have a long 
vowel: ουεσοκημ ‘and I beat them’ (Ps. 18.43). This likely reflects a sim-
ple suffix /-m/ after the long connecting vowel /ē/, which is likely the 
result of analogy to III-w/y verbs (see Suchard 2020, 202–03, 212). 

*-eχ, *-ekkā *-āχ 
Secunda ερωμεμεχ 

[ʔɛʀoːmɛˈmɛχ] 
Jerome amaggenach 

[ʔamaggɛˈnɑːχ] 
 ‘I will exalt you’ 

(Ps. 30.2) 
 ‘I will deliver you’ 

(Hos. 11.8) 
 αϊωδεχχα 

[hajoːˈðɛkkʰɑː] 
  

 ‘will [dust] praise 
you?’  

(Ps. 30.10) 
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*/ʔattā/) → *‑ikkā → *‑ekkā → -εχχα. It is also possible that the 

suffix in the spoken language was normally /‑ékkā/ with a long 

vowel, but the reading tradition was constrained by the conso-

nantal text. Where a heh mater was present, the regular spoken 

form /‑ékkā/ was maintained. Where a heh mater was absent, as 

was probably the norm, the regular suffix had to be shortened to 

/‑éχ/.95 Such dialectal forms mapping onto the consonantal text 

in this way is a common feature of various Biblical Hebrew read-

ing traditions (see also chapter 5, §1.1.12).96 

Although the Secunda form /-éχ/ is unique for the 2MS ob-

ject suffix among the various dialects of Hebrew, it should be 

noted that the integration of ‘energic nun’ into the object suffixes 

is quite common in other traditions as well. In Tiberian, object 

suffixes with an integrated ‘energic nun’ are the default for third 

person singular suffixes on yiqṭol verbs: e.g.,  ֶׁ֜נּוּיִדְרְש  ‘shall require 

it (MS)’ (Deut. 23.22); נָּה׃ -I keep it (FS)’ (Isa. 27.3). In Samar‘ אֶצֳּרֶֽ

itan Hebrew, suffixes with an integrated ‘energic nun’ are even 

more common, also being attested in the 1CS: e.g., [tiqbɑːˈrinni] 

(Ben-Ḥayyim 1977, verse; 2000, 227–36 || BHS  ֵ֖נִיתִקְבְּר  Gen. 

47.29 ‘(do not) bury me’); [jeːmuːˈʃinni] (Ben-Ḥayyim 1977, 

verse || BHS  ֵּׁ֙נִי֙ יְמֻש  Gen. 27.12 ‘will feel me’); [jizbɑːˈlinni] (Ben-
 

95 For an in-depth analysis of the development of this suffix in Secunda 

Hebrew, see Kantor (forthcoming b, §4.1.4.2.2). 
96 A prime example of this phenomenon occurs with the qal~nifʿal sup-

pletive verb ׁיִגַּשׁ-נִגַּש  ‘to approach’. While the consonantal text points to 

an original qal verb, the nifʿal of later stages of Hebrew was superim-

posed on the consonantal text where possible, namely only in the qaṭal 

form and participle (Hornkohl 2023, 199, 474–75). 
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Ḥayyim 1977, verse || BHS יִזְבְּלֵ֣ נִי Gen. 30.20 ‘will honour me’).97 

Given the penchant of Samaritan Hebrew to absorb elements of 

the vernacular, this could indicate that ‘energic’ suffixes were 

common in the spoken language. Note also that ‘energic’ suffixes 

on yiqṭol verbs are fairly regular in Aramaic.98 

All of this suggests that the 2MS object suffix /‑éχ/, which 

is clearly a distinctive innovative feature of Secunda Hebrew, 

may be at least partially due to influence of the vernacular. 

5.2.3. Theme Vowel in Yiqṭol II-/III-Guttural Forms 

Historically, there is a tendency for II-guttural and III-guttural 

verbs to have an /a/ theme vowel in the yiqṭol (Huehnergard 

2002, 112): e.g., *yapʿal → *yipʿal → יִפְַ ל; *yaṣlaḥ → *yiṣlaḥ → 

 While the Secunda often preserves this, there are also some .יִצְלַח
 

97 There are also cases where the Samaritan Pentateuch and/or oral 

reading has an ‘energic’ suffix on the third person suffixes where Tibe-

rian does not: e.g., [titteːˈninnu ˈliː] (Ben-Ḥayyim 1977, verse, cf. BHS 

י׃ -Exod. 22.29 ‘you shall give it to me’); [wnakˈkinnu] (Ben-Ḥay תִּתְּנוֹ־לִֽ

yim 1977, verse || BHS  ֵּ֕הוּוַנַּכ  (SP ונכנו) Deut. 3.3 ‘and we struck him’); 

[wˈmiː jɑːqiːˈminnu] (Ben-Ḥayyim 1977, verse || BHS  מִן־יְקוּמֽוּן׃ (SP  מי 
 .(’Deut. 33.11 ‘that they not rise again (יקימנו
98 In Biblical Aramaic, object suffixes on yiqṭol verbs are preceded by 

‘energic nun’ in all persons: e.g.,  ַּ֔נִייְחַוִּנ  ‘shows me’ (Dan. 5.7);  ׃?   יְשֵׁיזְבִנָּֽ
‘may deliver you!’ (Dan. 6.17);  ֖יזְבִנְכ וֹןיְשֵֽׁ  ‘will deliver you’ (Dan. 3.15); 

הּ׃ ;I will make known to him’ (Dan. 5.17)‘ אֲהוֹדְִ נֵּֽהּ׃  .gives it’ (Dan‘ יִתְּנִנַּֽ

4.22). The same applies to Targumic Aramaic: e.g., יִקטְלִינַנִי׃ ‘will kill me’ 

(Gen. 4.14); אֲבָרְכִינָך ‘I will bless you’ (Gen. 22.17); וְיִזרְקִינֵיה ‘and shall 

throw it’ (Exod. 9.8). 
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forms that have an /o/ theme vowel (Kantor forthcoming b, 
§§4.2.1.2.4, 4.2.1.2.5). This is not the case in Jerome: 
Table 49: Yiqṭol II-guttural forms in Secunda || Jerome 

*yiqGol *yiqGal 
Secunda θεσοδηνι 

[tʰɛsʕoˈðeːniː] 
Jerome iesag 

[jɛʃˈʔaɣ] 
 ‘you support’ 

(Ps. 18.36) 
 ‘roars’ 

(Amos 1.2) 
 εμωσημ 

[ʔɛmħoːˈʦˀeːm] 
  

 ‘I strike them’ 
(Ps. 18.39) 

  

 ουεσοκημ 

[(w)uʔɛʃħoˈkˀeːm] 
  

 ‘and I beat them’ 
(Ps. 18.39) 

  

 λοομ 

[loˈħom] 
  

 ‘make war!’ 
(Ps. 35.1) 

  

Table 50: Yiqṭol III-guttural forms in Secunda || Jerome 

*yiqṭoG *yiqṭaG 
Secunda φθοου 

[pʰθoˈħuː] 
Jerome haiecba 

[hajɛkˀˈbaʕ] 
 ‘open!’ 

(Isa. 26.2) 
 ‘will ... rob?’ 

(Mal. 3.8) 
 βετ<οου>  

[bɛtˀoˈħuː] 
  

 ‘trust!’ 
(Isa. 26.4) 

  

This feature also has parallels in Mishnaic Hebrew and is likely 
the result of influence of the spoken language (see chapter 5, 
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§1.1.10). Among the Biblical Hebrew traditions, however, it ap-

pears to be a distinctive feature of Secunda Hebrew. 

6.0. Innovations of Sephardi || Ashkenazi 

Branches 

Because the Sephardi and Ashkenazi traditions are ultimately de-

scended from a form of Palestinian from the Middle Ages (Morag 

2007), it is not necessary to take them into account for linguistic 

subgrouping. Nevertheless, because of the important role they 

have played in the history of Hebrew, particularly with respect 

to providing the basis for Modern Hebrew pronunciation, they 

deserve a brief treatment here. It should be noted that, because 

Sephardi and Ashkenazi Hebrew both base their reading on the 

Tiberian vowel points, some phenomena within these reading 

traditions are explained in light of the specific notational system 

of Tiberian niqqud interfacing with their pronunciation systems. 

Finally, as above, the innovations noted below are not meant to 

be comprehensive but merely to establish the distinction between 

the traditions. 

6.1. Ashkenazi Innovations 

6.1.1. Vocalic Inventory 

While earlier forms of Ashkenazi Hebrew maintained the five-

vowel system of Palestinian (Khan 2020b, 112), this began to 

change in the fourteenth century CE due to the influence of Ger-

man (Henshke 2013). As a result of language contact (and per-

haps also influence from the vowel signs themselves), modern 
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Ashkenazi traditions have developed larger vocalic inventories. 

Northeastern Ashkenazi (NEA), for example, has a six-vowel sys-

tem of /ɪ, ej, ɛ, a, ɔ, u/.99 Note that this reflects a merger of ḥolem 

and ṣere. Mideastern Ashkenazi (MEA), on the other hand, exhib-

its the following vowels in their system: /iː, ɪ, ej, ɛ, aj, a, ɔ, ɔj, 

uː/.100 Southeastern Ashkenazi (SEA) exhibits the following vowel 

system: /iː, ɪ, ej, ɛ, ə, a, ɔ, oj, u/. Central Ashkenazi (CA) and 

Western Ashkenazi (WA) also have distinct vowel systems, but 

the descriptions of these traditions are less comprehensive (Katz 

1993; Glinert 2013). 

6.1.2. Diphthongisation of Ṣere and Ḥolem 

One of the most distinctive features of Ashkenazi Hebrew is the 

diphthongisation of certain vowels. At least to some degree, this 

occurs in all Ashkenazi traditions with respect to the vowels ṣere 

and ḥolem. The vowel ṣere usually exhibits the pronunciations 

[ej] or [aj], whereas ḥolem exhibits [ej], [ɛu], [ɔj], or [ɔu]/[au]. 

In Northeastern, Southeastern, and Central Ashkenazi, ṣere 

is realised as [ej]: e.g., [ˈejgɛl] (Katz 1993, 70 || גֶל ֵ ‘calf’); 

[ˈxejlɛk] (Glinert 2013, 194 || חֵלֶק ‘piece’). In Mideastern and 

Western Ashkenazi, it can be realised as [aj]: e.g., [ˈajgɛl] (Katz 

 ,calf’); [ˈxaːjlɛk]/[ˈxajlɛk]/[ˈxejlɛk] (Glinert 2013‘ ֵ גֶל || 70 ,1993

 .(’piece‘ חֵלֶק || 195

In Northeastern Ashkenazi, ḥolem is normally realised as 

[ej] like ṣere: e.g., [ejˈlɔm]/[ˈejlɔm] (Katz 1993, 69 || עוֹלָם 
 

99 But note that Glinert (2013) cites this as /ɪ, ej, ɛu, ɛ, a, ɔ, u, ə/. 
100 Note, however, that Glinert (2013) cites this as /iː, ɪ, aj, ej, ɛ, a, ɔ, u, 

oj, ə/. 
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‘world’).101 In Mideastern, Southeastern, and Central Ashkenazi, 

it is realised as [ɔj] or [oj]: e.g., [ɔjd] (Katz 1993, 70 || עוֹד ‘yet; 

more’); [kojl] (Glinert 2013, 194 ||  קוֹל ‘voice, sound’). In Western 

Ashkenazi, it is realised as [oː], [ɔu], or [au]: e.g., [koːl]/[kɔul]/ 

[kaul] (Glinert 2013, 196 || קוֹל ‘voice, sound’). 

This feature is likely the result of language contact and as-

similation to the vowel systems of the vernacular. This is espe-

cially the case with Yiddish, which exhibits the same sort of dia-

lectal developments as Middle High German ei (e.g., eins) and ou 

(e.g., boum). 

6.1.3. Merger of Tav Rafah  l and שׂ ,ס = /s/ 

Another characteristic feature of Ashkenazi Hebrew concerns the 

merger of tav rafah l with sin ׂש = /s/ and samekh ס = /s/. Note 

the following examples: [ɛs] (Katz 1993, 70 || אֶת ‘DOM’); 

[hamədiːˈnɔjs] (Katz 1993, 80 || BHS וֹת  דִינ֖ מְּ הַ   Est. 1.3 ‘countries’). 

This feature is likely the result of language contact and assimila-

tion to the vernacular, in which [θ] did not exist. 

6.1.4. Merger of ח and Kaf Rafah ֿכ = /x/ 

Unlike the Palestinian and Sephardi traditions, in which ח main-

tains its historical pronunciation as /ħ/, the Askhenazi traditions 

realise it as /x/, thus reflecting a merger with kaf rafah  ֿכ. Note 

the following examples: [xɔˈxɔm]/[ˈxɔxɔm] (Katz 1993, 70 ||  חָכָם 
 

101 But some regions realise it as [ɛu]: e.g., [ɛuˈrejv] (Glinert 2013, 194 

 .(’raven‘ עוֹרֵב ||
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‘wise man’); [xajl] (Katz 1993, 80 || BHS יל  חֵ֣   Est. 1.3 ‘army 

[cstr.]’). There are, however, some exceptional dialects in which 

-This phenom .(Glinert 2013, 195) כֿ  instead of ה merged with ח

enon is likely the result of language contact and the absence of 

the [ħ] sound in the local vernaculars. 

6.1.5. Merger of ע and  א 

In the Ashkenazi traditions, both א and ע are realised as ‘zero’: 

e.g., [ɔˈmejn] (Katz 1993, 69 || אָמֵן ‘amen’); [iːˈʃɔ] (Katz 1993, 71 

 עוֹלָם  || her husband’); [ejˈlɔm]/[ˈejlɔm] (Katz 1993, 69‘ אִישָׁהּ ||

‘world’); [uˈsu] (Katz 1993, 80 || BHS ה  שָׂ֣  ָ   Est. 1.3 ‘he made/ 

did’). This is likely due to language contact and the absence of 

guttural consonants in the vernaculars of the tradents.102 

6.1.6. De-Pharyngealisation of Emphatics ט and  ק 

It should be noted that the Ashkenazi traditions merge the his-

torical emphatic consonants ט and ק with their non-emphatic 

counterparts ּת and  ּכ: e.g., [kəˈtɔjv] (Katz 1993, 80 || BHS  ְּוֹב ט֥ כ  

Est. 1.10 ‘when [the heart of the king] was well’); [kɔˈdejʃ] (Katz 

 sacred’). This is likely due to the influence of‘ קָדוֹשׁ || 70 ,1993

the vernacular languages of the tradents, in which there were no 

pharyngealised consonants. 
 

102 Further variation, however, is attested. Note that Dutch Ashkenazi 

shifts ʿayin to a velar nasal as a result of contact with Dutch Sephardi. 

This occurs, for example, in the name Yankef (from יֲַ קֹב). I would like 

to thank Benjamin Suchard for pointing this out to me. 
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6.1.7. Simplification of Phonemic Gemination 

Finally, as might be expected when the relevant contact lan-

guages do not have double consonants, historically geminated 

consonants are simplified to single consonants in Ashkenazi He-

brew: e.g., [hamɔjˈlajx] (Katz 1993, 80 || BHS  ?ֵ֙הַמֹּל Est. 1.1 ‘who 

[was] reigning’); [ˈginas] (Katz 1993, 80 || BHS  ַּ֥תגִּנ  Est. 1.5 ‘gar-

den [cstr.]’). This is unlike certain varieties of Sephardi Hebrew, 

in which gemination is maintained, since the relevant contact 

languages (e.g., Arabic) also had phonemic gemination.   

6.2. Sephardi Innovations 

6.2.1. Maintenance of Five-Vowel System 

The modern Sephardi traditions continue the most characteristic 

feature of the medieval Palestinian tradition, namely the five-

vowel system of /i, e, a, o, u/ (Morag 2007, 557; Henshke 2013). 

While this does not constitute a secondary innovation in compar-

ison with the higher node of subgrouping, it does distinguish it 

from Ashkenazi, which exhibits significantly more innovations in 

the vowel system. 

6.2.2. The ֹפֳָּ לו  = /paʕolo/ Pattern 

While the medieval Palestinian tradition realised the historical 

pattern *puʕlō with a variety of vocalisations, such as [poʕoˈlo], 

[paʕaˈlo], [poʕaˈlo], and [paʕoˈlo] (Harviainen 1977, 154–60), 

the modern traditions all tend to exhibit the pattern [paʕoˈlo]. 

Note that a form like  נֳָ מִי is pronounced consistently as [naʕoˈmi] 

(Henshke 2013). Although such a pronunciation is attested at an 
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earlier stage, the generalisation of this phonological phenomenon 

constitutes an innovation of modern Sephardi traditions in com-

parison with medieval Palestinian. 

6.2.3. Accented כָּל as [kal] 

There are two instances in the Hebrew Bible in which the form 

ל :bears its own accent כָּל י  כָּ֥ ׀  ַ צְמוֹתַ֨  ‘all my bones’ (Ps. 35.10); ל   כָּ֥

שׁ  ׀  אֲחֵי־רָ֨  ‘all a poor man’s brothers’ (Prov. 19.7). In each case, the 

Sephardi traditions pronounce the word as [kal] (Henshke 2013). 

This likely constitutes an innovation of this branch, albeit influ-

enced by the vowel signs. 

7.0. The Formation of Modern Israeli Hebrew 

At this point, we should say a word about the formation of the 

Modern Israeli Hebrew system of pronunciation in the late nine-

teenth and early twentieth century. Over the course of roughly 

sixty years from the 1880s to the 1930s, a series of ʿaliyot (‘waves 

of immigration’) brought many new Hebrew-speaking Jews to 

Palestine. It was at this time and place that Hebrew was under-

going ‘revival’ as a spoken language (Fellman 1973; Blau 1981; 

Bunis 2013; Reshef 2013b). 

In the earliest stages of its formation, the early modern He-

brew speech community was comprised predominantly of Se-

phardi Jews, most of whom were from North Africa, the Middle 

East, or Asia. It was their Sephardi Hebrew traditions and dialects 

that established the foundation for the pronunciation system of 

Modern Hebrew. Due to later waves of Jewish migration from 
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Europe to Palestine, however, the Ashkenazi pronunciation sys-

tem also came to exert significant influence on the language. Af-

ter their arrival in Palestine, European Ashkenazi Jews attempted 

to adopt the Sephardi pronunciation that had been established 

through earlier waves of migration. This was in part because Se-

phardi Hebrew was viewed by some as more authentically He-

brew and in part because Ashkenazi migrants wanted to distance 

themselves from their tradition, which (from a socio-linguistic 

perspective) was associated with the Diaspora. Nevertheless, due 

to the difficulty of some consonants (e.g., gutturals, emphatics) 

for European speakers, much of their own pronunciation re-

mained. Because of their large population, Ashkenazi-back-

ground speakers exerted a significant influence over the realisa-

tion of consonants in Modern Hebrew. The five-vowel system of 

Sephardi, however, presented no trouble for European Jews. The 

combination of these factors brought about a sort of ‘hybrid’ lin-

guistic system, which came to follow Sephardi vocalic patterns 

and syllable structure, but yielded to Ashkenazi norms for some 

of the more ‘difficult’ consonants. This ‘hybrid’ system of Ashke-

nazi consonants and Sephardi vowels is what has come to be the 

majority pronunciation of Modern Israeli Hebrew today (Morag 

1980; Reshef 2013a, 399–400; Reshef 2013b; Zhakevich and 

Kantor 2019, 572, 574).103 
 

103 We should note, however, that even some non-Arabic- and non-Ara-

maic-speaking Sephardi traditions exhibit variation with non-emphatic 

consonants due to the influence of vernaculars (Morag 2007, 556–57). 

Such speakers might have also influenced the pronunciation system of 

early Modern Hebrew. 



5. WAVES: INFLUENCE, CONTACT, AND

CONVERGENCE 

The preceding chapter, entitled ‘Phyla’, focused on genetic sub-

groupings based on shared innovations, though language contact 

was addressed in passing. In the present section, entitled ‘Waves’, 

we enumerate some of the more significant instances of language 

influence, contact, and convergence in the various Biblical He-

brew reading traditions. 

We begin by looking at vernacular influence on the various 

reading traditions throughout history (§1.0). While many more 

periods and languages could be addressed, we focus here on three 

main language contact scenarios. We first deal with the influence 

of Aramaic and vernacular Hebrew on the ‘popular’ reading tra-

ditions of late antiquity like the Secunda (§1.1).104 We also cover 

two features possibly resulting from Greek influence on the He-

brew traditions of the Roman and Byzantine periods (§1.2). Fol-

lowing this, we consider briefly the influence of the Arabic ver-

nacular on Hebrew reading traditions of the medieval period 

(§1.3). Finally, we look briefly at the influence of European lan-

guages on modern traditions like Ashkenazi and Sephardi (§1.4).

104 It should also be added that Samaritan Hebrew exhibits many fea-

tures of what must have been spoken Hebrew or Aramaic in the late 

Second Temple Period. Though not the focus of any one section, these 

are mentioned in passing where they correlate with other features ex-

amined. This acts as secondary support for a feature being regarded as 

part of the vernacular or spoken form of the language. 

© 2023 Benjamin Paul Kantor, CC BY-NC 4.0 https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0210.05
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We will also look at a somewhat reverse phenomenon, 

namely the imitation of a more prestigious or standard reading 

tradition by other reading traditions (§2.0). This phenomenon, 

which may be termed ‘convergence’, applies to Palestinian, Bab-

ylonian, and even Secunda manuscripts of the Middle Ages. 

1.0. Vernacular Influence 

1.1. Influence of Aramaic/Hebrew Vernacular on 

‘Popular’ Traditions in Late Antiquity 

There are a number of features in the ‘popular’ branch of Biblical 

Hebrew that reflect influence of vernacular Hebrew and/or Ara-

maic of late antiquity, both in phonology and morphology. 

Phonology and Syllable Structure 

1.1.1. The Five-Vowel System 

The Palestinian tradition is characterised by a five-vowel system: 

/i, e, a, o, u/ (see chapter 4, §4.1.1). If we include shewa = [ə] 

(rather than [e]) as a distinct vowel, this would result in a system 

of six vowels, though there is some discussion as to whether 

‘shewa’ has merged with /e/ in Palestinian. In any case, the very 

same system is reflected in the Palestinian-pointed fragments of 

Jewish Palestinian Aramaic from the Cairo Genizah, which sug-

gests that influence of Aramaic on Palestinian Hebrew might 

have affected the phonology (Fassberg 1990, 28–31, 47). 
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1.1.2. Realisation of Shewa 

When representing reduced vowels, the Secunda, Jerome, and 

the Palestinian tradition tend toward e-class vowels rather than 

a-class vowels as in Tiberian (see chapter 4, §2.2.2). The realisa-

tion of vocalic shewa as an e-class vowel is also a feature of Jewish 

Palestinian Aramaic. Note the use of an /e/ vowel sign to mark 

shewa in Jewish Palestinian Aramaic fragments from the Genizah 

(Fassberg 1990, 47): e.g.,  ֶר יִ עב  [beʕir] ‘cattle’ (Exod. 22.9). It is 

worth noting that various forms in Samaritan Hebrew also seem 

to reflect the realisation of shewa as [e]: e.g.,  הדברים 

[addeːˈbɑːrəm] ‘the words’ (Gen. 15.1). 

1.1.3. */i/ and */u/ → /e/ and /o/ 

The lower realisation of the etymological vowels */i/ and */u/ 

as /e/ and /o/ in closed unstressed syllables appears to be a fea-

ture of the ‘popular’ branch generally not attested in Tiberian or 

Babylonian (see chapter 4, 0§2.2.1). Note that a similar feature 

appears to be attested in Jewish Palestinian Aramaic fragments 

from the Genizah (Fassberg 1990, 30, 35–36): e.g.,  לֶבָּא /lebba/ 

‘heart’ (B; Gen. 4.7); דאֵמֵה /d-ʔemmeh/ ‘of his mother’ (E; Gen. 

ימֶלֶ  ;(30.3  /melle/ ‘words of’ (A; Exod. 22.8);  ֶתןי  /jetten/ ‘will 

give’ (A; Exod. 22.9); מֶן -  /men-/ ‘from’ (D; Deut. 5.20);  לֶשַּׁן 

/leʃʃan/ ‘language’ (D; Deut. 27.8). 

1.1.4. */a/ → [i], [e] before Sibilants 

The tendency for vowels to be raised and/or fronted in the envi-

ronment of sibilants in the Secunda and Jerome (see chapter 4, 

§4.2.3) has parallels in vernacular Hebrew and Aramaic. In a late 
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Roman inscription from Beth Shearim, we find a yod mater before 

/ʃ/ in what would otherwise be expected to be a *maqṭal pattern: 

 your resting place’ (CIIP‘ [mɛʃkʰɑːˈβɑːχ]/[miʃkʰɑːˈβɑːχ] = מישכבך

1001; Beth Shearim, 2nd/3rd century CE). The Jewish Palestin-

ian Aramaic fragments from the Genizah exhibit a similar phe-

nomenon (Fassberg 1990, 66–67): e.g., ]דהָ סְ אֶ תֶ אֶ ]ו  [ve-ʔetteshað] 

(from *ʔittashad) ‘has been warned’ (A; Exod. 21.29); חכַ שתֶ ו  [ve-

θeʃkaħ] (from *taškaḥ) ‘will find’ (A; Exod. 22.5);  מִשְׁכְּנָה 

[miʃkena] (from *mašknā) ‘the tent’ (B; Exod. 39.33). 

1.1.5. Rule of Shewa  

Earlier in this book, we noted that the Secunda and Jerome tend 

to resolve sequences relevant for the so-called ‘rule of shewa’ with 

an /a/ vowel, whereas Tiberian and Babylonian tend to do the 

same with an /i/ vowel. It is important to note, however, that 

there is sometimes a distinction between the biblical pronuncia-

tion tradition and the rabbinic pronunciation tradition, which 

was likely closer to the vernacular. 

In Babylonian, for example, note that ‘rule-of-shewa’ se-

quences usually get resolved with a ḥireq: e.g.,  ֵותִלבַב 

[wiθlabˈbeːv] ‘and make cakes’ (2 Sam. 13.6);  בִגבורֻתָם 

[biɣvuːrɔːˈθɔːm] ‘with their might’ (Ezek. 32.29). In the rabbinic 

tradition of Babylonian, however, there is more of a tendency to 

find pataḥ in such sequences: e.g., ורֹובַמיִש  [wavmiːˈʃoːr] ‘and in 

uprightness’ (Mal. 2.6; Yeivin 1985, 1152–56). 

There are also parallels to this phenomenon in Aramaic. In 

the fragments of Jewish Palestinian Aramaic from the Genizah, 

the reductions and clustering of the ‘rule of shewa’ are typically 
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resolved by an /a/ vowel: e.g., לַבְשַׂר־ [lavsar] ‘to the flesh of’ (B; 

Gen. 2.24); דַשְׁמַיָּא [daʃmajja] ‘of the heavens’ (Bd; Gen. 7.23); 

 to‘ [laʃmi] לַשְׁמִי ;in the image of’ (C; Gen. 32.29)‘ [vaðmuθ] בַדְמוּת

my name’ (Cd; Gen. 48.5); ּלַשְמֶיה [laʃmeh] ‘to his name’ (D; Deut. 

26.18; Fassberg 1990, 107–09). Though not especially common, 

a similar pattern is also attested in Targum Onkelos and Targum 

Jonathan: e.g.,  אֲלִיאָב  וַבנֵי  ‘and the sons of Eliav’ (Num. 26.9);  וַסלֵיק 

‘and went up’ (Isa. 37.14); בַשׁטָרָא ‘in the written document’ (Jer. 

32.10). Syriac also regularly pronounces such sequences with an 

/a/ vowel: e.g.,  ܳ
���ܰ�݂

ܰ
 wa-v-ħajlɔː/ ‘and in the power’ (Peshitta/ ܘ

Luke 1.17). 

All of this suggests that the patterning of *CəCəC- → *CaCC- 

common in the Hebrew traditions underlying the Secunda and 

Jerome is likely the result of the influence of the vernacular, in 

most cases Jewish Palestinian Aramaic. 

Morphology 

1.1.6. Suffixes and Person Endings 

As we touched on earlier with respect to the 2MS suffixes and 

endings (see chapter 4, §§2.2.3, 4.2.4), ancient Hebrew exhibits 

*-CV and *-VC morphological byforms of various suffixes and 

endings. Although both types of byforms are ancient and authen-

tically Hebrew, it is probable that contact with Aramaic and/or 

vernacular Hebrew served to reinforce the prevalence of the *‑VC 

type of suffix (i.e., *-āχ) and the short person ending *-t in certain 
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traditions.105 The fact that Aramaic influence appears in the con-

text of bound morphology is significant for determining the pro-

cess of contact between the languages. Note the following Ara-

maic and Mishnaic Hebrew forms in comparison with forms in 

the Secunda, Jerome, and Palestinian:106 

Table 51: 2MS possessive endings in popular branches || Mishnaic He-
brew and Aramaic 

Secunda Jerome Palestinian 
Mishnaic 

Hebrew 
Aramaic 

σεµαχ 

[ʃɛˈmɑːχ] 

dodach 

[doːˈðɑːχ] 

ךמָ �ָ   

[ʕamˈmaχ] 

 שְׁמָ? 

[ʃ(e)ˈmaχ] 

 שְׁמָך

[ʃ(e)ˈmaχ] 

‘your name’ 

(Ps. 31.4) 

‘your uncle’ 

(Jer. 32.7) 

‘your people’ 

(Deut. 26.15) 

‘your name’ 

(Maaser2 

5.11) 

‘your name’ 

(Gen. 17.5; 

TarO) 

Table 52: 2MS qaṭal forms in Secunda and Jerome || Mishnaic Hebrew 
and Aramaic 

Secunda Jerome 
Mishnaic 

Hebrew 
Aramaic 

σαµαθ 

[ʃɑːˈmɑʕtʰ] 

sarith 

 [sɑːˈʀiːθ] 

 ָ שִׂית

[ʕaˈsiθ] 

 שְׁמְַ תְּ 

[ʃ(e)ˈmaʕtʰ] 

‘you heard’ 

(Ps. 31.23) 

‘you wrestled’ 

(Gen. 32.29) 

‘you have done’ 

(Sanh. 6.2) 

‘you heard’ 

(Cd; Exod. 7.16) 

 
105 Similarly, the preference for pausal forms in context in Rabbinic He-

brew—and perhaps the Hebrew of Hellenistic-Roman times more 

broadly—might also have been a contributing factor (Steiner 1979). 
106 Jewish Palestinian Aramaic of the Genizah is from Fassberg (1990, 

175). 
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Table 53: 2MS independent pronouns in Secunda and Jerome || Mish-
naic Hebrew and Aramaic 

Secunda Jerome 
Mishnaic 

Hebrew 
Aramaic 

ουαθ 

[(w)uˈʔatʰ] 

ath 

[ˈʔatʰ] 

מוֹכֵר  אַתְּ   

[ʔatʰ moˈχer] 

 אַתְּ 

[ˈʔatʰ] 

‘and you’ 

(Ps. 89.39) 

‘you’ 

(Ps. 90.2) 

‘you sell’ 

(Ned. 9.5) 

‘you’ 

(C; Gen. 31.52) 

It is significant to note that comparable forms are also found in 

Samaritan Hebrew: e.g.,  קולך [ˈquːlɑk] ‘your (MS) voice’ (Gen. 

 .your (MS) camels’ (Gen. 24.14)‘ [gɑːˈmɑːlək] גמליך ;(3.10

In addition to these 2MS suffixes and endings, which we 

have covered above (see chapter 4, §§2.2.3, 4.2.4), the ‘popular’ 

branch of Jewish reading traditions also exhibits parallels in the 

third-person suffixes with Mishnaic Hebrew and/or Aramaic. 

Though some of the forms below are exceptional in the ‘popular’ 

branch and by no means the norm, they nevertheless could reflect 

important points of contact via the occasional intrusion of Ara-

maic features and forms:107 
 

107 Jewish Palestinian Aramaic of the Cairo Genizah is from Fassberg 

(1990, 175). Palestinian in Ps. 55.11 is from Garr and Fassberg (2016, 

114). Palestinian in T-S H16.6 is from Yahalom (1997, 64). 
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Table 54: 3MS suffixes in Secunda and Jerome || Aramaic 

Secunda108 Jerome109 Aramaic 

ουεσσακη 

[(w)u(j)̞ɛʃʃɑːˈkˀeːh] 

 וְנַשְׁקֵיה 
[venaʃˈqeh] 

‘and kissed him’ 

(Gen. 33.4) 

 ‘and kissed him’ 

(Gen. 33.4; TarO) 

 thee 

[tʰeːˈʔeːh](?) 

ה ספֶ כַ   

[kʰasˈpʰeh] 

 ‘its chamber(?)’ 

(Ezek. 40.21) 

‘his silver’ 

(A; Exod. 21.21) 

Table 55: 3FS suffixes in Secunda and Jerome || Aramaic 

Secunda110 Jerome Palestinian 
Mishnaic 

Hebrew 
Aramaic 

αµµουδα 

[ʕɑmmuːˈðɑːh] 

techina 

[tʰɛχiːˈnɑːh] 

 סִימָנָּיהּ 

[simanˈnah] 

יהּ   גַפַּ֜
[gapˈpʰaːh] 

‘its pillars’ 

(Ps. 75.4) 

‘you 

prepared it’ 

(Ps. 65.10) 

 ‘her tokens’ 

(Nid. 5.8) 

‘its wings’ 

(Dan. 7.4) 

יהתֶ מֽ חוֽ     

[ħomoˈθeh] 

הריֻ דָ    

[daˈreh] 

  ‘its walls’ 

(Ps. 55.11; 

T-S 12.195) 

 ‘its 

generations’ 

(T-S H16.6) 

 
108 For a full discussion of the form, see Kantor (forthcoming b, 

§4.1.4.3.2). 
109 The proper interpretation of the form thee is by no means clear. 
110 Note that the Secunda also has the following forms: ουαλλα /w‑ʕălāh́/ 

(?) [(w)uʕalˈlɑːh] ‘and over it’ (Ps. 7.8); ουεζρα /wjeʕzŏrāh́/ 

[(w)ujɛʕzˈʀɑːh] (Ps. 46.6). For a full discussion of this suffix, see Kantor 

(forthcoming b, §§4.1.2.5, 4.1.3.4, 4.1.4.4). 
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Although the 2MS suffixes and endings already existed as mor-
phological byforms at an early stage of Hebrew and the 3MS suffix 
*-ēh occurs only sporadically in the ancient transcriptions, these 
data are still significant. The ‘popular’ branch demonstrates a 
propensity for suffixes that parallel those of Mishnaic Hebrew 
and Aramaic. This phenomenon can be explained wholly through 
contact or by seeing contact as a means to reinforce the prevalent 
use of certain historical byforms that were authentically Hebrew. 

1.1.7. Aramaic Segholates 

In Tiberian Hebrew, the historical patterns *qaṭl, *qiṭl, and *quṭl 
typically develop into the segholate patterns קֵטֶל ,קֶטֶל, or קֹטֶל. 
Such patterns result from an epenthetic vowel breaking up the 
final consonant cluster. In Aramaic, on the other hand, these 
same patterns often develop into קְטֵל ,קְטַל, or ֹקְטל with initial 
shewa and a full vowel (with stress) where there was historically 
a consonant cluster. Note the following examples: Hebrew  רֶגֶל 
‘foot’ vs Aramaic רְגַל; Hebrew קֶצֶף ‘anger’ vs Aramaic קְצַף; Hebrew 
 ;סְפַר  book’ vs Aramaic‘ סֵפֶר Hebrew ;צְלֵם image’ vs Aramaic‘ צֶלֶם
Hebrew כֶרֶם ‘vineyard’ vs Aramaic כְרַם or 111;כְ רֵם Hebrew  ְקֹשְט 
‘truth; right’ vs Aramaic ֹקְשט. 

Although segholate nouns with an Aramaic vowel pattern 
appear occasionally in all the reading traditions of Biblical He-
brew, the Palestinian tradition is particularly noteworthy here. 

 
111 Note that this particular segholate noun exhibits different vowels. 
Targumic Aramaic has /a/: e.g., כְרַם /k(ə)rám/ [kʰ(e)ˈram] ‘vineyard’ 
(Exod. 22.4). Jewish Palestinian Aramaic has /e/ (Fassberg 1990, 142): 
e.g., ְְרֵםכ  /k(ə)rém/ [kʰ(e)ˈrem]. 
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Though we did not cite it above, since it may not be relevant for 

genetic subgrouping, a high proportion of segholate nouns with 

an Aramaic pattern is a particular characteristic of Palestinian. 

Despite the fact that we have outlined a five-vowel system for 

Palestinian, there are some manuscripts that make a distinct use 

of the ‘ṣere’ sign over against the ‘seghol/shewa’ sign. In such man-

uscripts, it is common for the vowel pattern to indicate an initial 

shewa followed by ṣere in the vocalisation, which would entail an 

Aramaic pattern (Yahalom 2016, 171): e.g.,  ֵקצֶד  [sˁ(ə)ˈðeq] ‘right-

eousness’ (Ps. 40.10);  ףשֶטֵ ל  [le-ʃ(ə)ˈtˁef] ‘for a _ood’ (Ps. 32.6); 

רסֶפֵ מ  [miss(ə)ˈfer] ‘from (the) book’ (Ps. 69.29);  ִםדֵ ק מ  

[miqq(ə)ˈðem] ‘from old’ (Ps. 77.12). The frequency of such 

forms in the Palestinian tradition suggests a high degree of con-

tact with and influence from Aramaic. 

While the distribution of such Aramaic segholates in Pales-

tinian is particularly strong, it is worth noting that such forms 

occasionally appear in the Secunda and Jerome as well. In the 

Secunda, there is one case in which the preposition  ְּכ followed by 

the infinitive  רוּם in the Tiberian tradition appears to be pro-

nounced as the Aramaic segholate כְּרַם ‘vineyard’: χραµ /krám/ 

[ˈkʰʀam] (Secunda || BHS  ֻ֥םכְּר  Ps. 12.9 ‘as [vileness] is ex-

alted’).112 In Jerome, the title of the book of Psalms appears to 

reflect an Aramaic pattern: sephar thallim /s(ə)pár tallīḿ/ [sɛˈɸaʀ 

tʰalˈliːm] (Jerome || -- תְּהִלִּים סֵפֶר  Psalms Title ‘Book of Psalms’): 
 

112 Though not a segholate, in another case, what parallels the verb  יֵקַר 
in the Tiberian tradition appears to be pronounced as Aramaic  יְקָר 
‘glory’ in Secunda Hebrew: ουϊκαρ /w-jqāŕ/ [(w)ujiˈkˀɑːʀ] (Secunda || 

BHS  ְ֭יֵקַר ו  Ps. 49.9 ‘and is costly’). 
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Table 56: Aramaic segholates in Secunda and Jerome || Aramaic 

Secunda Jerome Aramaic 

χραµ 

[ˈkʰʀam] 

 כְרַם 

[kʰ(e)ˈram] 

‘vineyard’ 

(Ps. 12.9) 

 ‘vineyard’ 

(Exod. 22.4; TarO) 

ουϊκαρ 

[(w)ujiˈkˀɑːʀ] 

 וִיקָר 
[viˈqar] 

‘and glory’ 

(Ps. 49.9) 

 ‘and glory’ 

(Isa. 10.18; TarJ) 

 sephar thallim 

[sɛˈɸaʀ tʰalˈliːm] 

 סְפַר 

[s(ə)ˈfar] 

 ‘Book of Psalms’ 

(Ps.) 

‘book’ 

(Isa. 29.18; TarJ) 

Though not attested with the same frequency as in the Palestinian 

tradition, these occasional Aramaic segholate patterns in the 

Secunda and Jerome may reflect some degree of Aramaic influ-

ence. 

1.1.8. Plural Patterns 

Historically, plural forms of segholate nouns involved the inser-

tion of an /a/ vowel after the second radical: e.g., *ʿabd ‘servant’ 

and *ʿabadīm ‘servants’ = בֶד ֶ and  בָדִים ֲ. While this is a common 

feature in Hebrew, Aramaic does not form plurals of such words 

with a-insertion: e.g., בֵד ֲ ‘servant’ and בְדִין ַ ‘servants’.113 These 

patterns also hold true when suffixes are added: e.g., Biblical He-

brew ;בָדֶי ֲ ‘your (MS) servants’ but Biblical Aramaic (qere)  ?ָבְד ַ 
 

113 Note, however, that the fricative realisation of  בג״ד   כפ״ת consonants 

in the third radical spot demonstrates that /a/-insertion plurals must 

have existed at an earlier stage of Aramaic. 
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‘your (MS) servants’; Biblical Hebrew בָדָיו ֲ ‘his servants’ but Bib-

lical Aramaic בְדוֹהִי ַ ‘his servants’. It should be noted that such a-

insertion plurals also occur in feminine forms of the Hebrew seg-

holates, namely *qiṭlā, *qaṭlā, *quṭlā: e.g., לְמָה ַ ‘maiden’ and 

 maidens’.114‘ ֲ לָמוֹת

The Secunda and Jerome often attest to plurals with a-in-

sertion: e.g., φλαγαυ (Secunda || BHS  ָ֗יופְּלָג  Ps. 46.5 ‘its streams’); 

semanim (Jerome || BHS  ִ֖יםשְׁמָנ  Isa. 28.1 ‘oils/fats’). In a number 

of cases, however, they exhibit plural patterns similar to those in 

Aramaic without a-insertion, especially when modified with a 

pronominal suffix: 

Table 57: Segholate plurals in Secunda and Jerome || Mishnaic Hebrew 
and Aramaic 

Secunda Jerome 
Mishnaic 

Hebrew 
Aramaic 

αρβωθ 

[ħaʀˈβoːθ] 

 תַּבְלִים 

[tʰavˈlim] 

 מַלְכִין

[malˈχin] 

‘ruins’ 

(Ps. 9.7) 

 ‘spices’ 

(Maaser2 2.1) 

‘kings’ 

(Gen. 14.9; TarO) 

αβδαχ 

[ʕaβˈðɑːχ] 

baphethee 

[baɸɛθˈħeːheː] 

 ַ בדָך 

[ʕavˈðaχ] 

‘your servants’ 

(Ps. 89.51) 

‘in its entrances’ 

(Mic. 5.5) 

 ‘your servants’ 

(Gen. 42.13; TarO) 

 
114 It has been argued recently that ‘a-insertion’ is not the result of a 

‘broken plural’ pattern but rather the outcome of adding an epenthetic 

to the pattern to resolve a cluster involving an external plural suffix 

*‑w‑: i.e., *CVCC-w-ū → *CVCaC-ū (see Suchard and Groen 2021). 
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εσδαχ 

[ħɛzˈðɑːχ] 
בטָך    שִׁ

[ʃivˈtˁaχ] 
‘your mercies’ 

(Ps. 89.50) 
  ‘your tribes’ 

(Deut. 12.14; TarO) 
Although Yuditsky (2017, 178) makes a good argument that 
these plural patterns are authentically Hebrew as well, the distri-
bution should not be ignored. At least in the Secunda, this is the 
default shape for segholate plurals with suffixes. This is exactly 
the sort of environment where we might expect a tradent of the 
reading tradition to default back to what is more familiar to them 
from their vernacular (Kantor forthcoming b, §3.4.2.1). 

To the above list may we may also add the following form 
attested in Secunda Hebrew: αμιμιμ (Secunda || BHS ים ִּ֣  .Ps עַמִׁ
18.48 ‘its streams’). Note that there are two plural forms of the 
word עַם ‘people’ in Biblical Hebrew, ים ים and עַמִּ  The unusual .עֲמָמִּ
ι vowel in between the second and third radicals is unlikely to be 
etymological. Rather, it probably reflects assimilation of a re-
duced ‘shewa-slot’ vowel—or even an epenthetic vowel due to the 
Obligatory Contour Principle—thus indicating that the underly-
ing form is /ʕam.mīm/ or /ʕam(ə)mīm/. The close front quality 
[i], then, is the result of assimilation of a variable vowel to the 
following long [iː] vowel: i.e., ʿaməmīm → [ʕamiˈmiːm]. This may 
be compared to the following form with an epenthetic vowel in 
between /p/ and /q/: εφικιδ /ʔepqīð/ [ʔɛɸikˀiːð] (Secunda || BHS 
יד ִ֪ ְקִּ  Ps. 31.6 ‘I entrust’). If this interpretation is correct, we may אַפ 
posit that the Secunda Hebrew form αμιμιμ is formed on the basis 
of analogy with the Aramaic form  ין מִּ  which has shewa instead ,עַמ 
of qameṣ on the second radical (Kutscher 1959, 485; Yuditsky 
2017, 176; Kantor forthcoming b, §4.3.3.1). 
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1.1.9. I-ʿ Verbs in Yiqṭol 

As noted above (see chapter 4, §2.2.5), traditions of the ‘popular’ 

branch often generalise an /e/ prefix vowel in the qal prefix con-

jugation form, even in I-ʿ verbs of the etymological *yaqṭul pat-

tern. In this respect, they differ from both Tiberian and Babylo-

nian. As such, this feature could be a shared innovation of the 

popular branch. Language contact with Aramaic, however, might 

also have been a factor, whether directly responsible for the form 

or as a force to reinforce a tendency to generalise the prefix 

vowel: 

Table 58: I-ʿ verbs in qal prefix conjugation forms in Secunda and Pal-
estinian || Aramaic 

Secunda Palestinian Aramaic 

θεσου 

[tʰɛʕˈsuː] 

יעדִ ותֶ   

[vattʰeʕˈdi] 

 יִעדֵי
[jiʕˈde] 

‘you do’ 

(Mal. 2.3) 

‘and you got adorned’ 

(Ezek. 16.13) 

‘goes away’ 

(Isa. 22.25; TarJ) 

Note that this feature is also attested in Samaritan Hebrew: e.g., 

 shall do’ (Exod. 12.47). This could support the claim‘ [jeːʃʃuˈ] יעשו

that it is the result of influence of the vernacular. 

1.1.10. Theme Vowel in Yiqṭol II-Guttural Forms 

As we noted above (chapter 4, §2.2.5), there is a tendency for II-

guttural and III-guttural verbs to have an /o/ theme vowel, rather 

than an /a/ theme vowel, in the qal yiqṭol form in the Secunda 

(Kantor forthcoming b, §§4.2.1.2.4, 4.2.1.2.5). This feature, 

which is largely absent in other traditions, finds parallels in both 

Mishnaic Hebrew and Aramaic: 
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Table 59: Theme vowel in II-guttural yiqṭol verbs in Secunda || Mishnaic 
Hebrew and Aramaic 

Secunda 
Mishnaic 

Hebrew 
Aramaic 

θεσοδηνι 

[tʰɛsʕoˈðeːniː] 

 תִטְעוֹם

[θitˁˈʕom] 

 אַטעוֹם

[ʔatˁˈʕom] 

‘you support’ 

(Ps. 18.36) 

‘taste’ 

(Ketub. 7.2) 

‘I taste’ 

(2 Sam. 3.35; TarO)  

εµωσηµ 

[ʔɛmħoːˈʦˀeːm] 

יִמְחוֹק  לאֹ  

[ˈlo jimˈħoq] 

 וְיִמחוֹק
[vejimˈħoq] 

‘I strike them’ 

(Ps. 18.39) 

‘should not smooth’ 

(BabaB. 5.11) 

‘and wipes out’ 

(Num. 5.23; TarO) 

ουεσοκηµ 

[(w)uʔɛʃħoˈkˀeːm] 

 יִשְׁחוֹט
[jiʃˈħotˁ] 

 וְתִשׁחוֹק 
[veθiʃˈħoq] 

‘and I beat them’  

(Ps. 18.39) 

‘shall slaughter’ 

(Ketub. 7.2) 

‘and you shall beat’ 

(Exod. 30.36; TarO) 

λοοµ 

[loˈħom] 

יִפְחוֹת  לאֹ  

[ˈlo jifˈħoθ] 

 אִדחוֹקִינוּן 

[ʔiðħoqiˈnun] 

‘make war!’ 

(Ps. 35.1) 

‘should not give less’ 

(Sheqal. 6.6) 

‘I urge them’ 

(Gen. 33.13; TarO) 

As such, its presence in the Secunda may be regarded as the result 

of influence of the vernacular. It is also possible, however, that 

analogy to non-guttural roots brought this feature about as the 

result of parallel development. Nevertheless, the close affinity to 

forms in Mishnaic Hebrew and Aramaic should not be ignored. 

1.1.11. Conjugation of the Verb הָיָה 

In the Secunda, there are various realisations of the word יִהְיֶה - הָיָה  

‘to be’. Most of these are fairly regular, as can be seen in the ex-

amples below (Kantor forthcoming b, §§4.2.1.1.6, 4.2.1.2.9, 

4.2.1.5.8): 
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Table 60: Regular instances of verb ‘to be’ in Secunda 

Secunda Phonemic Phonetic Verse Tiberian    
αϊθι hājī-́ṯī hɑːˈjiːθiː Ps. 30.8  ִ֥יתִיהָי  
αϊη hjḗ hɑˈjeː Ps. 30.11 יֵה־  הֱֽ
αϊη: hjḗ hɑˈjeː Ps. 31.3  ֵ֤ההֱי  
ιειε je-hjḗ jɛhˈjɛː Ps. 89.37  ֶ֑היִהְי  

There are two instances, however, which may reflect the influ-

ence of Aramaic and/or Mishnaic Hebrew on the morphology 

(Kantor forthcoming b, §§4.2.1.1.6, 4.2.1.2.9): 

Table 61: Instances of verb ‘to be’ in Secunda that may reflect Aramaic 
and/or Mishnaic Hebrew influence 

Secunda Phonemic Phonetic Verse Tiberian    
θου tə-h-ū́ ˈtʰuː Ps. 32.9  ֤הְי וּ ׀ תִּֽ  
αεα hājā́ hɑːˈ(j)̞ɑː Ps. 89.42  ָ֥ההָי  

According to normal phonological rules in the Secunda, we 

would expect the parallel to the Tiberian form ּתִּהְיו to be repre-

sented in the Secunda as θεϊου** /tehjū́/. The form θου, however, 

would seem to imply a morphology more akin to /t(ə)hū́/ [ˈtʰuː], 

which parallels Mishnaic Hebrew forms like ּיְהו ‘will be’ (Hul. 8.2) 

and Aramaic forms like תְּהוֹן ‘you will be’ (Kantor forthcoming b, 

§4.2.1.2.9). 

With respect to the form αεα, it is true that there is a general 

tendency for semivowels and glides to weaken in the Hebrew tra-

dition of the Secunda (Yuditsky 2008): cf. forms like εωσηβ 

[(j)̞oːˈʃeːβ] ‘resident of’ (Ps. 49.2). This may be what is repre-

sented by the epsilon here. At the same time, one might suggest 

that the users of Secunda Hebrew were more accustomed to using 

the verb  הוה [haˈwɑː] ‘was’ in their Aramaic vernacular. It is pos-

sible that their vernacular form influenced their pronunciation of 
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the Hebrew form so that the middle radical was pronounced 

somewhat in between [j] and [w], resulting in a weakened reali-

sation (Kantor forthcoming b, §4.2.1.1.6). 

1.1.12. Analogy with Yiqṭol in the Infinitive 

Historically, the qal infinitive of a strong verb was of the pattern 

*qṭol or *qaṭōl at an earlier stage of Hebrew. In certain weak 

verbs, like I-n, I-y, and לק״ח, the infinitive was of the pattern *qiṭl 

(Lambdin and Huehnergard 2000, 58; Suchard 2020, 47, 65, 

246). In later forms of Hebrew, like Mishnaic Hebrew, the infin-

itive can sometimes take a different shape based on analogy with 

the yiqṭol form. Note, for example, how the Mishnaic Hebrew in-

finitive of the verb לָקַח is not ) ָקַחַת)ל  ‘to take’ as in Biblical He-

brew but לִיקַּח ‘to take’, based on analogy with the yiqṭol form יִקַּח: 

e.g.,  לִיקַּח  רוֹצֶה   אֵינוּ   וְהוּא  ‘and he does not want to take/buy (it)’ 

(BabaM. 4.10). Although the evidence is meagre, there is one 

case in which a similar form may be attested in the Secunda: 

Table 62: Hybrid-vernacular form of the infinitive in Secunda 

Secunda Mishnaic Hebrew 

σαθι 

[sɑːˈθiː] 

 לִישָּׂא 
[lisˈsa] 

‘my carrying’ 

(Ps. 89.51) 

‘to marry’ 

(Sota 4.3) 

According to normal Secunda conventions, we would expect the 

form to be represented as σηθι or σηηθι.115 It is plausible, however, 

that the author(s) of the Secunda pronounced the infinitive of 
 

115 Cf. the following nominal forms: σηηθ (Secunda || BHS שְׂאֵ֤ ת Lev 13.2 

‘swelling’); σηθ (Secunda || BHS שְׂאֵת־ Lev 13.10 ‘swelling’).  
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״אשׂנ  as לִישָּׂא due to the influence of vernacular and/or Mishnaic 

Hebrew. Faced with the consonantal text שאתי, the transcriber 

imposed the vowels of the more familiar form (לִישָּׂא) on the por-

tion of the form amenable to modification (i.e., שאת). As a result, 

he vocalised the form as σαθι  שָׂאתִי, which is essentially a hybrid 

of the Mishnaic form superimposed over the consonantal text of 

the MT.116 This may indicate that there was influence of vernac-

ular Hebrew on the tradition of the Secunda (Kantor forthcom-

ing b, §4.2.1.6.7). 

1.1.13. Piʿʿel → Paʿʿel 

In Jerome’s transcriptions, there is only one case of a 3MS qaṭal 

verb of a strong root in the D stem. This lone occurrence exhibits 

an initial /a/ vowel, thus reflecting paʿʿel rather than piʿʿel: 

Table 63: Paʿʿel in Jerome 

Jerome Aramaic 

maggen 

[magˈgɛn] 

 מַלֵיל 

[malˈlel] 

‘delivered’ 

(Gen. 14.20) 

‘spoke’ 

(Gen. 27.5; TarO) 

This form in Jerome corresponds with the normal D-stem form in 

Aramaic: cf. Biblical Aramaic  ֵּ֖לקַב  ‘received’ (Dan. 6.1) and Tar-

gumic Aramaic מַלֵיל ‘spoke’ (Gen. 27.5). Note that it is also the 

regular D-stem form in Samaritan Hebrew: e.g., דבר [ˈdabbər] 

‘spoke’ (Gen. 12.4). As such, this feature likely reflects influence 
 

116 For a similar phenomenon in the Dead Sea Scrolls, see Hornkohl 

(2020). 
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of the spoken language on the traditions of both Jerome and the 

Samaritans.117 

1.2. Influence of Greek during the Hellenistic‒Roman 

and Byzantine Periods 

While Aramaic and vernacular Hebrew are clearly the most in-

fluential contact languages for the ‘popular’ reading traditions of 

late antiquity, Greek also had at least a small part to play. The 

influence of Greek is exhibited in at least two features: (i) the 

weakening of word-final nasals and (ii) the shift of waw from a 

labiovelar approximant /w/ to a labiodental fricative /v/. Note, 

however, that the latter applies geographically to Palestine indis-

criminately of a ‘popular’ vs ‘Masoretic’ distinction. 

1.2.1. Nasal Weakening 

The weakening of pre-stop and word-final nasals is one of the 

most characteristic features of Koine Greek of Judea-Palestine 

during the Roman and Byzantine periods. It is attested frequently 

in spellings such as the following: λειτρο (for λι ̄τ́ρον) and κακωσι 

και (for κάκωσιν καὶ). Such spellings probably reflect either the 

nasalisation of the final vowel and/or the assimilation of the na-

sal to a following stop: i.e., λειτρο = [ˈlitrõ] or κακωσι και = 

[ˈkɑko̞si̠(ɲ) ɟe]̞ (Kantor 2023, §§7.5.1–2). Greek transcription of 
 

117 Alternatively, it could reflect the influence of certain famous phrase-

ology attested elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible, such as ?  I am‘ אָנֹכִי֙ מָגֵ֣ ן לָ֔

a shield for you’ (Gen. 15.1). After all, the Samaritan oral reading tra-

dition pronounces the form in Gen. 14.20 as ‘shield’ (i.e., [ˈamgən]) ra-

ther than ‘delivered’ (presumably [ˈmaggən]). 
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Hebrew and Aramaic in Judeo-Palestinian epigraphy exhibits the 

same phenomenon. Note that the name בנימן (or  מנימין?) is once 

written as µενιαµι, reflecting elision of final /n#/. The transcrip-

tions σαλω and σαλων for the proper name שלון/שלום  may also at-

test to this phenomenon (Kantor 2023, §7.5.2). 

A similar feature is attested sporadically in Secunda He-

brew. In the Secunda, a word-final nasal /m/ sometimes inter-

changes with /n/ and vice versa: e.g., ζωην (Secunda || BHS  ם  זֵֹ ֥

Ps. 7.12 ‘angry’); θαµµιν (Secunda || BHS  ים -Ps. 18.31 ‘inno תָּמִ֪

cent’); θεσθιρην (Secunda || BHS ם ׀  תַּסְתִּירֵ֤  Ps. 31.21 ‘you hide me’); 

ααµιν (Secunda || BHS ים ַ מִּ֑  Ps. 49.2 ‘the peoples’); αυωναν הָֽ

(Secunda || BHS ם  || Ps. 89.33 ‘their iniquity’); σειειν (Secunda ֲ וֹנָֽ

BHS ים  Isa 13.21 ‘desert dwellers’); νοοσθαµ (Secunda || BHS צִיִּ֔

ן  Kgs 18.4 ‘Nehushtan’). It should be noted that this feature 2 נְחֻשְׁתָּֽ

is not limited to endings that might be construed as Aramaic, 

such as the plural or suffixes, but also occurs with root letters, as 

in θαµµιν (Yuditsky 2017, 23–24; Kantor forthcoming b, §3.2.4). 

Other contemporary Hebrew evidence exhibits a similar 

phenomenon. The interchange of ן>    ם  in final position is attested 

in Mishnaic Hebrew, the Dead Sea Scrolls, and the Judaean De-

sert texts. It normally occurs when the MPL morpheme ים◌ִ- is re-

alised as ין◌ִ- or suffixed forms ending in ם- are realised as ן- (i.e., 

grammatical morphemes): e.g., עומדין (for  עומדים). Such a phe-

nomenon, however, is not limited to the morphological level but 

can also occur in what appear to be mere phonetic variants: e.g., 

 :is omitted in spelling ן In other cases, a word-final .(אדם  for) אדן

e.g., למע (for למען) and יוחנה (for  יוחנן). In other cases, a word end-

ing in a final /-ā/ vowel might be spelled with a final nasal: e.g., 
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יהודה /יודה  for) יודן ) and למטן (for  למטה; Qimron 1986, 27–28; Mor 

2015, 106–15; Sharvit 2016, 226–28).118 

Different scholars have interpreted this material variously. 

According to Kutscher (1976, 58–68), final ם and ן were both re-

alised as [n]. Ben-Ḥayyim (1958, 210–11) argues that the word-

final nasal elided and left behind a nasalised vowel (i.e., אדן = 

[ʔaːðãː] or [ʔaːðaːŋ]). The distribution of word-final /m/ ↔ /n/ 

interchanges in both grammatical and non-grammatical mor-

phemes in Mishnaic Hebrew has been covered by Naeh.119 Re-

garding this interchange in grammatical morphemes in the Ju-

daean Desert texts, Mor has shown that, leaving aside the dual 

form,120 the distribution of word-final ם /ן should be regarded as a 

scribal phenomenon. In non-grammatical morphemes, the histor-

ical spelling is always maintained (Naeh 1992, 297–306; Naeh 

1993, 364–92; Mor 2015, 106–15). 

 

118 If a following word begins with the consonant /m/ (e.g., -למטה   מ), 

however, the final  ה is not replaced by ן (Mor 2015, 112). 
119 In non-grammatical morphemes, final ן occurs after low vowels, 

whereas final ם occurs after high vowels. This likely reflect a nasalised 

vowel. In grammatical morphemes, nominal forms generally maintain 

the ים◌ִ-, whereas participles used verbally tend to take the ין◌ִ-. Accord-

ing to Naeh, this reflects the influence of Aramaic on the morphology 

rather than a nasalised vowel (Naeh 1992, 297–306; Naeh 1993, 369–

92; Mor 2015, 107–08). 
120 The dual is written with ם normally (e.g., שתים ,שנים ,טפחים). For Mor, 

this is explained by regarding the dual ending as lexicalised with the 

word. As such, it was not conceived of as an independent or individual 

morpheme (Mor 2015, 111). 
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Because the interchange of µ > ν occurs in both non-gram-

matical morphemes (e.g., θαµµιν) and grammatical morphemes 

(e.g., ααµιν, αυωναν) in the Secunda, the variants probably point 

to a phonetic phenomenon rather than a morphological one. 

While various explanations may account for this phonetic phe-

nomenon, such as dissimilation (Yuditsky 2017, 23–24) or con-

fusion in the environment of sonorous consonants, we should not 

rule out language contact. The fact that this feature is incredibly 

common in contemporary Koine Greek of the region (and else-

where) suggests that areal diffusion may be the best explanation. 

At the same time, the influence of Aramaic morphology raises the 

possibility of a development brought about and/or encouraged 

by multiple factors. 

1.2.2. Waw to Vav 

Another possible feature resulting from Greek influence during 

the Roman and Byzantine periods is the realisation of the conso-

nant waw/vav ו. While this consonant was clearly pronounced as 

a labiovelar semivowel [w] during the biblical period,121 it came 

to be realised as [v] in the Tiberian tradition and various streams 

of Palestinian by the Middle Ages. An analysis of phonological 

developments in Judeo-Palestinian Greek, transcription conven-

tions of the consonant waw/vav, and the reflex of Hebrew */w/ 

in modern traditions leads to the conclusion that Greek influence 

(via Aramaic) likely accounts for this shift of */w/ → /v/ (Khan 

and Kantor 2022). 

 

121 Note transcriptions into cuneiform that demonstrate this: e.g.,  Kֵַׁהוֹש 

→ a‑ú‑se‑ʾ or ú‑se‑ʾ (Millard 2013, 838–47). 
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In Judeo-Palestinian Greek of the Hellenistic‒Roman and 

Byzantine periods, there were two important phonological devel-

opments underway. On one hand, the historical phoneme β = 

/b/ shifted to /β/ (and later /v/). This is evidenced by spellings 

like βερουταριου (for Latin uerutarius; CIIP 221–22, 1st century 

BCE–1st century CE). At the same time, the second element of 

the diphthongs αυ/ευ = /au̯/ and /eu̯/ was shifting from /u̯/ → 

/β(ʷ), ɸ(ʷ)/ → /β, ɸ/  (and later to /v, f/). This is evidenced by 

spellings like αουτου (for αὐτου; CIIP 1554, 3rd–6th centuries CE). 

While the former shift (/b/ → /β/) likely occurred at a relatively 

early stage, the latter shift (e.g., /au̯/ → /aβ, aɸ/) was likely pro-

gressing throughout the period and not universal until Byzantine 

times (Kantor 2023, §§7.1.2, 8.2.4–5). 

In Greek transcription traditions of Hebrew dated to the 

Hellenistic‒Roman period, we find that the consonant */w/ still 

appears to be maintained as a labiovelar approximant [w]: e.g., 

Ἰεσουὰ (Gött. || BHS וְיִשְׁוָ֛ה Gen 46.17 ‘Ishvah’); βσαλουι (Secunda 

|| BHS י  Ps. 30.7 ‘in my ease’). This is consistent throughout בְשַׁלְוִ֑

all Greek transcription traditions of Hebrew during the period. In 

the Byzantine period, however, we start to see the conventions 

change. Epiphanius (4th century CE) and Theodoret (5th century 

CE) transcribe the tetragrammaton as ιαβε. John the Lydian 

(5th/6th century CE) transcribes the month name סִיוָן as σιβαν. 

These data point to a shift of Hebrew /w/ → /v/ some time be-

tween the Roman and Byzantine periods. Given that this chronol-

ogy corresponds with the timeline outlined for a similar change 

in Greek, it is quite possibly the result of language contact (Khan 

and Kantor 2022). 
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Such an absolute chronology is also confirmed by certain 

spelling interchanges attested in Jewish Palestinian Aramaic. 

Note that in Breshith Rabbah, we find frequent interchanges of  ב 

and ו, as in נווטי (for  נבטי), בשלוש (for ושלוש), and הלביי (for הלוואי). 

These data similarly point to a shift of waw to vav by the Byzan-

tine period (Sokoloff 1968; Kutscher 1976). Once again, the time-

line correlates nicely with the parallel changes in Koine Greek. 

The distribution of /w/ or /v/ for historical */w/ in mod-

ern Sephardi reading traditions also supports the claim that /v/ 

in Hebrew is the result of contact with Greek. In areas where 

Greek was heavily spoken, such as Syria, the modern realisation 

is /v/, as in the Aleppo tradition of Sephardi Hebrew (Henshke 

2013, 538). Where Greek was not as heavily spoken, the modern 

realisation is still /w/, as in Marrakesh, Jerba, and Baghdad 

(Akun 2013, 705; Henshke 2013, 538). While this distribution 

could be a coincidence, the fact that the Aleppo is the only one 

that falls within the ancient borders of the eastern (Greek-speak-

ing) part of the empire is significant. However, a careful analysis 

of the data shows that it was not just the presence of Greek that 

determined the realisation of waw, but also the prevalence of Ar-

amaic. This suggests that Greek influence was mediated into He-

brew via Aramaic. This fits well with the concentration of both 

Aramaic and Greek in Palestine (Khan and Kantor 2022).122 
 

122 Note, however, that various data points require further explanation, 

such as some apparent interchanges of ב and  ו in Qumran Hebrew, the 

reflex of */w/ in Samaritan, the influence of Arabic on the reading tra-

ditions, etc. For a full analysis, see Khan and Kantor (2022). 
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In light of all the preceding data, it is probable that Hebrew 

*/w/ shifted to /v/ in Tiberian and other Palestinian traditions 

as a result of areal diffusion. Aramaic users likely perceptually 

matched /w/ with the more salient /v/ (or /β/) of Greek. This 

matching brought about a ‘perceptual magnet effect’, which 

eventually led to the shift of /w/ → /v/. Such a change in Ara-

maic resulting from contact with Greek likely eventually made 

its way into the Hebrew reading tradition (Khan and Kantor 

2022).123 

1.3. Influence of Arabic Vernacular on Medieval 

Traditions (and Sephardi, Yemenite) 

While Aramaic, vernacular Hebrew, and Greek were the primary 

contact languages of the Hellenistic‒Roman and Byzantine peri-

ods, Arabic was the dominant contact language of the Middle 

Ages. As a result, there are a number of features of the medieval 

Hebrew reading traditions that can likely be explained as a result 

of contact with Arabic. 

Historically, it is not clear if the so-called ‘emphatic’ conso-

nants צ   ק  ט  were originally realised as glottalic ejectives /tˀ/, /kˀ/, 

/sˀ/ (or /ʦˀ/), or as pharyngealised /tˁ/, /q/, /sˁ/.124 While this 
 

123 For a linguistic analysis of this change in light of the work of Blevins 

(2017), see Khan and Kantor (2022). 
124 In the case of צ, note that the glottalic pronunciation would better 

explain the affricate realisation /ʦ(ˀ)/, for which there is significant ev-

idence across various Hebrew traditions (Steiner 1982). On the other 

hand, certain spellings in Tannaitic Hebrew would be consistent with 

spreading processes based on pharyngealisation (Heijmans 2013a, §58). 
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debate is unlikely to be resolved without more evidence, it may 

be noted that there was likely variation (Wikander 2015; 2022). 

In Tiberian Hebrew, however, these consonants were realised as 

pharyngeals (Khan 2020b, §§I.1.9, I.1.18, I.1.19): i.e., ט = [tˁ], 

 While it is possible that these realisations had .[sˁ] = צ ,[q̟] = ק

developed naturally internal-to-Hebrew, it is more likely that 

their medieval realisation in Tiberian is the result of Arabic in-

fluence. At the very least, Arabic influence encouraged the 

preservation and/or selection of certain variants of these conso-

nants already existent in Hebrew. The same principle likely ap-

plies to the realisation of these consonants among Arabic-speak-

ing tradents of the Palestinian tradition and the Babylonian tra-

dition. 

Note, however, that there is one lexeme in the Tiberian tra-

dition in which the consonant צ is realised as an emphatic [zˁ], 

namely in the name ּאֲמַצְיָהו = [ʔamazˁˈjɔːhuː]. Because a similar 

phenomenon is also attested in medieval Arabic, this could be the 

result of influence (Khan 2020b, 192–93). 

Another feature of Tiberian Hebrew (at least in non-stand-

ard manuscripts) likely influenced by Arabic concerns the reali-

sation of the vowels seghol and pataḥ. There are a variety of ex-

amples in which these two signs interchange: e.g.,  ְׂר֔יםַ ש  (T-S 

Misc 1.46, Arrant 2020 || L [BHS]: ים  ;(’Exod. 27.10 ‘twenty ֶ שְׂרִ֖

האֶ  רְבֶּ֖  (II Firkovitch Evr. II B 10 || L [BHS]: ה  Gen. 16.10 ‘I אַרְבֶּ֖

shall multiply’). There is even one example of such a phenome-

non in the Leningrad Codex:  ֖;ְּבְהַמְת (cf. more common  ;ְּבְהֶמְת) 
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‘your livestock’ (Deut. 28.11).125 This interchange is likely due to 

influence of the local Arabic dialect. Rather than the phonetic 

tokens of pataḥ and seghol being matched with their Tiberian pro-

totypes, they were matched with the Arabic phonemes /a/ and 

/ā/ (Khan 2020b, §I.4.3.3; note the data from Arrant 2020). 

In the Palestinian pronunciation traditions, the realisation 

of the consonants dalet rafah  q /ð/ and tav rafah l /θ/ were also 

determined to a large degree by Arabic influence. In those regions 

where the vernacular Arabic dialects did not have the interden-

tals /ð/ and /θ/, these consonants merged with their plosive 

counterparts, namely dalet degusha ּד /d/ and tav degusha ּת /t/. 

While this is clearly evident in modern Sephardi traditions, the 

feature appears to be attested in medieval evidence as well (Khan 

1997; Khan 2020b, 110, 588–96). 

In Samaritan Hebrew, the influence of Arabic is most 

clearly seen in the realisation of historical */p/. While histori-

cally Samaritan must have had a */p/ consonant, after long ex-

posure to and close contact with Arabic, this sound fell out of the 

consonantal inventory of Samaritan. In its place, we find either 

/f/ or (in some cases of gemination) /bb/: e.g., פרי [ˈfiːri] ‘fruit’ 

(Gen. 1.12) and ויפל [wˈjibbɑl] ‘and fell’ (Gen. 17.3). The fact that 

we also find /ff/ alongside /bb/ (e.g., מפרי [mifˈ_ːri] ‘from the 

fruit of’ (Gen. 3.2)) suggests that /bb/ had begun to substitute for 

/pp/ at a very early stage (Ben-Ḥayyim 2000, 33). 

While many other features of Arabic influence could be 

mentioned in this section, these few examples suffice to illustrate 
 

125 Note, however, that the pataḥ here is secondary. I would like to thank 

Ben Outhwaite for pointing this out to me. 
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its impact on reading traditions of the Middle Ages. It should also 

be noted that Arabic has continued to exert influence on various 

Sephardi and Yemenite traditions in modern times. We already 

mentioned the shift of /ð/, /θ/ → /d/, /t/ in some Sephardi dia-

lects due to Arabic influence. In various Yemenite traditions, the 

realisations of ּג as [g], [ɟ], or [d͡ʒ] appear to be conditioned based 

on the realisation of Arabic  ج jim in the local dialect (Morag 2007, 

549, 556). Beyond these specific more recent changes, the pres-

ence of Arabic also serves to preserve certain medieval features 

that otherwise would likely have been lost, such as the pharyn-

gealised realisation of the emphatic consonants and the proper 

realisation of the gutturals (Morag 2007, 556). 

1.4. Influence of European Languages on Ashkenazi 

Traditions (and Sephardi) 

The final language contact scenario we consider is that of Euro-

pean languages. While this is relevant for both Ashkenazi and 

Sephardi traditions, the influence of European languages is most 

clearly evidence in its impact on the former. 

Much of the Ashkenazi phonological inventory has been al-

tered from its Palestinian ancestor as a result of contact with Eu-

ropean vernacular languages. As noted above, while medieval 

Ashkenazi originally had a five-vowel system like Palestinian, 

certain changes came about as a result of certain developments 

in German dialects spoken by Jews. In various German dialects, 

including Yiddish, earlier [aː] and [a] in an open syllable shifted 

to [o] (or [u]) in the twelfth century (Khan 2020b, 112–15). This 
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had an impact on the realisation of qameṣ in some Ashkenazi tra-

ditions: e.g., Western Ashkenazi [ˈtom] (Glinert 2013, 196 ||  תָּם 

‘honest, naïve’) and [kaˈloː] (Glinert 2013, 196 || כַּלָּה ‘bride’). 

Similarly, a diphthongised realisation of Yiddish long [eː] in an 

open syllable, which began to develop in the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries, gradually led to a diphthongal realisation of 

ṣere: e.g., Northeastern Ashkenazi [ˈejgɛl] and Mideastern Ashke-

nazi [ˈajgɛl] (Katz 1993, 70 || גֶל ֵ ‘calf’). 

Similar influence of European languages was likely exerted 

on the consonantal system of Ashkenazi Hebrew. Perhaps the 

most obvious example concerns the elimination of the guttural 

consonants א and ע due to the absence of /ʔ/, /ʕ/ in the conso-

nantal inventories of the vernacular: e.g., [uˈsu] (Katz 1993, 80 

|| BHS ה  שָׂ֣  ָ   Est. 1.3 ‘he made/did’). The merger of ח and  כ, on the 

other hand, is likely due to the presence of the phoneme /x/ in 

the vernacular: e.g., [xajl] (Katz 1993, 80 || BHS יל  חֵ֣   Est. 1.3 

‘army [cstr.]’). The de-pharyngealisation of ט and ק to a simple 

/t/ and /k/ is also likely due to the absence of pharyngealised 

consonants in European languages. While some might argue that 

the realisation of צ as an affricate [ʦ] in Ashkenazi Hebrew is the 

result of German influence, it is equally possible that this sound 

is archaic (Steiner 1982). Finally, while the shift of tav rafah l to 

/s/ could reflect natural development, it might also have been 

encouraged or catalysted by the absence of an interdental /θ/ in 

many vernacular contact languages of Europe, including German 
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and Yiddish. The same explanation likely applies to the absence 

of fricative realisations of ג and ד in Ashkenazi traditions.126 

Although not as pervasive in the tradition as a whole, the 

influence of European languages is also evidenced in the Se-

phardi traditions among Ladino-speaking, Italian, and Dutch-Por-

tuguese communities. Unlike the Arabic- and Aramaic-speaking 

Sephardi communitites, which maintain most of the medieval 

consonantal inventory of Palestinian, these European Sephardi 

communitites alter or eliminate most of the gutturals and the em-

phatics due to influence of the local vernacular. Both א and ע are 

often realised as ‘zero’,  ח is realised as /x/, and the emphatics ט 

and ק are simplified to /k/ and /t/ (Morag 2007, 556). All of 

these features are likely due to the historical phonemes, absent 

in the local vernaculars, being replaced by alternate phonemes 

from the vernacular. Nevertheless, unlike in the Ashkenazi tradi-

tions, the five-vowel Palestinian system has been maintained un-

til the present day (Morag 2007, 556). 

While many more features could be cited in this section, 

these suffice to illustrate the relevance of European-language in-

fluence on (especially) the Ashkenazi traditions and the Sephardi 

traditions. 

2.0. Convergence with Tiberian in Middle Ages 

While the Jewish vernaculars have exerted a centrifugal force on 

(usually the more ‘popular’) Biblical Hebrew reading traditions 

throughout history, pulling their features in the direction of the 
 

126 For a full consonantal comparison, see Morag (2007, 556). 
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spoken language, the Tiberian tradition seems to have exerted a 

centripetal force on the reading traditions of the Middle Ages, 

pulling them into conformity with its own features. Indeed, while 

the earliest layers of Palestinian and Babylonian exhibit a signif-

icant degree of distinctiveness, later layers of these traditions ex-

hibit considerable convergence with Tiberian. There are even 

some cases of medieval Greek manuscripts of the Secunda exhib-

iting this same convergence. All of this is likely due to the pres-

tige of the Tiberian tradition during the Middle Ages. 

2.1. Palestinian 

As we have mentioned above (see chapter 3, §3.0, and chapter 

4), the Palestinian tradition is a bit difficult to parse due to the 

high degree of convergence with Tiberian therein. Comparing 

various sources, however, helps us discern which features are due 

to convergence and which features are authentic. This appears to 

be the case when we compare non-biblical manuscripts with bib-

lical manuscripts, on one hand, and more diverse biblical manu-

scripts with more ‘standard’ biblical manuscripts, on the other. 

Such a comparison yields examples like the following, with more 

authentic Palestinian features in the first column, forms that ex-

hibit convergence in the middle column, and the Tiberian form 

in the right column:127 
 

127 Palestinian is from Harviainen (1977, 142, 166); Yahalom (1997, 

24–25); Garr and Fassberg (2016, 110–11, 113, 117). 
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Table 64: Convergence in Palestinian manuscripts 

Palestinian Palestinian →
→→

→ Tiberian cf. Tiberian 

בוֽ לֶ   

[lebˈbo] 

בולִ בֶ   

[belibˈbo] 

וֹבְּלִבּ֑   

[balibˈboː] 

 

(Bod.Heb. MS d 41, 

13v, l.23) 

 

(Ps. 37.31; T-S 20.54) 

‘in his heart’ 

(Ps. 37.31) 

חצֶ נֶ   

[ˈnesˁeħ] 

חצַ נֶ לָ   

[laˈnesˁaħ] 

צַחנֶ֥ לָ֫   

[lɔːˈnɛːsˁɑħ] 

 

(T-S H 16.5) 

 

(Ps. 52.7; T-S 12.195) 

‘forever’ 

(Ps. 52.7) 

ךמָ �ָ   

[ʕamˈmaχ] 

ךעמָ   

[ʕammeˈχa] 

 ַ מְּ;֣ 

[ʕammaˈχɔː] 

 

(Deut. 26.15; 

Bod.Heb. MS d 63, 

fol. 83v) 

 

(Ps. 72.2; T-S 12.196) 

‘your people’ 

(Ps. 72.2) 

 חַכמָה

[ħaχˈma] 

הכמָ חֽ   

[ħoχˈma] 

החָכְמָ֑   

[ħɔχˈmɔː] 

 

(Ant. 912) 
 

(Ps. 37.30; T-S 20.54) 

‘wisdom’ 

(Ps. 37.30) 

Note also that the profile of many Palestinian manuscripts, which 

attempt to distinguish two e-vowels and two a-vowels, is perhaps 

the most clear sign of convergence.128 

Many other features could be cited, but these suffice to 

show that there was a significant degree of convergence towards 

Tiberian in Palestinian biblical manuscripts of the Middle Ages. 
 

128 For a selection of these, see Revell (1970); Yahalom (1997). 
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2.2. Babylonian 

It has been well established that later Babylonian manuscripts 

tend to exhibit considerable convergence with Tiberian features 

as opposed to Old (or authentic) Babylonian features. While 

many examples could be cited, we list only a brief selection of 

examples below, with the more authentic Old Babylonian fea-

tures in the first column, the forms that exhibit convergence in 

the middle column, and the Tiberian form in the right column 

(Yeivin 1985, 77–87): 

Table 65: Convergence in Babylonian manuscripts 

Old Babylonian Babylonian →
→→

→ Tiberian cf. Tiberian 

 ארַַץ
[ˈʔaːrasˁ] 

 ארֵֵץ
[ˈʔeːresˁ] 

 אֶרֶץ

[ˈʔɛːʀ̟ɛsˁ] 

  ‘land’ 

 אשַרַ 
[ʔaʃa(ː)r] 

 אשַרֵ 
[ʔaˈʃeːr] 

 אֲשֶׁר 

[ʔaˈʃɛːɛʀ]̟ 

  ‘that; which’ 

 זַה
[ˈzaː] 

 זֵה
[ˈzeː] 

 זֶה
[ˈzɛː] 

  ‘this’ 

 בגַדיֵ
[baɣˈðeː] 

  בגִדיֵ
[biɣˈðeː] 

 בִּגְדֵי

[biʁˈðeː] 

  ‘garments of’ 

 הַמַזבֵח
[hammazˈbeːħ] 

 הַמִזבֵח
[hammizˈbeːħ] 

 Eֵַּהַמִּזְב 

[hammizˈbeːaħ] 

  ‘the altar’ 

 לַב

[ˈlaːv] 
 לֵב

[ˈleːv] 

 לֵב

[ˈleːev] 

  ‘heart’ 

Such convergence often involves the substitution of Babylonian 

ṣere for Babylonian pataḥ, which is parallel to Tiberian seghol. In 
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other cases, it may involve the updating of a different morpho-

logical nominal pattern such as ֵקטִליֵ  → קטַלי. 

Although the Babylonian tradition enjoyed a good deal of 

prestige itself early on in the Middle Ages, the Tiberian tradition 

eventually won out as the most prestigious and authoritative 

among the medieval Biblical Hebrew reading traditions (see 

chapter 3, §§4.0–5.0). Such convergence is a result of this devel-

opment. 

2.3. Secunda 

In some medieval manuscripts of the Secunda, some distinctively 

‘Secunda’ forms are updated to match more ‘Tiberian’ (or at least 

‘standard’) Hebrew conventions. This can be seen by comparing 

earlier (or better) manuscripts of the same exact readings. Note 

the chart below (Kantor forthcoming d, §A.IV.5): 

Table 66: Convergence in medieval Secunda manuscripts 

Secunda  

(Best MSS) 

Secunda  

(Other MSS) 

cf. Tiberian 

σεφρ αθεεεελλιµ σεφεεεερ θιιιιλλιµ תְּהִלִּים)הַ (  סֵפֶר  

 

 

 

 

‘Book of Psalms’  

(Ps. Title) 

αων ακοοοοββαϊ 

ϊσοοοοββουνι 

αων ακουουουουββαει 

ισουουουουββουνει 

נִי׃ יֲ קֵבַ֣  ןֲ וֹ֖  יְסוּבֵּֽ  

 

 

 

 

 

‘the iniquity of those who 

cheat me surrounds me’ 

(Ps. 49.6) 

ουαλλλλλα (or 

ουαλ<<<<αααα>>>>α?) 

ουαλεεεεα  ֶ֗יהָ וְָ ל  

 

 

 

 

‘and over it’  

(Ps. 7.8) 
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<λ>ααααβνη αδαµ λεεεεβνη αδαµ  ֵ֥ם׃  ילִבְנ אָדָֽ  

 

 
 

 

‘of the sons of men’ 

(Ps. 12.9) 

In the first example, an epenthetic is inserted to break up the 

normal Secunda final cluster in a segholate pattern. In the follow-

ing word, the normal Secunda short /e/ vowel is replaced with a 

ḥireq to better match the Tiberian form. In the second example, 

the normal Secunda short /o/ vowel is replaced by an /u/ vowel 

to better match Tiberian patterns with shureq/qibbuṣ. In the third 

example, the Aramaic-type PREP with suffix [ʕăˈlɑːh] (or 

[ʕɑːˈlɑːhɑː]) is modibed to match the seghol-qameṣ sequence in 

Tiberian. Finally, in the fourth example, the *CəCəC- → *CaCC- 

‘rule of shewa’ resolved with an a-class vowel in the Secunda is 

updated to (at least partially) match a ‘rule of shewa’ with an 

e‑class or i-class type vowel. These examples demonstrate that, 

even for a source as diverse as the Secunda, scribes felt the need 

to update it in conformity with Tiberian Hebrew—or at least 

some other more ‘standard’ tradition of Hebrew. Finally, it should 

be noted that this type of convergence is distinct from that of the 

preceding two categories (§§2.1–2.2), since here it is likely 

merely a scribal phenomenon rather than that of a living recita-

tion tradition. 

2.4. Addendum: Convergence with ‘Proto-Tiberian’ in 

Jerome? 

Even though the Hebrew tradition reflected in the transcriptions 

of Jerome is most closely related to Secunda Hebrew (see chapter 

4, §4.0), some of its distinctive features (over against the 

Secunda) parallel features found in Tiberian. In particular, we 
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may note that it regularly has an epenthetic vowel in segholate 

nouns (e.g., melech; chapter 4, §5.1.1), it has a consistent and 

distinct wayyiqṭol (e.g., uaiecra) form (chapter 4, §5.1.2), and it 

has sporadic instances that appear to reflect a non-etymological 

[a] vowel in the ‘vocalic shewa’ slot (chapter 4, §5.1.3). Overall, 

each of these features points to greater regularisation of syllable 

structure. Such a general trend is also characteristic of Tiberian 

Hebrew, which happens to be the only other tradition that exhib-

its all these three features. This raises the possibility that, either 

in sporadic instances or in certain features, Jerome was influ-

enced by a more formal or prestigious tradition of the Byzantine 

period. While it is tempting to call this ‘Proto-Tiberian’ or ‘Proto-

Masoretic’, such a claim is obviously highly speculative. Much 

more evidence would be required to deem such influence conclu-

sive. Nevertheless, it should be stressed that such influence would 

be minimal, since Jerome is still most closely related (in many 

more respects) to the Hebrew tradition underlying the Secunda. 
 

  



6. RELATIONSHIP OF THE READING

TRADITIONS 

The scope of the present book has by no means allowed for a full 

treatment of the history of the Biblical Hebrew reading traditions 

and their relationships to one another. A full treatment would 

continue to trace the relationship between the various branches 

of the Sephardi and Ashkenazi traditions, on one hand, and the 

various branches of the Yemenite traditions, on the other.129 This 

is to say nothing of the scores of traditions attested around the 

world of which we have made little or no mention at all.  

Nevertheless, we have outlined what may be regarded as a 

working framework for understanding the overall relationship 

between the main substantial pronunciation traditions attested 

throughout history. Central to this framework has been both the 

grouping together of various traditions based on shared innova-

tions and the identification of features that likely arose due to the 

influence of vernacular Hebrew and/or Aramaic. Overall, it is the 

‘popular’ branch of the Jewish reading traditions and the Samar-

itan tradition of Biblical Hebrew that exhibit the highest propor-

tion of vernacular features. In fact, this may be regarded as one 

of their most important distinctives. This, in turn, raises the ques-

tion about whether features resulting from language contact may 

also rightly be considered shared innovations. After all, such fea-

tures can be adopted from the vernacular or the vernacular can 

129 For a fuller treatment of some of the features of these various 

branches of modern traditions, see Morag (2007). 

© 2023 Benjamin Paul Kantor, CC BY-NC 4.0 https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0210.06
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merely reinforce (or bring to prominence) features that already 

existed in the tradition. Moreover, the fact that more ‘prestigious’ 

traditions were, in a way, more ‘isolated’ from influence of the 

vernacular may be at least somewhat relevant for subgrouping. 

This may be a special methodological feature of classifying read-

ing traditions of a sacred text that develop alongside vernacular 

languages. Such questions require more detailed treatments in 

the future. What we have outlined here, however, may be sum-

marised as follows: 

1. PROTO-BIBLICAL HEBREW RECITATION: In early Second 

Temple times, various Jewish communities began to publicly 

recite the biblical text, which resulted in the gradual 

development of recitation traditions with certain features. 

2. JEWISH‒SAMARITAN SPLIT: Also during Second Temple 

times, between the fourth and second centuries BCE, the 

Samaritan community broke off from the Jewish community. 

From this moment on, the Samaritans would transmit their 

own distinct linguistic and recitation tradition.130 It would be 

influenced strongly by vernacular Hebrew and Aramaic in 

antiquity and by Arabic during the Middle Ages and later. 

There were no further significant splits in the Samaritan 

tradition, at least none that have been preserved until modern 

times. 

3. POPULAR-MASORETIC SPLIT: The Jewish traditions, 

however, would undergo several more significant splits. 

Already in Hellenistic-Roman times, there appears to have 
 

130 But see the nuanced discussion in chapter 4, §1.4. 
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been a division between more ‘popular’ traditions and 

‘(Proto-)Masoretic’ traditions: 

a. POPULAR: The ‘popular’ branch exhibits greatest 

convergence with vernacular Hebrew and Aramaic. In 

antiquity, it is reflected in the traditions of the Secunda 

and Jerome, which are closely related. In the Middle 

Ages, the Palestinian tradition appears to develop from 

this same general branch, though convergence with the 

Tiberian tradition makes discerning authentic Palestinian 

difficult. 

i. SEPHARDI-ASHKENAZI: From the strands of the 

Palestinian branch would develop the Sephardi and 

Ashkenazi traditions.131 

1. SEPHARDI: The Sephardi branch is made up of 

communities from the Middle East and North 

Africa, who traditionally had Arabic, Aramaic, 

Persian, and Georgian as their vernaculars. This 

branch also includes some European 

communities who have Ladino, Italian, and 

Dutch as vernaculars. 

2. ASHKENAZI: The Ashkenazi branch is made up 

primarily of communities from central and 

eastern Europe. German, Yiddish, and other 

European languages are their traditional 

vernaculars. In later (modern) periods, however, 

one should note that Ashkenazi takes on quite a 
 

131 For the various modern Sephardi and Ashkenazi traditions, see 

Morag (2007). 
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different flavour from medieval Palestinian, 

perhaps due to influence of the Tiberian vowel 

points on the reading tradition. 

3. MODERN ISRAELI: It should be noted that 

Modern Hebrew, which falls within the stream of 

‘popular’ traditions, reflects a hybrid of Sephardi 

and Ashkenazi traditions. In large part, it draws 

its vowels and syllable structure from the 

Sephardi branch but its consonants from the 

Ashkenazi branch. 

b. MASORETIC: The more formal ‘(Proto-)Masoretic’ 

branch of Jewish traditions, which may have been 

connected with Temple circles,132 would eventually split 

into two branches, Tiberian in Palestine and Babylonian 

in the eastern Diaspora. Tiberian would eventually die out 

by around 1200 CE. 

i. YEMENITE: The Babylonian branch, on the other 

hand, continues into modern times in the Yemenite 

tradition. 

The historical and genetic relationships between the di-

verse set of Biblical Hebrew reading traditions attested through-

out history is displayed in the chart below. Note that arrows mark 

historical attestations, lines mark hypothesised traditions, clouds 

mark contact languages, and dotted arrows mark influence of 

various traditions or contact languages: 
 

132 For this argument, see Khan (2020b, 104–05, 507). 
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Figure 3: Chart displaying relationships between Biblical Hebrew read-
ing traditions 
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